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Comment

The search for

democracy and

governance
in Southern Africa

Governance

On one hand it
improvement in public sector management, accountability of the government in economic issues, transparency in public issues, and subscription to
the rule of law. Yet another view makes an explicit link
between governance and democracy.
can

be

seen

as a
as

concept is multifaceted.

an

Democratic reform in the countries of the Southern African

region is riding a crest, but the current wave can only
through strong structures of governance,
namely forms of public decision-making based on the principles of decentralisation, cooperation, participation, accountability, transparency, and the rule of law. Building
and strengthening institutions of governance should be
one of the priorities for the countries on the continent.
be sustained

More

so

when this need is

seen

in the context of

a

shared

history of political'violence, poverty and exploitation under oppressive systems of government. The fall of colonial systems of goverment has heralded political reform
and an evolution of democratic systems which are, however, tempered by the adoption of the one-party system of
government in most of the SADC countries with the exception of Botswana, Mauritius, Zimbabwe and Swaziland.
The problem of the one-party state is the absence of
legitimacy in elections. For elections to have credence,
popular participation is a pre-requisite, paving as it does
the way to participatory democracy. To achieve these aims,
institutions of democracy and governance must be
strengthened. Democratisation of institutions will have
more impact if political actors, policy makers and civil society members are trained in issues of democratic development, governance and human rights.
The region of Southern African has seen the final dismantling of colonialism, herald by political reform and a
move towards democratic rule.
Although the region has
witnessed significant development after centuries of struggle for peace and freedom, there are key challenges that
continue to face countries in the sub-region as they try to
achieve sustainable human development and participatory
and democractic governance systems. Efforts to promote
human development have been hampered by political instability and poverty.
The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
recognising these challenges, has tried to put in place programmes for the promotion of sustainable human development in a region typified by underdevelopment, unequal
patterns of social and economic development, persistent
unemployment, civil strife, political conflict and crime. It
is in this context that the UNDP organised in 1998 the
International Conference on Governance which brought
together giinisters, senior officials, parliamentarians, mayors and local official, academics, civil society and the private sector.
Delegates debated key challenges for governance as countries try to raise the quality of public sector management.
At this meeting, Kofi Annan, Secretary
General of the United Nations, emphasised that good gov¬
SAPEM APRIL 1999

ernance

erned

demands the

as

well

as

consent and participation of the govprovision by the state of an enabling envi-

ronment.

The

reality for African states is that donors and finanexample, quite
often cite governance as a conditionality for granting aid.
In this respect, countries are therefore expected to formulate participatory policies. Indeed South Africa was for
many years isolated through sanctions by the international
community because of her exclusivist apartheid policies
which denied the larger population the right to choose.
Sad to say, although these policies that conferred privileges to a minority have been dismantled, inequalities along
gender lines continues unabated. In the SADC region,
participation of women in both the political and economic
sphere is marginal. The Regional Human Development Report states that these inequalities, where women are not
included in meaningful political and economic participacial institutions like the Bretton Woods for

tion,

of bad governance which perpetuThe argument is carried forward by the
observation that good governance is not merely the establishment of multi-party systems of government and upholding of the rule of law. There is a distinction drawn
between this type of democratic, governance, and good
governance which entails managing public services efficiently and transparently and participation of the people,
both men and women on equal terms. Governments are
therefore duty-bound to uphold governance and to provide the requisite “enabling enviroment” that Kofi Annan
was referring to.
The SADC Regional Human Development Report goes even further and innovates a measure to
assess the
performance of SADC countries in governance.
A four-point matrix put forward indentifies political, institutional, economic and gender empowerment components.
Using this measuring tool, countries can assess how
democratic their electoral processes are, how autonomous
local government structures are, and how vibrant the civil
society is. An evaluation on institutional processes of
government can also be carried out, as well as economic
performance and participation in the economy by all sectors of society.
With the last component, countries can
ates

are an outcome

inequalities.

how inclusive of women’s participation structures,
policies and legislation are. Using this Index of Democratic Governance, the overwhelming evidence is that the
SADC region still has a long way to go in achieving truly
participatory democracy.
measure

The solution is for states to look inward and take stock
with

a clarity of vision on the effort
required to reach the
optimum in terms of governance and human development.
The current discourse on regional integration and coop-

eration will be confined to

perpetual rhetoric unless and
recognise the need and necessity to improve and enhance policy which foster good
governance and human development. If the national house
is in order, the regional one will thrive too.
until the SADC member states
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IMPERIALISTS MACHINATIONS

Multi-partism in itself is not a guardemocracy. The idea is to en-

antee of
sure

The

war

in the Democratic

Republic of Congo threatens to engulf the whole of

Africa.

Currently at least more than ten African countries are involved one
way or another in the war in the DRC. Some countries like Angola, Chad,
Namibia, Zimbabwe, Uganda and Rwanda are in direct combat and others like
Tanzania, South Africa are fuelling the war by pretending not to see what is

happening.
The

war has obviously divided the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) and the prospects of regional integration are now doubtful.

the widest

representation of soci-

ety in the management of state affairs.
This enables sectional interests

to

be

propagated and incorporated into national policies One of the major weaknesses of multi-partism in most of the
SADC countries is the first part — the
post electoral practice. This has in most
led to the entrenchment of de

cases

facto

party systems. Whilst this

one

is democratic

The

question that comes to mid is why and how is this happening in Southern
Africa. Many arguments have been put across. Some say it’s because of
Museveni’s designs for the region and others say it is Mugabe’s designs and
the like. However, when one looks at the situation closely one observes that
after the end of the cold war the word imperialism was virtually blotted out of
the vocabulary. Does this therefore mean that imperialism ended with the
Cold War. Looking at the events of today, it is obviously not so. What we are
witnessing today is merely a refinement of imperialism. The imperialists today
will not be seen to be directly involved in any part of the world but the hidden
hand will always be there. Battles for the control of resources will be fought
by proxy and at the end of the day they appear to be the messiah, coming up
with prescriptions and entrenching their control.
Why would the DRC be of interest to imperialists? The DRC is a huge market
and contains numerous untapped resources. In this case therefore the various African players in the DRC are
merely pawns in a game they do not
understand let alone serve their interests. In the final analysis when all is said
and done none of the African countries involved in the DRC is to gain from
the raging war.
The other side of the coin is that

imperialism has embarked on a project of
militialising Africa and one needs not ask who benefits from this obscene
project. Isnt it time African leaders woke up from their slumber? How long are
they going to watch Africa plundered and dehumanised as was the case in the
days of slavery when Africa was subjected to blatant savagery by the imperialists. Does the change of clothing entail the change of heart? The DRC
situation is not a matter of national pride but the pride of the African. Africa
wake up.

practice it violates the
principle of representative democracy
in that small parties end up not represented in parliament even though they
constitute a significant proportion of
the electorate behind them. In view of
this it would appear therefore that to
ensure there is fair representation in
the system the proportional representation system would be appropriate.
With such a system there is a chance

that the small
seats in
ests

parties would get a few
parliament and as such inter-

of those few would also be repre-

sented in the

legislative body. This

however does not

mean

the propor-

tional

representation system does not
have flaws. The system gives undue
representation to the small parties however it is better than nothing at all.
For democracy to make sense there
is need to ensure the widest possible
representation. In my view this kind
of system will go a long way towards
resolving most conflicts within the region. This would ensure that people
do not resort to non-constitutional
of

getting into power. A situaopposition parties have no
hope of ever capturing power is likely
means

tion where
D Mukombe

Mrewa

to

Zimbabwe

lead

tional

to

the resort to non-constitu-

means

of

capturing

power.

Carlos Fernandes

ELECTIONS AND THE SADC
Most Southern African

Development countries have now to a large extent established multi-party democracies with the exception of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
Swaziland. This is in line with the lib-

4

eralization policies that they have
adopted in both the economic and political sectors. However, it is important
for the policy-makers and electorate
alike to understand the significance of
adopting such policies.

Maputo
Mozambique
Letters should be addressed to; The Editor,
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant Harare,
Zimbabwe or to 4 Deary Avenue. Belgravia.

Harare, Zimbabwe.
Letters must indicate the writers full

name

and

address, and may be edited for purposes of

clarity and

space.
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Zimbabwe
count down to

year

2000

Nyasha Masiwa
On the 18"' of

April 1999, Zimbabwe

celebrates 19 years of independence
from almost a century of colonial domination.
As

we

approach the

nium what

are

new millenthe prospects of en-

trenching democracy in Zimbabwe?
Zimbabwe being a multi-party democracy boasts of at least 15 political
parties and many civic pressure
groups. However since independence
the politics of Zimbabwe has been
dominated by ZANU PF which has
maintained an absolute majority in parliament throughout the independence
period. The merging of ZANU PF and
ZAPU P F in 1987 put an end to
tive opposition though this was

effecethni-

cally based.
The proliferation of political parties
in a way underlines the existence of
political pluralism and on the other signifies the desire for change. With the
parliamentary elections due in April
2000 there have been increasing calls
for change in leadership within and
outside ZANU PF.
additions to the

One of the latest

plethora of political

parties and movements is the idea coming from the National Working People’s
Convention of a “democratic political
movement for change.” This has been
widely seen as a call for the formation
of

labour backed party.
Discussions and statements from

a

opposition

leaders

indicate

an

obssession with the desire to oust
ZANU PF from power.
The

question is what are the
chances of ZANU PF being removed
from power?
SAPEM interviewed the Zimbabwe

Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU)
SAPEM APRIL 1999

President Robert Mugabe and some of his ministers

Secretary General Morgan Tsvangirayi
of the emerging political stalwarts
in Zimbabwe’s political scenario. According to Tsvangirayi at independone

rallied around the libwhich transcended colour, gender and class. He said 10
years later an elitist group usurped the
project. ‘The ruling nationalist elite
fragmented society on the basis of
ence everyone
eration project

comrades, workers, detainees, collaboof a national
unifying agenda. There is need to bring

rators etc. at the expense

back the
There is

spirft of national identity.
cohesive national agenda,”

no

he said.
“The

national

integration thereby doing away
on regional and ethnic
lines. On this basis a unifying
agenda
is emerging, The nationalist failed on
the national agenda. Discontent has
been expressed through strikes,
stayaways and demonstrations, indicating a restive population. People have
with division

been

disempowered by government
through force and breach of law."
Tsvangirayi said, "the way forward
is to focus on stabilizing the economy
by addressing macro-economic fundamentals. There is need to address basic issues pertaining to poverty such
as

people

clear about the
agenda which includes empowerment,
equitable distribution of resources, and
are

landlessness, homelessness, hunger,
health etc. People have no access
basics amidst plenty. There must be

poor
to

program to arrest economic decline.
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Cover Story
population) would be represented,
Tsvangirayi said, "the ZANU-PF govemment has hoped to retain the rural
constituency by taking from urban
workers and patronizing peasant but
has run out of money. Government can
no longer continue to patronize peastotal

ants

trouble."

is in serious

and

Tsvangirayi pointed out that 74% of
the population of Zimbabwe are poor
according to the 1995 poverty assessment study survey. He noted that out
of that 57% are very poor. Tsvangirayi
noted that rural poverty is more acute
and according to him discontent is
much higher because there is lack of
poverty alleviation mechanisms. He
pointed out that there is a traditional
urban rural linkage arguing that it is
now much stronger and constitutes
common cause. Tsvangirayi said, "the
ZCTU is therefore speaking on behalf
of the rural poor." He observed that
due to the fact that the urban

Mogan Tsvangirayi ZCTU Secretary General

are

There is need for constitutional re-

is

There

form.

a

crisis

of

and manufacturing need attention.
Price controls are impractical.

work

are no

It

this creates short-

governance.There is the question of

will

decentralization of administration and

There should be a long term stabilizing strategy. There must be a balance between affordability and availability. Price controls are not sustainable. With the collapse of the dollar,
imports have become more expensive.
What we need are strategic food reserves and avoid exporting grain and
then import at higher prices."
On the question of what ideology
the labour based political movement
subscribed to, Tsvangirayi said, "an
ideological straight jacket is out. There
is need for flexibility and the focus
should be on social justice in a market
economy."
On the question of journalists being charged under the law and order

power. How do you empower communities to determine policies. There

opportunities and ardeclining standards of living. To

is need to create
rest

productivity and manageimproved."
land question Tsvangirayi

achieve this

need to be

ment

On the

said land is

a

national asset which

needs to be controlled

by the state and
speculation by individuals should not
be allowed. Land must be managed to
protect the people. Constitutional provisions must be made for that purpose.
It is dangerous to leave the management

of land to market forces."

question of borrowing from
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and adhering to its structural
adjustment program and attempts by
On the

government to reintroduce price controls, Tsvangirayi said, "there should
be macro-economic reforms to ereate

growth and arrest inflation. He said

the country should work itself
the IMF program as it entails

out of

sacri-

ficing sovereignty. There is need for
tight reforms o create employment,
arrest

inflation and increase

produc-

tivity. Faced with a severe debt situation, funding is necessary to restruc-

work out of
the debt trap. There is need to put a
cap on public borrowing which must
be approved by parliament. There
should be no borrowing for consumption. Small scale production, the land
ture
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for

a

least 3 years to

never

as

ages.

maintenance

act

section

50,

Tsvangirayi said, "the statutes used to
suppress the journalists are on the
verge of being amended because they
are draconian. The bill of rights must
be strengthened. The freedom of the
press is the only basis for informing
people.
On the question of dialogue between, labour, government and business in the so called tripartite negotiations forum Tsvangirayi said, that
stayaways as well as dialogue have all
been efforts at advancing the worker,
but unfortunately they have reached a
dead end.

question how the peasants
majority of the peopie in Zimbabwe ( at least 70% of the
On the

who constitute the

not

workers

able to survive therefore there

transfers to the rural

poverty has

areas

and

transcended the rural ur-

ban divide.

question of having too many
opposition parties and how that splits
the vote, Tsvangirayi said that their
envisaged role is that of facilitating the
movement to change, encompassing
opposition political parties by providing a viable alternative. "The principles
guiding the movement involve uniting
by transcending ethnicity and class
On the

division."

He however, conceded that

class is difficult to transcend but ar-

gued that there is common cause
amongst 74% of the population as opposed to 26% which he said is less
cohesive. According to Tsvangirayi it

only the unity of the 74%, the bulk
class that will give rise
to an alternative movement to change.
He said the current ruling class has
abandoned any sense of ideals that

is

of the poverty

constitute the Zimbabwe ideal

of

na-

integration, social redistribution,
development and social progress.
There is no clear program for the future. The leadership is so engrossed in
the past and has no vision for the future. The level of corruption is high
tional

because of individualism. If

that had

during the liberation
struggle nothing could have been

been the

case

achieved.

Political

analysts

argue

that the pre-

dominance of ZANU-PF in Zimbabwe

is predicated on the lack of a credible
viable alternative. Are we seeing the

emergence

of such

an

alternative?
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Cover Story
Points to note

are

that ZANU-PF is

a-

party whose main constituency
is the peasantry. The opposition in
mass

Zimbabwe

seems

to be convinced that

are no chances of reforming and
revitalizing ZANU-PF. However, it
might be prudent to note that the challenge posed by the opposition to
ZANU-PF is likely to shake it out of
the slumber it is in and the complacency that has been characteristic of
the party’s leadership will not endure.

there

Some of the criticism leveled at the
ZANU-PF

leadership include being auprevalence of corruption. Some observers have argued that
although the current leadership of
ZANU-PF have tended to operate as if
the party belongs to them it remains a
people’s party and is capable of reforming itself and a change of leadership is
tocratic and the

inconceivable and that

not

over

the

ZANU-PF has been adaptable.
independence the most formidable challenge that faced ZANU-PF after unifying with PF-ZAPU has faced
was that by the Zimbabwe Unity Movement formed by Edgar Tekere the
former Secretary General of ZANUPF. This challenge coincided with the

years
Since

and at that time
ZANU-PF abandoned its self professed socialist ideology and embraced
liberal reforms particularly in the
end of the cold

war

and this took the steam out

economy
ofZUM.

It would appear

that if ZANU-PF
entrenching internal democracy and stamping out corruption
it is likely to give the opposition a run
for its money. Observing the developments within ZANU-PF over the

embarked

on

past ten or so years it is
there has been pressure
the party to

do

away

now “tired” and that there is
a “new set of horses to pull

ership is
need for
the

carriage of state forward”. In

Matebeland

Governor
for
North
Welshman

the

Matebeleland
Mabhena is

reported to have come out
in full support of political pressure
groups in the province which he says
signal the discontent of a people who
are not getting a fair share of the national cake. He said, “Today you hear
people talking about ZAPU 2000. The
major complaint from the young peopie in that campaign is asking what
unity has brought us. They are of
course, right to be asking such questions.” Also in Matebeleland

a

ZANU-

Charles Mpofu who is

PF councillor,

reported to have said ZANU-PF has
failed to

run

Zimbabwe and should

immediately step down. He said that
the ruling party has a stinking background especially when one considers
the fact that some people who were
involved in shady deals like the
Willowgate scandal have found themselves back in government through the
back door. “This has resulted in

a

lot

of discontent among the majority of
the ruling party’s supporters leading to
lack of respect for the entire leader-

ship.”
worth

noting that ZANU-PF
champion of land redistribution and has now finally resolved to
implement a resettlement program
against all odds. The land issue is an
area that the opposition in Zimbabwe
has not yet addressed with clarity and
It is

has been

a

no

policy alternative has been put for-

ward.

Assessing the prospects of the opone observes that they do not

position

have the necessary resources

to

pitted against ZANU-PF which constitutionally receives state funding. Unmount a

strong national campaign

der the Zimbabwe constitution, any

political party that holds 15 of the 150
parliamentary seats is entitled to a vote
from treasury. Only three of the 150
parliamentary seats are currently held
by non-ZANU-PF legislators. On the
other hand the opposition has so far
not come up with clear cut policies
to challenge those of ZANU-PF. On
observing the political scenario of
Zimbabwe one can hardly come up
with right or left wing political parties on the political spectrum or such
other classification
ern

as

obtains in west-

democracies such

as

the United

Kingdom and the United States where
you have the Labour and Conservative parties and the Democrats and
Republicans respectively. This differentiation is based

on

differences in

policies of the parties admittedly not
very different but quite significant.
Taking a leaf from the western democracies it is also evident that the
less the number of

opposition parties
stability
of the polity. In Zimbabwe there
seems to be lack of ideological clarity and hence the proliferation of opposition parties.

the

more

the coherence and

evident that
from within

with autocratic

leadership as evidenced by disputes
during primary elections where the

leadership has imposed candi-

party

dates and the choice of the rank and

file

was

forced to stand

as

independ-

in point is the city of
Mutare’s Executive mayor Lawrence
Mudhewe who stood as an independ-

ents.

ent

A

after

PF and

case

being suspended from ZANUwon

the elections and subse-

quently rejoined the party. Other recent developments indicating a strong
desire within ZANU-PF for a change
of leadership are the calls by Masvingo
member of parliament Dzikamai
Mavhaire for

a

limit to the Presidential

and most recently a call by MP
for Chimanimani Michael Mataure for

terms

a new

leadership to take the party forcountry’s lead¬

ward. He said that the
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In the

opposition Margrate Dongo (ZUD), Heneri Dzinotyiwei (A New Generation)
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Southern Africa

The emerging
role of the

military in

Southern African Politics
Alexactus T. Kaure

The first and

only, military coup in
place in Lesotho

Southern Africa took
in 1986.

Then there were attempted coups
in Zambia, in 1986, 1990, 1997, several in Tanzania (and one in Angola in

1977).
And because of this low

intensity
military involvement in politics in
the region, if one uses the coup or attempted coup yardstick; the role of the
of

Southern African armies has not been

attracting serious academic attention.
In fact, the common stereotype in
this region is that military putsches are
either

West, East

or

North African

phenomena.
In

a

recent

contribution to the

topic. Professor Masipula Sithole of
the University of Zimbabwe, main
concern was only to
explain “why the
military steps in” or more specifically
to show “why a coup in Zimbabwe is
unlikely” (The Financial Gazette, 1998/
99). He goes further to argue that the
days of military coups in Africa are
coming to an end. Although no reasons or evidence are put forward to
support such a conclusion.
Yet other analysts have looked at
the development of the military from
a security point of view thus
explaining military expansion in relation to external threats such as apartheid South
Africa

(Solomon M. Nkiwane,
SAPEM, Nov. 1992). Others have tried
the

question as to why the
military has been growing in peace-

to answer

time and in democratic countries such
Botswana (Patrick Molutsi and
Horace Campbell, SAPEM, June/July,
as

1997). But it was Archie Mafeje who,
passing, drew our attention to the

in

correlation

between

increasing

militarisation of national politics and
the expansion of armies and their budgets

(CODESRIA Bulletin, No. 2, 1998).
But

as

far

as

mainstream scholar-

ship is concerned, the story of the
8

po¬

SADC

military officials attend peace-keeping seminar

litical role of the military usually begins with the coup itself. And as such
the analysis seeks to explain why armies enter the political process via the
putsch and then to try to define the
essential characteristics of military
rule. Such an approach leads to a view
of

disembodied and a docile army as
institution distinct and separate
from the broader political institutions
and processes. So that when it does
a

an

intervene via the coup,

it then becomes
anomaly that needs to be explained.
But some scholars in the region are
beginning to recognise that there is a
link between army officers and civilian politicians as most armies in the
region consist of former comrades
from the independence struggle. The
cases of Angola,
Mozambique, Naan

mibia, Zimbabwe and South Africa

are

usually cited. This, however, does not
complete the picture. To do so one
needs to employ a class analysis in or¬

der to argue

that both within the mili-

tary and civilian institutions there
subalterns that
their senior

are

usually opposed to
colleagues. The struggle

then becomes

are

one

among the various
cal classes.

over

resources

military and politi-

As

Jimmy D. Kandeh has written;
significant group of military interventions has been carried out not by
disaffected senior officers, but by junior officers analogous to the working
class within society as a whole”
“A

(ROAPE, No. 69, 1996).

Kandeh

that such intervenas much against the
senior officers as against the political
elite to which they are closely linked
by clientelist ties.
Thus the “no-coup in Zimbabwe”
or the “end of
coups in Africa” theses of Sithole are perhaps too early a
goes on to argue
tions are directed

conclusion to make.
In this article I should like to raise
SAPEM APRIL 1999

Southern Africa
a

number of

centrality of Southern African armies
in politics. The key question is to
what extent and how frequent have
Southern African states used their
mies

Most commentators

questions, questions

which I believe lie at the heart of the

ar-

instruments of both domestic

Africa

thought that

on

Southern

apartheid
was buried and peace has
returned
to the region - ending years of
destabilisation of Frontline States by
the military elements in Pretoria - the
role of the military would diminish.
Writing in 1992, Nkiwane argued that
the build-up and upgrading of the defence forces of the post-colonial
once

regime of Laurent Kabila and Botswana

and South Africa in Lesotho

apparently to restore law and order.
by SADC
countries have been either regime supThus most interventions

portive

or

regime opposing. Angola

has

us about
the role of the armed forces in the

response to the threat that
South Africa posed in the sub-region

intervened/provided support in the
former Zaire to oppose Mobutu, in
Congo to oppose the democratically
elected regime of Pascal Lissouba and
now in the DRC to support the regime there. Zimbabwe was in Mozambique on a regime supportive mission

for these states. He

and

politics of the region?

revisit this assertion

now

President

of the contemporary

reality obtaining

in

as

and

foreign policies? In other words
civilian-led governments
are increasingly relying on the military support for their maintenance if
how many

not

in

survival?

What do the increases

military expenditures tell

The recent detention and

alleged
tortured of two Zimbabwean journalists by the army and the subsequent
refusal by the army to heed a high
court order for their
to

invoke

some

release,

seems

interest in the role of

the army
Some

in the region.
people have argued that, perhaps, we are reading too much in this
specific incidence. We are told, for
example, that “... contrary to reports
and speculation by most of us in the
media who believed that the state

re-

orchestrated and so calculated, this was solely that of the
military top brass, under Lt General
Vitalis Zvinavashe himself, acting on
some over-stretched interpretation of
sponse was

the Defence Act, and on the basis of
which Chavhunduka and Choto were

picked

up, detained and
Zimbabwe Republic

tortured. The
Police were
brought in when the damage was already done and the CIO played no role
in what was essentially the work of
the military police.” (The Scrutator,
The Zimbabwe Mirror 5-11 February,
1999)
But what

have

happened
in this specific case is that the army
has taken a political decision out of
seems

the democratic

to

arena

-

from the po-

lice, CIO and eventually the courts.
The refusal

by the Minister of De-

fence, Moven Mahachi, and the secretary in that Ministry of a judge’s
decision to have the two

journalists
police, points to
two possible developments: either
there is a break-down in military discipline or simply the army feels it is
becoming too powerful in a political
surrendered to the

in the

analysts maintain that as armies get involved in war then they become bigger, powerful and more
prominent. And some people would
say wars are opportune moments
for the generals to accumulate and get
even

rich.
SAPEM APRIL 1999

might want to
in the light

region.
opposite seems to be happenIn addition to the existing “hot

The

ing.
spots”

-

there is

Angola, Lesotho and DRC,
an

increase in militarisation

of

politics in the region.
Mafeje observes:

As Archie

“Militarisation of national

politics
predispose peace-keeping
forces towards making war instead
of peace in troubled countries. This
is one of the reasons why demilitariin Africa

sation in Africa should be looked upon
as an essential part of the democrat!-

now

the

same

in the DRC and

Mugabe is now talking war
Angola and is likely to send troops
there to support the MPLA government. Namibia is also doing the same
in the DRC and according to unconfirmed sources also in Angola. Botswana

and SA

are

in Lesotho

Amin and its role in the Liberian intervention

not clear. Other states

was

have

covertly been opposing or supporting regimes or rebels at one point
or

the other.
Besides this activist and

ent

posturing of what

belliger-

was once per-

ceived

their

own

populations, which
negation of democracy
and ultimate violation of citizenship
rights. For this destructive role, African armies are generally accorded
budget allocations which exceed those

executive

is

absolute

of the ministries of education and

What this

health combined in their

civilian-led governments are

an

civilian

respective

countries.

Insofar

have

been tested in battle

as

African armies

fightof their
perhaps
Tanzania), they are probably all 'paper monkeys’ (to borrow Mazrui’s
metaphor) but in reality are a great political, social and financial liability.
never

a real enemy in defence
citizens (except Egypt and

ing

Africa must be demilitarised for peace,

on a

supportive mission. And as for
Tanzania it fought Uganda to oust Idi
state

sation process. African armies are not
known to fight external enemies but

as a

detached army

gion; there is
arm

in the

re-

a sense in which the
of government in some

SADC countries is

increasingly becoming reliant on the army as its visible symbol of power, control, prestige and national pride thus negating
the envisaged regional integration.
means

is that

a

number of

increas-

ingly relying

on the military support
for their maintenance either to control their

rebellion

citizens, ward-off internal

get involved in some
foreign ventures.
The following countries have for
one or

or to

all of those

reasons come

to

rely heavily on their respective armies:
Angola, SA, Lesotho, Mozambique,

stability and collective social develop-

DRC, Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe

ment.”

and Tanzania.

One of the

new

developments is

Some of the leaders have not hesi-

the so-called “African solution to Af-

tated to

rican

suppress demonstrations by students
and trade unions or to monitor/sup-

problems” which has prompted
some governments to intervene in
military conflicts to help quell rebellions

or remove a

case

of Mobutu Sese Seko in the

sense.

Some

in Southern Africa have been

states

primarily in

leader

as

in the

rare

former Zaire.
In fact, SADC, has now established its

Organ for Defence, Peace
Security under whose pretext
Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe have
intervened in the DRC to prop up the
and

deploy their armies either to

press real or imagined political dissent.
The Matabeleland issue in Zimbabwe in the 1980s

during which the
Brigade was unleased
to quell fighters of the former ZIPRA
guerrillas with tragic consequences
and the recent deployment of the
Namibian security apparatus in the
Caprivi Region in the wake of secesinfamous Fifth
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sionist

by

of
just two cases in point.
most interesting developments in this region has been the
active posture taken by the Botswana’s military in recent years especially
after the demise of apartheid. The
attempt

a

group

Namibians are
One of the

the DRC

and Lesotho

Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe
(DRC) and Botswana and South Africa (Lesotho) are involved,

military
expenditure is bound to rise rapidly.
The conflicts and military solutions to
their resolution

BDF is in virtual control of the Kasikili

the limited

Island in the

human

mibia and its
in Lesotho

Caprivi Region of Naarmy elements are still

as

noted above.

These

in which

are

bound to take away

budget resources from
development related invest-

in health, education and com-

ment

munity services.”
Statistics

problems existed before 1994 but the
BDF could not lift its finger. This specific observation only reinforce the

expenditure are usually hard to comeby because sometimes they are hid-

view noted earlier that the end of

den under differenct votes. And nei¬

on

recurrrent

defence

apartheid, ironically, led to
blossoming of the military in the region.

the

equivalent of Z$40 billion over a
year period. While Zimbabwe
government is said to be shopping for
F7 fighter planes worth Z$3,7 billion.
The beneficiaries of these arms packages are not the citizens but the arms
ten

dealers and their countries.
So what matters is no longer

the
the kind of arhas. It is these
expensive toys for the boys that are
eroding the revenue base of these
size of the army but
senal that the country

countries. Thus small countries with

corresponding small armies such as
Botswana and Namibia are just as big
spenders as SA, Angola and
Zimbabwe

the

In South Africa

The thrust of this

itself, the

though

army or at least some elements within it, function as
a

state

within

state.

a

is thus little control

was

war

our

with itself for

lished and well known. As

Campbell has noted

a recent

“In the

tary would usually put pres-

specific

(Angolan

sure

war

to

and the

es-

prosecution of the
diplomacy to ensure the

continuation of war.”
In line with this
has been

an

development
in military ex-

new

increase

penditure. As the SADC Regional
Human Development Report points
out: “One of the major causes of large
government budget deficits is the large
military expenditures incurred in the
region.” ( p.32). The Report further
argues that “with increased military
conflict in the region such as those in
10

civilain

which take the form of bet-

tablished for the
war

their

a fairer share
of the economic resources,

strengthen their position in
the government in the context of the future leadership
in the country.” He goes on
to say that: “The control over the state
apparatus by the military faction is
manifest in the extensive network

on

collegues for

Armed

Forces) need the

will not be

this is that those in the mili-

article in SAPEM:

case of the
MPLA the militarists in the

FAA

concern

attemped
and militry as opposed to civilian rule; but to
what end the army has been
put to. The second building block of this article was
to recognise the similar social and political origin of
both the civilian and miliary
rulers. The implication of

gal, the role of the army in
the decision-making machinery of the state is well estab-

in

dis-

coups

existence from Portu-

Horace

as

about coups or

good part of its independ-

ence

seen

governmental system, but
as an essential part of it.
If we proceed from that
theoretical assumption then

running and ad hoc/hasty
military decision being taken
by those in the military top
echelon with little input from
the political elite.
In Angola, a country that
the

to

article,

exploratory one,
argue that the army

tinct and separate institution
from the broader civilion

the

South African army - a situation which has led to gun

has been at

have

an

should not be

There

over

which

larger armies.

salaries for soldiers

ter

well

Angola civil

as

the procurement

of
expensive military hard-

war rages on

as

ware.

ther should talk of army

programmes or cut
fool anyone.

retrechment

in defence job

Both South Africa and Zimbabwe

announced, last year or so, that they
were

trimming their armies. In the

case

of Zimbabwe from 51 000 to

35 000 soldiers while South Africa,
which has the largest army in the re-

gion, at about 140 000, is planning
25 000 defence jobs by
the year 2001.
to cut about

In the meantime both governments

going

were

on a

new arms.

last year

reported to be
massive buying spree of
South Africa is to spend

But what make the
nent

rica
are

and

military promi-

powerful in Southern Af-

are the civilain politicians who
increasingly relying on it for their

own

survival.

In conclusion

then, militarisation

of national

politics, in the absence of
a
proper democratic culture, leads
logically to the politicisation of the
army or at least some units within
the army.
Thus the
risation
a

can

broader

question of demilita-

only be addressed within

project involving wider

democratisation of both domestic and

foreign policies and politics.
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AFRICA
UNIVERSITY
(A United Methodist

-

Related Institution)

Offering the MBA
for the African Manager
Applications

are invited from qualified candidates for admission to the 18-month FULL TIME and the 24;
month PART-TIME EXECUTIVE MBA programme of the University for the 1999/2000 academic
year in

August 1999.
Admission

Requirements
Applicants to the programme must possess;
a good first degree from Africa University or from
any other university
recognised by the Senate of
Africa University; or a professional qualification obtained by formal study and examination
nised as a degree equivalent by the Senate of Africa University,
recogdemonstrated competence in quantitative methods (mathematics) not below a credit pass at “O” level
or equivalent, and
•

(for
a

applicants to the Executive Part Time Programme only)

minimum of four years

post-qualification work experience.

General Information
Africa

University is an international, private. United Methodist-related
schedule of fees is available with the application forms.
Application Procedure
Application forms are available,
dollars), from
The

Registrar
University

Africa

on payment

of

an

application fee of US$25 (or equivalent in Zimbabe

Telephone: (263 20) 60075

or

60026

P O Box 1320

Facsimile: (263 20) 61785
E-mail :africau @ internet.co.zw

Mutare, Zimbabwe

Attention:

Please return the

and fee-paying institution. The

Registrar

completed forms to the Registrar at the above address.

N.B.

Applicants, for the 18-month FULL TIME programme only, from Commonwealth countries may apply
through their government (point of contact) to the Commonwealth Secretariat, London, for sponsorship.

Closing date for receipt of completed application forms is May 15,1999.
AFRICA UNIVERSITY...a mission to educate, empower
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South Africa

in

Transition

Entrenching Democracy
in South Africa
Tendai Dumbutshena

South Africans go to the polls on June
the 2nd in the country's second
democratic elections.
This is not

election to decide

an

who will govern
next five years.

South Africa for the
A victory for the

ruling African National Congress
(ANC) is a foregone conclusion. The
election will be

a

watershed in the in

history of the country as it will
mark the end of the Nelson Mandela

the

It will

era.

cal

bring to an end the politioctogenarian presithe country who for over

career

dent of

of the

four decades

as

the world's famous

prisoner and first black leader of
South Africa fowened over the politics of his country like a colossus
The e^lection will also strengthen
the country's young democracy and
its institutions. A large turnout will
.

be welcomed
ment

of

for this

as a

multiparty democracy. It is
reason

that the government

opposition parties all went out to
people to register to vote. While
discounting partiscan motives for doing so, it is clearly in everyone's inand

urge

terests

for South Africa to be irrevo-

cably wedded to constitutional democracy.
Elections

of course

essentially
a fight for votes and this one is no
exception. The only certain outcome
of this election is an ANC victory.
Other parties face an uncertain outcome with potentially fatal consequences. A dismal performance by
the New National Party (NNP) may
put this party of apartheid on a slippery slope to political oblivion. Opinion polls consistently put its support
level at 10 percent - exactly half of
the 20 percent it received in the 1994
election.
12

Thabo Mbeki

massive endorse-

are

After 46 years

of ruling South

Africa, the NNP - it added 'new' to
its name in an attempt to change its

image - has shown no appetite for
opposition politics. It has been
eclipsed by the white liberal Democratic Party (DP) whose effectiveness as an opposition party belies it
size. In 1994 it got only two percent of the vote and,is according to
opinion polls set to increase its share
six and ten percent. If
performs better than the polls
predict it may well become the official opposion party. That would acto between

the DP

celerate the demise of the NNP.
The DP has

clearly stated that its
as a watchdog to
stop the ANC from abusing power.
intention is to act

It has been at the forefront of

posing

a

ernment.

ex-

number of scandals in govThis has appealed to a lot

of whites whose main

concern

is to

safeguard the freedoms enshrined in
the constitution which, inter alia, pro-

property rights. The DP leader,
though disliked by his detractors for
tect

an

undoubted intellectual arrogance

is tenacious
He is his
same

great public debator.
party's greatest asset. The
a

cannot be

said of Martinus

van

Schalwyck, the NNP leader often
unkindly referred to as the captian of
the Titanic. Out of power and with
no state patronage to dispense his
party is haemorrhaging to death.
The right wing Freedom Front
(FF) led by General Constand Viljoen
is not expected to get more votes than
it did in 1994
just above two per-

cent.

It remains

a

mystery why the

Pan Africanist

Congress (PAC) has
abysmally failed to capture the imagination of these black voters disilSAPEM APRIL 1999

South Africa in Transition
Distribution of seats in House of

Assembly after the 1994 elections
ANC

252

NNP

82

of

opposition is minimised.
president is elected by
the House of Assembly sitting as an
electoral college.
Barring any
enexpected developments, Thabo

province and is cashing in on the
popularity he enjoyed as Transkei's
maverick military dictator. Violence

Mbeki is certain to be elected to

peaceful election.

means

The state

sue-

ceed Mandela.

Voters will also cast ballots for

IFP

PAC

5

ACDP

2

FF

9

CP

7

-

African Christian Democraric party

lusioned with the ANC. A

change of
leadership two years ago when the
dour and uninspiring Clarence
Makwetu was replaced by Rev.
Stanley Makgoba has failed to change
the fortunes of the party. It is not
expected to poll more than two percent. One of the most interesting aspects of the elections will be the performance of the newly formed United
Democratic Movement

formed
Transkei

(UDM).

by former
military ruler and ANC min-

over a

year ago

ister, Bantu Holomisa, and Roelf

Meyer who resigned from the NNP,
they party's mission is to transform
the face of South African politics by
derecialising them. Its raison d'etre
is to get South Africans out of their
racial trenches and replace race with
policies as the major determination of
peoples political affiliation. Some
opinion polls give the UDM as much
as seven percent of the vote.
If it
does get this much it will be a truimph
for Holomisa and Meyer whose political obituaries

were

written when

they left their respective parties.
South Africa's system of proportional representation will ensure that
parties like the PAC. and FF with infinitesimal levels of support will have
seats in the 400 member house of

Assembly, (see box for current distribution of seats)
This is desirable in

a

country as

diverse and

polarised as South Africa. With all significant parties represented in Parliament the temptation
to

embrace extra constitutional
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unrealistic to expect an

entirely

Issues should dominate any election. These will be raised but will

provincial legislatives. Of South Africa's nine provinces the ANC con-

have little

trols all but two

KwaZulu/Natal and

cation will dominate the debate. But

Cape which are governed by
the IFF and NNP respectively. The
battle by the ANC to win these two
provinces will easily be the most intriguing part of the elections. With

essentially this will be a vote for or
against the ANC. The DP and NNP
have raised the spectre of a twothirds majority for the ANC to galvanise whites to register to votes.
The message is clearly spelt out on
party posters. Give the ANC a twothirds majority and South African will
degenerate into a defacto one party

-

Western

its share of the national vote foreACDP

is endemic in South Africa and it is

cast to

decline

cent to

5, the IFF will be desperate

by half from 10

per-

hang onto KwaZulu/Natal. Many
pundits predict an ANC victory. The
province has been beset by political
to

violence since the 1980s which has
claimed

over

There

predictions that the killings

are

will increase

15 000 black lives.

as

the election ap-

bearing

It is

a scare

faclic reminiscent of

the years of NP rule when whites
were warned of swart gevaar (black

danger). The South African constitution is underpinned by 14 immutable clauses.

for the IFF.

tional court which

duced to

insignificant parochial
one controlled by Zulu traditionalists
if it loses the provincial election.
To prevent the violence Mandela
an

and IFF leader

Mbeki, the ANC leader is scheduled

herring.

so

can

Moreover, South Africa is too diverse, its civil society too strong to

permit

do

There is the constitu-

nullify laws
passed by parliament if they violate
rights enshrined in the constitution.

Mangosothu Buthelezi
recently addressed joint rallies. Thabo
to

how people

state a la Zimbabwe.

proaches. These

are desperate times
The party may be re-

on

Crime, jobs, houses and edu-

vote.

an

again with Buthelezi. It is,

a

descent to tyranny. Fear of
majority is a red

ANC two-thirds

When South Africans go to vote
June 2, traditional loyalties will

however, doubtful whether this will

on

stop the men of the violence on both

hold sway. The majority of blacks
will vote for the ANC. It is the party,

sides.
In the Western

Cape the NNP
equally desperate situation.
The loss of the province to the ANC
would be fatal. During the registraout

despite its imperfections, which they
regard as custodian of their interests.
Apartheid is still too fresh in their
minds for them to forget the party
largely credited with its demise.
The majority of whites, coloured

the

and Indians will vote for either the

will favour the ANC whose black

be the

faces

an

tion exercise there

was a

low turn-

by coloureds in the majority in
province - and whites, the two
groups who support the NNP. This
supporters registered in their thousands. Rather

unexpectedly politicl
ugly head in Cape
Town in early March when the killing of a local ANC official was followed by the revenge murder of four
UDM supporters. These killings
would have come as no surprise in
the Eastern Cape where the UDM is
reported to be eroding the ANC's
support base. Holomisa is from that
violence reaved its

NNP

or

DP.

Race will continue to

major determinant of political
affiliation. It is still too early for
South Africans to embrace the philosophy of non-racialism. If, despite
their racial differences. South Africans can all support the principles of
democratic and transparent governance,

the primacy of the rule of law,

and embrace sound but fair economic

policies, the foundations may be laid
for future generations to discard race
as the overriding factor in their lives.
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Under-currents
in the ANC
Tendai Dumbutshena

In the 1980s the National Union of

Mineworkers (NUM) engaged South
African mining houses in a titanic

struggle to get a better deal for its
members. Significant gains were
made to improve the lot of black
miners who

were

at

the heart of

apartheid’s inhuman and exploitative
migrant labour system.
At the forefront of this struggle
was Cyril Ramaphosa who earned a
reputation as a tough and skillful negotiator. It came as no surprise when
the was elected secretary general of
the ANC after it
led the ANC

was

unbanned. He

negotiation team to the
paved way

Media

publishers of the Sunday
Day.
After Thebe Investment Corporation. Nail is the black company with

as his first victim. In
the media and at cocktail functions,

the closest links to the ANC. It

the former

Times and Business

was

the

logical business home for
Ramaphosa who still serves on the
ANC’s national executive committee.

But

was

career

ing

he committed to

in business? Or

was

lifelong
he build-

financial base and business cona strong political
challenge to the other side of the mila

nections to mount

lennium? These

were

lingering

ques-

tions.
In

February Ramaphosa resigned

Those who subscribe to the belief that Mbeki is machiavellian

premier of Ganteng Tokyo Sexwale was spoken about as
presidential material. Charismatic
ambitions and presiding over South
Africa’s most powerful province,
Sexwale could realistically hope to
lead the country in the future. A
story was leaked to the media that
Mbeki once requested former president F.W. de Klerk to verify whether
Sexwale was a drug dealer. Mr de
Klerk said such allegations had been

constitutional talks that

from Nail

for the first democratic elections in

corporate affairs were not caught by

Sexwale lost his

1994.

surprise.

and is

Ramphosa was widely touted as
possible successor to Nelson
Mandela. Being a luminary of the
a

internal

struggle, he

was

better

known than Thabo Mbeki who cut
his

political teeth in exile. But Mbeki
early youth
had all the political and ‘struggle’
credentials to be Mandela’s heir-apan

ANC activist from his

parent. To those conversant with
ANC politics, Ramaphosa stood no
chance in the

leadership stakes.
Ramaphosa opted for a career in

business when he lost the battle for
the

vice-presidency of the party to

Mbeki.
that he

The official ANC line

was

being ‘strategically deployed’ to spearhead black empowerment
was

blue

was

in the business sector.

He

appointed vice-chairman of the
chip black company. New Af-

rican Investments Ltd (Nail) headed

by Dr Nthato Motlana. Ramaphosa’s profile was enhanced with
the chairmanship of Johnnic-an industrial holding company in which
Nail has
14

an

interest- and of Times

-

keen observers of black

Motlana and Ramaphosa
were adamant that
they were parting
amicably but few were convinced.
There was suspicion of Mbeki’s
hidden hand. Did he put pressure on
Motlana and other Nail directors to

get rid of Ramaphosa? Did Mbeki
suspect that he was using Nail as

launching pad to mount a political
challenge against him? Did Motlana

see

Ramaphosa

made but could not be proven.
now

appetite for politics
busy carving out a niche

for himself in the business world.
Another

provincial premier once
trumpeted by the media and some
observers as presidential material is
desperately fighting for his political
life. Matthews Phosa of

Mpumalanga heads a provincial government
riddled with corruption. As the
chief executive of the

Dikgang Moseneke act
unilaterally to curry favour with

province he
ultimately responsible for the corruption and criminality pervasive in
his administration. Under any cir-

Mbeki?

cumstances he would stand to lose

and fellow

directors, Zwelalche

Sisulu and

The

these

questions
may never be known. Mbeki reacted
strongly to suggestions that he played
a

answers

to

sinister role in the affair.

His

spokesman Ronnie Mamoepa said
“The deputy president has no interest in the affairs of Nail or any private company. Neither does he have
any interest in the personal or business fortunes of
Ramaphosa”

is

his job.

If he is not appointed

prom-

ises after the elections, Mbeki may
be accused of getting rid of a potential rival.

This is not the first time that

Conspiracy theories are often difto prove.
There are many
who do not believe that the resignations of Ramaphosa and Sexwale
from the centre stage of politics were
coincidental. If Phosa joins them
the suspicion that these men are

Mbeki has been accused of clandes-

victims of Mbeki’s machinations

tinely plotting against people
ceived to be rivals.

per-

ficult

will be

strengthened Rightly

or

wrongly.
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South Africa in

new

globalising world:

a

role of civil society
Gampi Matheba

Democracy is a term widely used and
instances, widely abused.
History of government is replete with
a variety of such instances.
Very often democracy is equated with “pein many

riodic elections” and

some

truncated

constitutional guarantees,

though
appealing on paper but lacking in both
substance and practical application.
Scholars of the subject agree that
democracy should be defined
wholistically. That is for a state to
qualify it must satisfy the following
criteria, not some but all of them; In
words, there has to be;

least democratic.

cations thereof to

this

the

My submission on
point is that in the same way that
electioneering cannot be equated
with democracy, a patent reluctance
(unwillingness) to accommodate
those views unlike yours can only
be

hallmark of the intolerant, not
democrats. Be that as it may. South
a

Africa not

Uganda, is

our

subject of

discussion.

same

time,

we

our

country.

At

should appreciate

that in this worldwide

development,
Ordinary
people, especially in our varied civil
we cannot

be spectators.

formations and

organizations, can
and should engage our government
and nation-state to chart a course of
action to meet

our

needs and

aspira-

tions.

While many

people agree and apof the broad thrust of the de-

prove
mocratization endeavor, some African scholars have
expressed misgiv-

ings about its success given the continent’s dire material circumstances

In his

insightful study of globali-

zation, Yash Tandon (1998) postulated that it is not

a new

phenomenon.

Nonetheless from the 1990s, globalization assumed a new character. It

“the

gained ascendancy at a time when
the Soviet system was collapsing. To

cannot eat votes” are com-

this extend the dualism of the Cold

place and reflect concern about
the impact of western driven globali-

War years gave rise to a singular
worldwide economic system, led for

1

Periodic elections;

(Sachikonye 1995). Views

1

Multipartyism;

masses

Pluralism;
Civil liberities;

1

Division of power;

zation

the third World (Ohzuruike

1

Free

1998).

the most part by the USA. Since the
demise of the Soviet Union, we have

For the emerging markets to
compete honorably, certain eco-

thus far, not witnessed any alternative system to capitalism. Yash

nomic “fundamentals” have to be in

Tandon

1
1

1

1

mass

media;

Apolitical army, and
Free enterprise system.

I do not share the view that democ-

defined here, does not preaccountability and transparI also do not subscribe to the

racy, as

suppose

ency.
notion that

as

defined here, democ-

racy is exclusionist of Africa. If that
is the case then. South Africa, is not
African state.

Many presumed
including
a political party by this name, tout
Uganda of Museveni, as beacon of
African renaissance; especially in as
far as the subject under discussion
is concerned. Frankly I do not
symphathize with that view. It is
obvious that under the scrutiny of the
criteria mentioned above, Uganda is
an

democrats in this country,

16

as

mon

on

place.

Frequently these are prescribed (imposed) by lending institutions, subtly reinforced by westem governments in a variety of
ways.
Compradorial elements within any
given developing country play their
part, usually citing common sense
as reason for implementation of these
externally demanded policy prescrip-

was correct in defining it as
the “final conquest of capital over the
rest of the world” (AAAPs Newslet-

Jan-April 1998). In other words
globalization is
essentially western-driven, without
any challenging alternative as was the
case during the Cold war years.
ter

the current brand of

Given this scenario, what are the

implications of this brand of globali-

tions.

zation to

It is not my intention to give a
full lecture on the debate about glo-

ticular and the

balization.

However I

am

of the

opinion that in order to strengthen
our hard won democracy, we need
to understand a number of

issues

arising from globalization and impli-

in

new

South Africa in par-

developing countries

general?
In

a

1996

Report of the secretary-

general of UNCTAD, mentioned was
made of numerous benefits arising
from globalization. On the positive
side,

were

conventional economic
SAPEM APRIL 1999
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tablet of commandments

which

theory postulates as increased efficiency and productivity deriving from

a

is inscribed-thou shalt banish pov-

political struggles. In the new South
Africa, they were forced to redefine

economies of scale.

The down side,
of policy

erty in the worlds”. In other words

their role and focus.

unless

autonomy, the risk of instability and
consequent disruption of development

globalization cannot, on its own,
bring about equitable distribution of
goods and services for which the
masses aspire and morally deserve.
It is my submission that it is precisely for this reason why the role
of civil society organs is so critical.
Acting in concert with the state, de-

dispensation, the ANC-led government was similarly forced to review

were

factors

as

loss

plans (1996; 24-32). In a way, the
report correctly anticipated wild
currency fluctuations and other economic difficulties that afflicted many

emerging markets this year. Against
the monster of globalization, African
governments are simply too weak to
demand and gain significant concessions for self-preservation, especially
in as far as policy choice is concerned.
It is precisely for this reason why
many African economists lambast
austerity measures of lending
institutions (Mwanza in SAPEM

we

on

intervene, the process of

fined in Marxian

terms as

ambodiment of civil

society,

the very
we

shall

deepen democracy.
We shall devote the

and

a new

and re-evaluate alliances forced
der different

un-

political circumstances.
subsequent

As Mandela and other
events

been

a

have demonstrated, it has not
conflict-free process.

Addressing the ANC national conat Mafikeng in
1997,
Mandela had the following to say
about civil society organs in general
and NGOs in particular;
ference

remaining

part of our analysis to the role of
civil

Under

society in tackling globalization
deepening our democratic revo-

lution.

February 1998:

“Pretending to represent an independand popular view, supposedly
legitimized by the fact that they are
described as non- governmental organizations, these
ent

...

21-24). For the
latter, structural

NGOs...work

adjustment

tion,

of the move(i.e. ANC)”
(President’s Report 1997: 11)

Individual natio-

It is obvious from

nal

this statement that
the President was

corrode the
ence

ment

programmes are,
without excepa panacea to
all economic ills.

peculiarities,

natural

to

countries,

to

influ-

all

Durban this year.

happy with the
emerging relationship between his
party/government
and civil society,
especially given
that many of them
have increasingly

Deputy President

become “critical

not

are

therefore immaterial.

Opening the
Nonaligned Movement

(NAM)

conference

in

Thabo Mbeki ob-

watchdogs”.

served that “for

Mandela’s frustra-

the first time ever,

humanity is faced
with the extraordinary reality that the
world economy is generating volumes
of resources which make it possible
to end poverty everywhere” (Star 01
September 1998). This observation
notwithstanding, poverty is palpably
visible, especially amongst those nations that have faithfully observed the
catechism of IMFAVorld Bank policy
prescriptions.
Being essentially market driven
process, we have to interrogate and
unpack globalization, so that it becomes meaningful, nay less intimidating, to us. In a speech before NAM
summitteers Mbeki correctly asserted
that “the market is not informed by
SAPEM APRIL 1999

tions also illustrate

Cyril Ramaphosa uncertain future

the

point made by
Sachikonye contended that it differs

State and Civil

from issue to issue.

Society in South Africa
Much has been written about this

subject however I will not dwell
o

broad review of this literature

on
ex-

cept where it helps to illustrate points
I want to make in this paper.
With leaders either incarcerated
or

exiled, it

civil

was common to

find

society

organs at the forefront
of internal rebellion against apartheid.

However the transition to de-

In

of human alienation and reflec-

tive of

tics. This

tutionalisation of capitalist

inevitable

given that
many were, against their nature and
operation, catapulted to the fore of

in-

society can
operate in tandem, at other as opposites and still in others in parallel.
Be that as it may, in this article
we affirm the view that democracy
can be served by a separation between
the state and civil society. This is
contrary to Nzimande and Sikhosana
contention that “the separation of
civil society and state is an embodi-

mocracy marginalised and reglected
them to the periphery of national pollwas

some

stances state and civil

ment

sophisticated forms of instiexploita-

tion” (1995: 25).
In

entrenching civil liberties,

our

17
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guaranteed to every
South African those rights hitherto
denied under apartheid. Proceeding

“adjustments” to GEAR would be
made. Even though he attributed
such changes not so much to pres-

from this

sure from unions and other elements
of civil society, every knowledgeable

premise,

we

submit that

organs of civil society are not only
distinct but are a practical illustra-

tion of our civil liberties. Neither

are

they unique to South Africa. Saad
Eddim Ibrahim argued that historically they emerged organically out of
modern socio-economic formations;

classes, occupational categories and
other interests groups (in IPSR October 1998: 374). Thus we concar

South African knows that had it

not

1996:8). Economic transformation

experience in East Asia suggests that
governments can pursue effective
policies aimed at enhancing the capacity of their corporations to meet
international competition. A state
acting proactively in the manner alluded to above, suggest that it is “developmental”. For success in the

cally the editorial of Citizen (20 October 1998) interpreted this as both
“a sop” and “capitulation” to the
ANC’s radical-left alliance partners.
Another Johannesburg daily saw it as

an
attempt to “bring the ANC closer
to its alliance partners” (Sowetan 19
postulate that civil society
refers to “a totality of selfinitiating and self-regulatMandela’s outburst
ing volitional social formations, peacefully pursuing
criticism
a common interest, advoeating a common cause, or
GEAR and the
expressing a common passion; respecting the right
society in the

tive autonomy vis-a-vis the
state, family, the temple
and market: (in IPSR Oc-

foregoing, it is evident

that both should work towards
one

ac-

another in the

territoriality of a state. Nonetheless
given its power and functions, the
state is more equal than all other civil
society organs. In this regard
Sachikonye overred that the latter
does not exist independently from the
state; there is an inter-penetration
between the two (1995: 9). In as far
as

deepening of democracy is

con-

cerned; it goes without saying that
for successful execution close cooperation between both institutions is
inevitable.

Although conceptually
unproblematic, it is possible that a
functional “separation” of state and
civil

can

be conflated, however this

being dialectically determined by various circumstances at different points
in time.

Debates in this country around the
macroeconomic strategy of GEAR
are but a case in point. You may recall that from the onset labor had ex-

at

least in

our

that

policy changes, initially deemed
powers that be,

made. I think it is worth repeat-

ing this point. That is from a conceptual perspective, civil society and
state organs are distinctly different
yet strategic political and functional
factors can dictate compromise and
accommodation of one another.
In as much as debates around
GEAR illustrate the wisdom of com-

promise for political gains on the part
of government, it also throws light
on the role which civil society can
play in constructing a development
state.
Many would want to argue
that

the face of

globalization,
“disempowered” states have no role
to play in as far as the destiny and
well being of their people is conon

cerned.

ferred

to

earlier,

Report (1996)
as

wisdom of that macroeconomic

21), argues

framework. As more information
became available labor’s initial res-

intervention

even

mechanism

is

ervations

changed to strident oppoSubsequently the government

relented and in October this year
Minister of Trade announced that

•

well

as

re-

other

(Mwanza 1998:
for more and not less state
when the market

shaping world
The role need not necessarily be “passive or indirect”
(UNCTAD Report 1996: 8). For instance, governments need to encour-

a

dictatorial fash-

ion (1994: 6-7).
you look at it,
mentioned suggests that

Anyway

the aforecivil soci-

ety has a significant role to

play in
development of the poor and
grassroot members represented by
those organisations. That being the
case, it goes without saying that policies designed for poverty alleviation
and the grant of governance, will be
better served by popular participation. If that happens, then it will be
true that the people shall govern.
the

Mandela’s outburst notwithstand-

ing, criticism of GEAR and the
“watchdog” role played by civil society in the governance of this country, should be welcome. After all it
is in the best tradition of the ANC,

especially the Freedom Charter’s exhortation that “the people shall govern”.

The UNCTAD

this

its business in

democracy, civil soci-

non-negotiable by the
are

Organizational capacity
being trained and skilled
public service to carry out
and implement policies;
Capacity to formulate
and pursue policies even
against resistance from powerful partisan interests, and
Capacity to enlist public/private sector partnership.
If this does not happen it will run
risk of behaving and conducting
•

-

•

ety can made an impact to the extent

pressed reservations regarding the

18

have;

October 1998). Whatever the merits of these comments, it is clear that

World Bank reports

sition.

cording to Muller, should

should be welcome.

374).

commodation of

economic arena, such a state, ac-

notwithstanding,
of
'‘watchdog” role
played by civil
governance of this country,

of others to do the same,
and maintaining their rela-

From the

man resources

been for the latter, the reversal could
not have been contemplated. Typi-

with his

tober 1998;

enterpreneurship, promote hudevelopment, ensure
free flow of information and develop
and maintain internationally oriented
infrastructure (UNCTAD Report
age

Like COSATU, other forma-

tions should take up the challenge.
Indeed when that happens more

regularly than has been the case so
far, it will augur well for our young
democracy and for African renaissance.

economy.

Prepared for the NIPILAR Democracy
Seminar held

on

10 December 1998
SAPEM APRIL 1999

News

Briefs
the

NIGERIA

period of the crisis," he said in a
Qin
by

letter to council president
Huasun of China obtained
Reuters.

Nigeria backs Sierra Leone

"It is therefore my

intention to set
independent inquiry into the

bly of the Republic, that since the
start of mine

clearance in December

1992 up

until February, 53,624 antipersonnel mines have been destroyed.
Also cleared were 392 anti-tank
mines and 28,927 other items of un-

Nairobi

up an

troops would remain in Sierra Leone

actions which the United Nations
took at that time," Annan said.

exposed ordnance.

An estimated 800 000 Tutsis and
moderate Hutus were butchered be-

that

Nigerian President
Obasanjo said Nigerian peacekeeping
until peace was restored, but warned
they could not stay there indefinitly.

Obasanjo was speaking to Kenayn
business, political and diplomatic
leaders just

before leaving Kenya for
Egypt on the fourth leg of his first
foreign trip since his election last
month.

"We will not abandon Sierra

April and June 1994. The killings began the day after a plane carrying the presidents of Rwanda and
Burundi was shot out of the sky on
April 6 by a missile as it prepared to
land in Kigali.
tween

Simao told the house on March 8
so far 7,718 km of roads, 1,825

km of

electricity transmission lines,
railway, and 10,560 hec-

90 km of
tares of

land have been cleared of

mines.

Up until the end of 1998,
demining had cost 116m US dollars.

Leone without

ensuring there is peace
stability there," he said in response to a question.

COMOROS

SUDAN

and

The Suda peace process

Army breaks

Khartoum President General Omar
Al-Bashir recently went to the press
and declared that he is confidently

up opposition
stration in Moroni

-

ZAMBIA
Refugees
Lusaka

-

pour

going to give full autonomy to the
people of Southern Sudan. This is not

into Zambia

At least 800

Congolese

government soldiers and some 10
000 civilians have fled their country
into Zambia as rebels edge closer to
the mineral rich southern

of Shaba, officials said
Senior Zambian security

province
recently.
officials

said that the influx from the Democratic Republic of the Congo started
two weeks ago

the

after rebels captured
village of Peta along the border

with Zambia. An official said. UN

refugee

agency officials confirmed
the influx but.referred all queries to

the government.

the first time for the successive

re-

come out

with

such declarations.
The first local autonomy for the
south was signed in the Ethiopian

capital Addis Ababa in 1972. That
deal

was

known

as

the Addis Ababa

Peace accord.
This agreement was abruptly annulled in 1982 and the southerners
fled to neigbouring countries to take
up arms.

The two successive

ernments which came

govafter the fall

of General Mohammed

Nimeiry's regime also promised to give self-de-

deliberately avoided doing

so.
In 1989 President Omar Al-Bashir

came

to

power

and his first angive self deter-

nouncement was to

Annan requests probe of response
to Rwanda genocide

New York

-

The United Nations still

reproached for its failure to halt the
1994 genocide in Rwanda, is planning an independent inquiry into the
way it reacted to the slaughter of
about 800 000 people. Secretary-

-

Nine
on

opposition political par11 March at the home of

of the

symbolic figures of
politics Kamal, also known
as Chuma
his political party's name.
He is known for his outspokeness,
although he is currently in France.
Immediately after that important
meeting, which was organised by the
one

Comoran

-

gimes in the Sudan to

termination to southern Sudanese but

UNITED NATIONS

Gazi

ties met

demon-

mination for the south. But contrary
to his promise, he waged a huge cam-

paign to wipe out the Sudan people
Liberation Army (SPLA) and a bloody
battle is raging on up to now.

influential personalities of the
Comoran political landscape, personmost

alities

like

Omar

Tamou,

M'changama and Mtara Maecha, the
huge crowed headed towards the
office of the Grande-Comore governor,

where they demanded that the

island's governor, interim President
Mr Tadjiddine and Anjouanese civil

serving in Moroni leave.
then that the military,
which had an important plan of action for the capital already in place,
used their weapons to fire blanks and
servants

It

was

tear gas

at the crowd. Several dem-

injured. They are
said to have been taken to the ElMarouf Hospital in Moroni.
onstrators were

CONGO

MOZAMBIQUE

General Kofi Annan has told the Se-

curity Council.
"In view of the

genocide

that

enormity of the
occurred

Rwanda...questions contine

in

to surround the actions of the United Nations immediately before and during
SAPEM APRIL 1999

Minister briefs parliament on
progress of mine

Army says capital
outskirts "retaken"

clearing
Brazzavile

Maputo - Mozambican Foreign Min-

nounced

ister Leonardo Simao told the
Mozambican parliament, the Assem¬

retaken the

-

on

from rebels

The army in Congo an5th March that it had

Nganga-Lingolo District
just south of Brazzavile,
19

thereby completing its control of the

capital's outskirts.
Forty-two Ninja militiamen, who
backed former prime-minister
Bernard Kolelas ousted in
in the
ture

a

1997 civil

killed and many wounded

war, were

fighting that led to the

of the

area

some

recap20 km (12

corned the reports as a vital tool in
the campaing to make schooling accessible to everyone.
The report, "Education

Now —
cycle of povery", said 75
million children would be deprived of

basic education in 2015, three quarters of them in countries in sub-Saa

"Unless determined action is taken

The

Ninjas have been fighting govtroops since December and
at least 1,000 people have been killed
as a result, according to official fig-

ernment

ures

to

address the education crisis fac-

ing sub-Saharan Africa, the human
resources

needed to drive social and

economic recovery

and estimates.

Angola war
American to

break the

haran Africa.

miles), reports said.

SOUTH AFRICA

tury will not

in the 21st cenexist," the report said.

leads Anglo
pull out staff

Johannesburg - South African mining giant Anglo American said it is to
pull its staff out of Angola because it
fears for their safety amid renewed
civil

in the country.

war

"In view of the

security situation
majeure with the
mining ministry and told them that
we are going to suspend our prospecting activities.," company spokesdeclared force

we

Marion Brower said.
Government forces of president
dos Santos and Unita have resumed
man

RWANDA
NAMIBIA

Rwandan

genocide tribunal
prosecution calls for case
to be tried in Belgium

Arusha

-

The

accord.
Former

prosecution has asked

the Intenational Criminal Tribunal for
Rwanda

(ICTR) for authorization to

against former
officer Bernard
Ntuyahaga, in favour of a Belgian trial.
Ntuyahaga, former head of logistics at Kigali barracks, handed himdrop the

case

Rwandan army

self

over to

the ICTR last June.

He

subsequently accused of crimes
against humanity, for his role in the
assasination of former prime Miniswas

Agathe Uwilingiyimana and 10
Belgian UN peacekeepers who were
protecting her.
In a request submitted on 23rd
February, the prosecution asked for
ter

the withdrawal of the indictment

against Nyayahaga, in line with ICTR
rules and procedure.
The prosecution says this would
allow the case to be taken up by Belgium, which has already conducted
investigations into the case. The
court has

their 25-year civil war, following the
collapse in December of a 1994 peace

high commissioner
forms political party

The return to

Windhoek - Former Namibian high
commissioner to the United Kingdom
and a leading South West African

cial

People;s Organisation member Ben
Ulenga will launch a new political

failed

a group of likeminded Namibians had decided to
launch the party and contest Namibia's general elections later this
year.
He

facing education
catastrophe, says Oxfam

in

Foreign firms have been uneasy
Angola since gunmen attacked

Canadian firm Diamond Works Ltd's
Yetwene mine in northeastern An-

gola, killing eight workers and
wounding 24, in November.

resigned as high commissioner

August in protest at the lack of
open debate over the amendment of

ZIMBABWE

the constitution to

give President Sam
Nujoma's a third term in office and
the decision to send toops to help
President Kabila quell a rebellion in
the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Was trio after

Harare

Nigeria
Continue with reforms
to

on

sal and

life-long education, told

Reuters in

20

an

interview that she wel-

on

financial assistance if it continues
with economic reforms.

Speaking during a visit of the capiAbuja, Camdessus said that the
government of General Abdulsalami
Abubakar has created
progress on

a

authorities in Zimbaopting for a deafening silence

fresh oppor-

both economic

and political fronts.
Camdessus's three-day visit was
made possible after Abubakar in January agreed to a staff monitored economic programme with the IMF, to
end years of sour relations.

the matter.

However, investigations carried

get aid, Nigeria told

Abuja - International Monetory Fund
Michel
Director
Managing
Camdessus said Nigeria could win

tunity for

keen advocate of univer-

still

port, with the
bwe

millennium unless governments
act now, human rights group Oxfam
said in a report published on recently.
South Africa;s first lady, Graca
a

A cloud of mystery

surrounds the real mission of the three

American nationals arrested

tal

Machel,

-

Mugabe?

March 7 at Harare International Air-

Cape Town - Africa is facing an education catastophe that could rob it of
its place on the world stage in the
new

peacekeeping mandate in the

African state.

out

Africa

re-

last

yet to respond.

SOUTH AFRICA

sealed

representative to Angola left the
country following a Security Council vote last month not to renew its

party on Tuesday.

Ulenga said he and

war was

cently when the United Nations' spe-

by the Zimbabwe Mirror in a re-

cent issue

have reinforced

suspicions

that the three could have been part
of a wider network of spies and mercenaries who, under the

guise of missionary work, have been involved in
a conspiracy to destabilise the whole
region.
Highly placed intelligence sources
have told the Zimbabwe Mirror that
among
babwe

the trio's key targets in Zimwere

President

Robert

some of his senior officials,
especially Sidney Selceramayi,
Nathan Shamuyarira and Dumiso
Dabengwa.

Mugabe,
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ÅjriCCl January, February & March
12January

military operation against Chadian rebels in

Zimbabwe

the Lake Chad

Military police in Zimbabwe were holding the
editor of the ‘Standard’
the
had

following

a report

by

independent newspaper that army officers
been arrested for inciting a coup attempt.

13Jamuary

Nigeria
The Nigerian government says its regrettable
5"' Janu-

that rebels who inflitrated Freetown on

area.

31

January
Niger

17February

Cbad

Some 8 000

opposition activists staged a proNiamey demanding free and transparent elections a few days ahead of local elections scheduled for 7"' February.
test

in

ECOWAS and the OAU.

15

Eritrea.

January

Republic
Prime Minister Anicet Georges Dologuele of
the ruling Movement for the Liberation of the
Central African Republic,( MLPC) forms a new

17

January

Djibouti
Djibouti’s President Hassan Gouled Aptidon
announced that he was retiring from politics in
April at the age of 83 after 22 years of abso-

charge of Foreign Affairs said the

objective of Cote d’Ivoire in Sierra Leone, as
defined by President Dedie, still remains the
same: mainly contributing its share, in coop-

of the country.

1 March

Uganda

Eight of 14 eastern tourists were murdered at
Uganda.

the border between the DRC and

3 March

Angola
long range artillery to shell
Angolan city of Malanje, killing four people and wounding another six,
according to a local military source.
4 March
Zimbabwe

Mugabe arrived
immediately went into
talks with Foreign affiars Minister Alfred Nzo.
Namibia’s President Sam Nujoma was expected to join Mugabe and President Nelson
Mandela in talks aimed at ending the conflict

Zimbabwean President Robert

Sierra Leone

of State in

in the northern part

the northern

4February

lute power.

The Ivorian government defends its mediation in Sierra Leone. A statement by Ministry

for Democracy and

UNITA rebels used

Central African

government.

In Chad, the Movement

Justice says its forces have killed 63 government soldiers and wounded about 100 others

3February

Ethiopia-Eriteria
Ethiopia is very encouraged by the recent Un
security Council resolution passed unanimously
on 29"' January, which expressed strong support for the OAU framework agreement as the
‘best hope for peace’ between Ethiopia and

ary are receiving active support from a number
of countries, some of which are members of

injured in two bomb blasts that rocked the
Kampala suburb of Kabalagala Just after 9 p.m.

in South Africa

9February

South Africa
South Africa’s multi-billion rand

arms

deal with

Saudi Arabia would be put on hold for two years
due to financial problems being experienced by
the Saudis, defence Minister Joe

Modise said.

and

in the DRC.

eration with other ECOWAS countries, towards

restoring

peace

in that sister country.

10February

5March

Sierra Leone

Nigeria

Nigeria continues to seek a diplomatic solution to the protracted crisis in Sierra Leone, a
high powered Nigerian delegation led by the
inspector-general of police, Alhaji Ibrahim

The

As

18January

Ethiopia-Kenya
Eighteen people were killed in a clash between
Ethiopian troops and Oromo Liberation Front
(OLF) militiamen at the northern Kenyan frontier town of Moyale.

Coomasie,

was

in Freetown, for consultations

with the authorities there.

Nigerian Provisional Ruling ouncil (PRC)

releases those convicted of the 1995 and 1997
coup

plots.

6March

Congo
embassy of the Republic of Congo in
Kinshasa has expressed surprise and indignation at gratuitous accusations by a section of

The
11

19January
Malawi
Political

February

Botswana

parties in the country have agreed to
prevailing among party

end acts of violence

smooth running of the
presidential and parliamentary elections to be
held In May this year.
supporters to ensure

Botswana decided to grant

political asylum to

15 namibians who crossed into the country

il-

legally, fearing persecution.
12

the Kinshasa media, which

seem to

call into

question the efforts being made by the authorities of the two countries to consolidate

unity and

February

peace

between the two sister coun-

tries.

Tanzania
are conflicting accounts as to whether a
huge military consginment which arrived at
the Dar es Salaam harbour a fortnight ago and
was transported by rail to Mwanza northwestern Tanzania enroute to Port Bell in Kampala,
belonged to Uganda or Rwanda.

There
22

January

Gabon

people of Gabon are awaiting the appointof a new prime minister. Dr paulin Obame
Nguema, who had been heading the government, tendered his resignation in conformity

The

ment

with Article 34 of the Gabonese constitution,

which

provides for the suspension of the gov-

ernment’s functions after the President
sworn

was

13

February

Comoros

the Comoro islands.

January

Tanzania

14February

Officials of the Tanzanian Criminal

Somalia

Investigation Department, in collaboration with the
United States’ Federal Bureau of Investigation,
have nabbed one person in connection with
the 7'" August bombing of the US embassy in
Dar
27

es

Salaam.

ers

sources close to defence officials
of the chairman of the Somali National Alii-

According to

Husayn Muhammad Aydid, Oromo militiamen are being trained around Balidoogle

ance.

Uganda
Nigeria’s

At least four

8March
South Africa

15February

January
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Republic
opposition parliamentarian in the Central African Republic have decided to return
to the fold of the National Assembly after
their refusal to sit in parliament. He took the
stand to protest against Deputy Dieudonne
Koudoufara’s decision to join the presidential group a de facto majority in parliament.

Two United Democratic Movement

south central Somalia

Chad
Chadian rebel movements denouce

Central African

The

of African

in

tween

25

ship has rescued Organization
Unity (OAU) envoys trapped berival factions on separatist Anjouan in

A French naval

7March

people died and 30

were

critically

on

were

the

shot dead in their home in

organizNyanga

Cape Flats at night.

9March

Equitorial Guinea
In Equatorial Guinea, where voting took place
on 7“' March in the legislative poll to elect
deputies to parliament, the partial results are
favouring the ruling Democratic Party of
Equatorial Guinea (PDGE).
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Main Feature

The 1999

N^erian election
transition to

democracy

Lloyd Sachikonye
The

gentle and rolling

savanna

lands which I

see

below

my plane window could be anywhere from central Zimbabwe. So are the picturesque small villages etched into
this countryside dotted with sparse forest land. This is
Northern

Nigeria where busy double carriage-ways link
bustling cities as Kano and Kaduna.
The market villages along the highways do brisk busi-

such

in goats, sugar cane, vegetables, fruit and oranges.
Scores of young men also peddle petrol in Jerry cans.
There may be long queues outside petrol stations but you
ness

always get the petrol from these informal traders at a
higher price than the official one, of course.
In many respects, Nigeria appeared a much more subdued and sober country than it used to be 25 years ago
when I attended university at Zaria. At that time, the country was at the height of an oil boom; it was wealthy, selfconfident and powerful.
Today, things have changed. Unemployment and poverty have sharply increased, while infrastructure and basic social services are in decay.
This is why the presidential elections on 28 February
were very significant. Would
they mark a turning-point
for this nation of over 110 million people? Would they
usher in democracy at last after 15 years of authoritarian
military rule? The domestic jubilation which greeted the
death of Sani Abacha in June 1998 was eloquent evidence
of the deep unpopularity of military rule.
can

It is nevertheless ironic that the winner of the elec-

tions, Olusengu Obasanjo, is himself

a

former General,

albeit one whose credentials were enhanced when he piloted a return to civilian rule in 1979. Still the point is that
he had been part and parcel of a hierarchy of a
military
regime which ousted General Gowon from power in 1975.
Equally interesting is the fact that one of the powerful
financiers of the Obasanjo election was another retired
military strongman, Ibrahim Babangida. It was reported
that up to 5 billion naira (about US$35 million) was invested into the Obasanjo campaign by Babangida and other

rich retired soldiers.

Indeed, the effective Obasanjo election machine was
largely an inheritance of that established by another retired ex-general, Shehu Yar Adua who died in detention in
22

General

Olusegun Obasanjo, Nigerian President elect

1998

during Abacha’s rule. The leading king-makers during this election have been well-connected and wealthy
ex-generals and civilians; they have oiled the election machine from behind the
As

scenes.

local newspaper put it: “In a nation where politics is built around personalities, and not issues, these are
one

who have succeeded in

building a cult around themswayed the electorate one way or the
other. They are the godfathers who never sleep. While
every transition programme throws up its own political
machinery that serves as the real powers behind the throne.
men

selves and in turn
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Main Feature
at no time in the nation’s

political history have there been

many behind -the-scene undertakers for presidential candidates as we witnessed before (this) election.”

The “godfathers” were also at hand to back Obasanjo's
opponent, Chief Olu Falae. His network of powerful supporters known as the “Ijabu Igbo Mafia” were behind his
election machine. In the en'd, to Obasanjo’s 18 million
votes, Falae received a respectable 11 million votes
the 36 states which constitute Nigeria's federation.
While Falae’s

from

political base was mainly the South-West-

States, Obasanjo’s vote was drawn from a wider na-

ern

tional base.
were bound to be irregularities, and there were
despite closely-supervised balloting. To pre-empt
even more widespread cheating, some 50 million ballot
papers, had been specially imported from London for the

There

some

election!
The

major question still remains whether this was a
democracy, or simply one to “civilian rule.”
It was one to “civilian rule”, even though this needs qualifying in view of the central role of the retired military
“king-makers”. This is reinforced by that it was “a noissues election.” There was little debate on policy issues
and party programmes. A televised debate‘between the
two presidential caadidates was canceled. Discussing his
views towards structural adjustment, Obasanjo said;
"This thing you call Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), I can’t understand it. When I
wanted to buy my first car as a lieutenant, the car
I wanted to buy was an equivalent of a Peugeot
504, and my salary as lieutenant for one year would
buy me that car and still give me some change left.
But now that I am a retired general, I would have
to use my general’s salary for five years un-

transition to

touched."

As

a

former finance minister. Chief Falae talked about the

virtues of economic liberalization

as a panacea in reducing the country’s US$28 billion concessional debt package which would include substantial debt forgiveness. But
the debate on economic and social issues did not go much

further.
Of course,

Nigerian politics remain quite complex. An
political party needs to balance its regional representation in its leadership. It was scarcely surprising that
the two Yoruba presidential contenders, Obasanjo and
Falae, both sought to balance their tickets by running with
Fulani vice-presidential hopefuls, Atiku and Shinkafi, respectively from the Northern States. Indeed Obasanjo, it
turned out, was a consensus candidate “sponsored” by
the North. The Igbos from the Eastern States were not
amused and felt short-changed.
To some political observers, the elections do not represent a significant power shift in either regional or class
terms. Although they represent some sorts of “qualified”
return to civilian rule, they also amount to the “recycling”
of old political alliances and figures. As one analyst pointed
out in the Nigerian Guardian: “When all is said and done,
the present political process would merely entrench the
astute

interests of the

same class that has always been in power
authority, that class which is alarmed by a sudden
experience of power outage, that class whose children do
not know what it is to be hungry, that class whose children for whom life is a long ladder to heaven. The three

and

SAPEM APRIL 1999

political parties are, in that sense, production of the same
ideology, which is why, in any case, their manifestoes read
almost exactly the same.”
The class consisting of the alliance of the ex-military
officers and rulers, and civilian politics consists of the
wealthiest people in Nigeria. Much of that wealth has not
been legitimately accumulated. It was obtained by hook or
crook in a society in which corruption is endemic. In a
1998 Report on African Competitiveness by the World
Economic Forum, Nigeria ranked second from the bottom
among the 23 countries assessed. This is a cause of cynicism amongst many Nigerians towards politicians and elections. The son of the legendary musician, Fela Ransome
Kuti, summed it up in this way: “We are saying steal the
money if you want. When you die don’t forget to take it
with you. Take your car. Take your house. Take everything. If you forget, we can put it at your grave for you.
No problem. Just give us the simple amenities of life: Good
schools, health, light, water and food. Why can’t any
government provide that?"
The Obasanjo presidency will be judged on whether it
delivers

on

these basic services and

resources.

very early, but judgment will come soon.
This manner of discussing the Nigerian

It is still

election result

has steered away from the hype which has surrounded it
in international circles. As before, former US president

Jimmy Carter was at hand to lend respectability to the resuits, despite the admission of irregularities. International
monitors heaved a sigh of relief when it was all over. With
this transition, Nigeria is no longer a pariah of the international community. In such important organizations as the
OAU, the UN and the Commonwealth, it
sert its

can now re-as-

authority and influence. Foreign investors may

find the

now

condition of

political stability a sufficient
enough incentive. There is a lot of goodwill for Nigeria’s
“return to normality”.
This does not in any way minimize the huge challenges
for the new government. Economic growth should be reignited. Currently, the numbers do not look good. For example, manufacturing industry’s contribution to the GDP
slumped from 11 per cent in the early 1980s to 8 per cent
in 1997. Capacity utilization in the industry in 1998 was
less than 28 per cent. Total manufacturing investment dedined by nearly 50 per cent in the first half of 1998. The
deepening poverty must be confronted. Collapsing social
services must be resuscitated. In a sense, Nigeria’s econew

nomic and social

mess

is

a

microcosm of conditions in

other states in Sub-Saharan Africa. For

example, the
problems of access to clean and secure water supplies,
electricity, good roads are common-place in Zimbabwe. It
will take a lot of guts, leadership and popular mobilization
to get out of the ‘Nigerian syndrome’.
most

This

was more or

ing from

less the consistent message emerg-

workshop organized by Nigerian labour unionists in the city of Kaduna, the day before the election. Feeling self-confident and assertive again, the Nigerian Labour
Congress leadership committed itself to a campaign for “a
living wage” and democracy at the work-place and in the
country at large. It saw civil society in Nigeria as providing the necessary checks and balances against authoritarianism and corruption by civilian politicians and network
of ex-military “king-makers”. The next four years of Nigerian politics should be interesting to watch.
a
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Current developments
in Sierra Leone
Global Pan African Movement

Introduction
In terms of the
ance.

military and power balSierra Leone today bears an un-

canny

resemblance to the situation in

and the Kamajor militia, and diplomatically buoyed by near total international
support, the SLPP government decided
to

prosecute the war to a victorious

May 1997. At that time the combined

end. The

forces of elements within the Sierra
Leonean arny led by Lieutenant Colo-

of the government was not helped by
the barbaric acts perpetrated by the
rebels. It became an ‘all or nothing’

nel

Jonny Koroma and Corporal Foday
Sankoh’s guerrilla Revolutionary

United Front (RUF) drove out the
elected government of President
Ahmad Tejah Kabbah right under the
noses of the Nigeria - led ECOMAG

Today, the same forces have
ringed the Sie'rra Leonean capital,
Freetown, threatening to once more
sweep aside President Kabbah’s beleaguered Sierria Leone People’s Party
(SLPP) Government that was reinstated
in February 1998 by the joint interventroops.

tionist forces of ECOMOG, the ethnic

Kamajor Militia and mercenaries.
It had been hoped that the restoration of the elected government in February last year would draw the line un-

In this context,

land put paid to this hope, at least for
those outside Freetown. On the other

hand, the rhetotic of reconciliation contained in President Kabbah’s post restoration
a

speech was soon replaced with
triumphalist agenda. Although Presi-

dent Kabbah’s government was faced
with the daunting task of restoring col-

lapsed infrastructure and seeking national unity, its first diplomatic move
was to
lobby the UN, with the active
support of the UK government, to lift
the arms embargo imposed on Sierra
Leone under the Security Council Resolution 1132. Fresh

ing into

arms

started pour-

already awash in
and plagued by close to 4 000
a country

weapons
child soldiers. Bolstered and emboldened

24

by ECOMOG troops, mercenaries

tional tyranny

On 23 October 1998, the death sentence
was

passed

on the RUF leader, Foday
Sankoh. For fear of mob justice, no Sierra

Leoean

on

lawyer dared come forward

represent the rebel leader both at his
death

appeal. So far, 43 people

are

while, 1 200 continued to

row

be detained at the Pademba Road Prison
until the latest battle for Freetown. In
the inner cities and the

countryside,
by the predominantly Mende ethnic Kamajor fighters
irate SLPP activists led

continued

to

hound and mete out

sum-

mary justice to

alleged AFRC-RUF sympathisers. The voices of moderation
and

reason were

there

subdued and silenced

interpreted as sympathies
cause. Worringly, a disproportionate number of people being
persecuted seem to come from a particular ethnic entity - Nimba. This has
further polarised the already divided
community, exacerbating the conflict
beyond control. In all this, the media
has emerged as a major casualty. Objective journalism has effectively been
outlawed in the country and journalas

were

with the rebel

of the elected SLPP gov-

emment.

The

current situation

The Struggle

for resources and

Power

Much of what is

the government

obliged to the baying by SLPP hawks
and supporters for the blood of members and sympathisers of the RUF and
the deposed Armed Forces Revolutionary Council (AFRC) regime by hurriedly
mock-trying and executing dozens. 24
soldiers were executed by firing squad
after being found guilty before a partisan court that did not allow for
appeal.
Death sentences were imposed on 26
civilians, including a 75 year old woman.

trial and

hand,

ARRC-RUF alliance and the constitu-

1.

and reconstruction.

one

the part

ation.

to

On the

on

published uncendragged to detention camps and kangaroo courts. In
the end, it has become impossible to
distinguish between the violence of the
sored material have been

campaign. Revenge killings and witchhunting replaced dialoge and reconcili-

der a barbaric civil war that has claimed
close to 20 000 lives since 1991, and
mark the beginning of reconciliation
the mindless orgy of violence perpetrated by the rebel forces in the hinter-

gung-ho attitude

ists who have dared

erra

Leone

the absence of
all sides.

happening in Sibe put down to
selfless leadership on

today

can

In times of crises

a

country

requires selfless and decisive leaders.
Although the rhetoric of reconciliation
and moving forward has featured prominently in President Kabbah’s and rebel
alliance’s

speeches, their actions seem
by conterveiling
power centres to which President
Kabbah, in particular, has become beto

be determined

holden.

An outsider to the Mende

base of the SLPP and a mild person by nature, he is
effectively held
hostage to the ambitions and whims of
the hawks within the party. Thus, on
the one hand, vengeance is being
wreaked on one half of the country and
war is still
raging throughout the country. On the other hand the ruling SLPP,
complacent, in the knowledge that regime security is being provided by foreign forces, has all but abandoned any
efforts at nation rebuilding. Instead,
political infighting for control of resources and
power within the SLPP
hierarcy has dominated the agenda of
the leading figures within the SLPP
since march 1988. It is apparent that
the pressures of managing an unstable
State are taking their toll on President
Kabbah. He has already sent out a letter to SLPP followers warning against
power

the demands for
ter

the

resource

windfalls af-

February 1998 ‘victory’. The

truth is that the coffers of Sierra leone
are

empty and the country’s natural re-

sources

have been

mortgaged against
SAPEM APRIL 1999

Sierra Leone
regime security. In August 1998, President Kabbah

expressed doubts about
standing for a second term in office in
the year 2001. This has already sparked
a power
struggle among the hawks inside the party. The struggle between
the Deputy Defence Minister, Chief
hinga-Norman and Interior Minister,
Charles Margai, for control of the
Kamajors should be seen within this
context.

2. Mercenaries

AND Weapons
Continue TO Dominate
Sierra Leone
spite of the scandal that surronded

In

the involvement of Sandline International in the counter
coup of Febru-

1998, mercenary outfits still dominate the security and resource landscape of Sierra leone. The Tiub of frenetic mercenary activity in Africa is
shifting from Luanda to Freetown,
ary

where

private military companies are
falling over themselves to market their
deadly expertise to the State, sub-state
groups and international entitiesa like.
The Sandline Executive Outcomes (EO)
alliance is at the end of the pack. It
continues to support Nigerian operations with its helicopters and supplies

pilots for the Nigerian Alpha Jets and
Mi-24 HIND gunships. In conjunction
with Nigerian forces, the alliance has
stepped up its training programme for
the Kamajors. It also provides escort
facilities for NGOs, such as World Vision, united nations agencies and for-

President Ahmad

and the AFRC-RUF alliance from
bases inside Nigeria, Guinea and Liberia. Two British companies. Sky Air
and Occidental, are reported to have

shipped nearly 400 tons of

arms

and

ammunition to rebel forces in defiance
of the official UK stand in the war. Rival

mining financiers to Tony
Duckingham’s empire are also alleged
to be raising funds for the AFRC-RUF
alliance, hoping to wrest control of the
Branch-Heritage mining concessions,

Tejah Kabbah

The

international

Dimension
To many

to the

War

observers, the situation in Si-

erra Leone is a reflection of the
post
Cold War Reconfiguration of global and

regional

balances. On the interplane France, through the intermediary of African States such as
Libya, Burkina Faso and Ivory Coast,
seems to be
challenging the AngloAmerican drive to assert authority on
power

national

eign businesses, including Lebanese

Kono, from Tony Buckingham in the

diamond dealers. Through the entrenchment of lifeGuard in Sierra Leone,
the Sandline/EO transnational merce-

the continent of Africa. This game for
turf between France on the one hand,
and the US/UK axis on the other, has

event of the rebel

been

nary conglomerate with its mining
the Branch-Heritage group, has

erra

wing,
made
itself indispensable to the efficacy of
Nigerian troop presence and the very

such

as

move

the DiamondWorks mines in

could

victory. Such a
provoke an interfor the control of Si-

mercenery war
Leone’s resources.

Besides the

Sandline-EO group, other security

companies

are active in the country.
These include British outfit Defence

survial of the Kabbah administration.

Systems Ltd., which provides security

With this influence, the network dominates and dictates terms in the

to

economy. It has first refusal on lucrative mining and security deals, such as
the Sierra Rutile and Koidu

conces-

sions. Through its links with Jupiter
Mining that owns rich goldmines in
neighbouring Guinea, the Sandline-EO
group is expanding its presence in the
sub-region by setting up rear bases in
Conakry. Other individual mercenaries
and private security companies are either fighting for crumbs, or more dangerously, offering their services either
to

the AFRC/RUF resistance

or

rival

mining companies. Thus, Western airlines, Russian helicopters and European
mercenaries have been spotted making
sorties for both the
SAPEM APRIL 1999

pro-Kabbah forces

UN and NGO humanitarian convoys

and the American groups, ICI and
MPRI. This constitutes a recipe for

continued violence in the country. The
government and the rebels should be

taking practical steps towards the
peaceful resolution of the conflict,
collecting and destroying excess
weapons whilst tackling the underlying social and economic causes of
weapons acquisition. This is the surest way of ensuring that light
weapons do not diffuse into
society to fuel
criminality and violence. Instead a
weapons superhighway linking supplier and transit countries with Sierra
Leone has now become fully operational, thanks to aggressive local warlords, mining firms and mercenaries.
,

going on in the Great Lakes region, beginning with the genocide in
Rwanda. It is also evident now in SiLeone. During a recent field trip to
Sierra Leone, CDD officials could ob-

erra

high-profile presence of Amerimilitary advisers in the
military restructuring programme of
serve a

can

and British

President Kabbah’s administration.
Characteristic of the new international
alliances being forged post-Cold War,
sources close to the Kabbah administration informed CDD that the administration was seriously considering the

involvement of China in the

military restructuring process. Guinea and Liberia
have legitimate security concerns for
different

reasons in the outcome of the
Sierra Leonean conflict. At the sub-

regional level, Nigeria’s claims to
regional hegemony can be made or
unmade by the outcome of the war. All
these factors add an incendiary element
to

the civil

war.

Scenarios
In any

attempt to forecast develop25

Sierra Leone
in Sierra Leone, it is important
highlight three main factors. First,
Sierra Leone is in the grips of guerrilla

The attempts by President

merits

cally.

to

Kabbah and the international

warfare, with the AFRC-RUF forces

employing the classical hit-and run tactic. A conventional reaction to such

a

either through ECOMOG or merce-

war,

commu-

nity to shift emphasis in the conflict
from force to diplomacy must be welcorned and encouraged. However, any
attempts to strike a deal with Foday
Sankoh, who still has a death sentence
his head and held incommunicado

in the

light of the myriad of soproblems facing
Nigeria herself. Other traditional troop
contributors, such as Ghana, the Ivory
Coast and Senegal, are becoming more
disinclined to get entangled in the inment

cial and economic

tractable

Ghana, in particular, is
potentially unstable period
from now until the year 2000 in view of
President Jerry Rawlings’ impending
mandatory exit from office after nearly
two decades in power. This has already
sparked an intense power struggle
within the ruling National Democratic
Congress party, amidst fears that President Rawlings may yet circumvent the
six-year old constitution in order to remain effectively in charge. These cir-

facing

war.

armies, is incapable of suppressing such an uprising. It can at best
only contain it. Time is always on the
side of the insurgents. The onus shall
always be on the government troops
to defeat guerrillas and any success by
the government short of total victory
is considered a victory to the guerrillas.
The constant claims by the

on

ECOMOG commanders since February
1998 that they were only carrying out
mop-up

heavily depend on the willingness of
foreign States, notably Nigeria, to continue fighting on behalf of a weak gov-

cumstances

further dim the prospects

were

emment.

of the ‘all

nothing’ option in conflict

Irrespective of the government of
the day, Nigeria since independence
has consistently defended and pro-

resolution in Sierra Leone.

nary

operations against the rebels
crudely exposed by the recent
guerrilla occupation of significant portions of Freetown including the State
House, the seat of government. Driving them out of Freetown only to
regroup in the hills and forest for new
onslaughts is no substitute for victory.
Secondly, the local members and sympathisers of the AFRU-RUF are first
and foremost Sierra Leoneans. They
are a product of the long years of rentseeking politics characterised by social
and generational exclusion. Their methods may be unsavoury but they cannot easily be wished away or exterminated without grave consequences, as
recent events demonstrate. Given the

the Kamajors and President
continue to mere
summary justice on persons linked

way

Kabbah’s government
out

the RUF and AFRC without.due and
credible legal process, the current
AFRC-RUF violence could be interto

preted as an act of self-preservation.
Finally, ordinary Sierra leoneans will be
the ultimate victims of the sabre-rat-

tling politics that relegates construetive

engagement to the

background.

These factors should inform any at-

tempt to venture projection on the se-

curity conundrum facing the country.
What could happen in Sierra Leone?
In the aftermath of the AFRC-RUF

in May 1997, diplomatic efforts
by ECOWAS, the OAU and
UN to return the country to the elected
government of Tejan Kabbah. However,
faced with the insurgents’ prevarication and the prospeet of long drawn negotiations. President Kabbah solicited
the help of mercenaries to mount a
counter-coup that was largely supported by the international community.
If that approach is anything to go by,
the AFRC-RUF will doubt the sincerity
coup
were

made

of President Kabbah in the current efforts to resolve the conflict
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diplomati-

from his followers, is destined to fail
until the net is widened to incorporate
active leaders and field commanders of
the AFRC-RUF alliance. That may offer the hardliners within the SLPP the
excuse to prosecute the war ‘to
victorious end’. That will be a recipe

perfect
a

for disaster. Such

a

scenario will also

moted African interests within the in-

ternational community. However, the
country’s involvement in recent conflicts of the West African sub-regional
have been underpinned by the
megalomanic designs of former dictators. General Ibrahim Babangida and the
late General Sani Abacha, to patronise
and bully smaller nations in the region
into accepting them as the regional policeman. Keeping young officers away
from Abuja was also a ploy to diminish
the threats to authoritarian control in-

side

Nigeria. Thus, under the influence
dictatorship, the political wing of the West African community, ECOWAS, became subservient to
the military wing. This led to the situation where peace enforcement troops
were deployed in conflicts without any
well though out mandate and exit strategy. The huge cost of regional policing that involves deploying a quarter
of the entire national army in foreign
states can only be borne by an unaccountable government such as the
Abacha junta. Besides, morale within
the predominantly Nigerian ECOMOG
troops is very low, as many have spent
nearly the last decade either in Liberia
or Sierra Leone without understanding
why they must sacrifice their lives for
unclear objectives.
For now, the apparent resolve to
push the AFRC-RUF insurgents out of
Freetown is more out of salvaging persönal and national pride rather than a
genuine commitment to protecting the
Kabbah government. With the transition to democracy in Nigeria, any incoming civilian administration will be
hard pressed to justify such large-scale
engagement in regional peace enforce¬
of the Abacha

a

or

Another scenario involves contin-

ued

dependence on mercenaries and
Guinean troops to shore up the Sierra
Leonean government. However, as
events in Angola and Sierra Leone
demonstrate, the government has no

monopoly

over

the hiring of mercenar-

Besides, the ability of mercenaries
prosecute long guerrilla warfare is

ies.
to

suspect.

Finally, mercenaries can only
of national

be contracted at the expense

wealth, the unfair distribtion of which
lies at the bottom of the conflict.

Neighbouring States

-

Guinea, Li-

beria. Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso and
the Gambia - could be drawn into the
Sierra Leone civil

war

in

a

regionalising the

war

in

a repeat

big way, thus

of the

on-going debacle in the Democratic
Republic of Congo. This is because,
all these states have taken sides in

a

civil war, whose outcome could have

far-reaching

consequences on their
security concerns.
Finally, given the internal dynamics
of the ruling SLPP referred to above, it
is difficult to rule out the possibility of
a civilian coup d’etat by SLPP hardliners
against President Kabbah, who is seen
as too soft. For example, the fact that
Kamajors are effectively under HingaNorman’s command and yet constitute
the linchpin of the national army currently under restructuring raises the
spectre of a personal army wholly loyal
own

to an

national

individual.

What could be the International
Exit Strategy for Sierra Leone?
ft is obvious from the analysis above
that force, revenge killings and politics
of division are not viable alternatives

genuine framework for national dialogue in the search for truth, justice,
reconciliation and reforging of national

to a
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identity. An alternative to a genuine
negotiated settlement will be economic disaster, dehumanisation of the

1.The

youth and violence against women
and the elderly. In strategic terms,
out-of-area Sierra Leone is of little im-

Sierra Leone

4.The

basis of the

negotiations while taking

board the

on

in the conflict. The country

has become only a convenient arena for flexing muscles and sizing up one another for future geopolitical battles.
And this seems to be diverting attention from internal problems and a main
cause of the intransigence that has
so far characterised positions in the
conflict. Given the volatile political
situation, the following should be
seen to constitute key benchmarks for
preventing the Sierra Leonean war
from turning into an irreversible dis-

8.

key elements of

b.

The immediate and unconditional

cease

Sankoh to allow him
movement

in

They

and constitutes

fluence

on

an

broadening of the base of presi-

society organisa-

e.

The creation of a reasonably impartial international monitoring force to

setting up of a joint body of
the warring parties under the leadership of a UN representative to
oversee troop demobilisation and
reinter- gration of the warring parties.

supervise the cease-fire and demo-

strengthen the
region against arms proliferation through a moratorium.
drive in the

c.

conflict, it should be noted that

Foday Sankoh, who is currently a prisoner on

death

row

and who has not

d.

Democracy and Devel-

opment is a not for profit, non-governmental, independent research, in-

training institution.
provides networking opportunities, strategic training and
policy oriented scholarship on questions of democratic development and
peace-building in the West Afrian subregion.
The Centre’s work is grounded in
an
appreciation of the practical probThe Centre

lems that have inhibited democratic reform in the region, and the need to

strengthen civic organisations in their
work, through the development of the
capacity to understand, anticipate,

Convincing the RUF to transform
into a legal political party, as provided for in the Abidjan Accords,
and disarm its guerrillas, some of

plan and forecast holistic solutions to
the problems of democracy and good
govenance in the region.
Through civic and community education, research and public policy
analysis, peace-building and conflict

whom could be considered for
cruitment in the creation of any
ture national army.

b.

for

reintergration

should involve:

Sierra Leone from their territories.

January 14 1999
Aboutthe centre

formation and

The

This would further

re-

fu-

Disarming all other sub-state armed
formations, including the Kamajors.
The withdrawal of all foreign troops,
including mercenary outfits, from

resolution mechanisms, the centre

supports the institutional development

of

problem solving and strategic
democracy
It provides

action skills for the use of
and human rights workers.

Sierra Leone.

information conducts research and

The destruction of all collected

ordinates

in excess of the legitirequirements of the new Sierra
Leonean army. The creation of a
new Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces. Out of the 5 000 troops
envisaged to constitute the
strength of the new army, 4000
should be newly recrutied.
weaponary

creation and consolidated of

for years, cannot

mate

ronment

with the mandate of the AFRC-RUF.

The international

community should
open frank and unbaised negotiations
with representatives appointed freely
by the guerrilla forces, and without
preconditions as long as the cease
fire endures.

international

economic

negotiations should be witnessed and guaranteed by the UN and
the OAU without prejudice towards
any of the rival factions; they should
reactivate the Abidjan Peace Accords
and the Conakry Agreements as the
SAPEM APRIL 1999

financing of an
and social package to restore

infrastructure and resettle victims of the

particularly child soldiers, vyomen,
elderly and demobilised soldiers.

war,

the

creation of a national reconcili-

ation and

justice body to help heal the

are

co-

training aimed towards the

been in contact with his movement

be said to be negotiating out of his own volition and

warring

factions. Ultimately, these centres
would constitute the building blocks
for structural stability in Sierra Leone.

The Centre for

d.

prevent illegal flows of weapons into

in Sierra Leone not tied to the

porate representatives of the opposition, different ethnic groups and
tions.

a.

promotion and genuine reconstrengthening of civil
society. The international community
should encourage and financially support autonomous centres of influence
ciliation is the

DEMOCRACY AND DEVELOPMENT

and

commending
the
ECOWAS, OAU and UN for initiating
a diplomatic process to resolve the

An essential benchmark of demo-

dent Kabbah’s Government to incor-

the Security Council should reinvoke
Resolution 1132 that banned the

transfer of weapons into Sierra Leone.
ECOWAS also has a responsibility to

setting up of an impartial strucorganise and supervise fresh
elections by the year 2001.

exacerbating in-

the conflict.

bilisation processes.

a matter

a

martyr in the eyes of his followers

are

mistake. As

Foday

lead his

negotiations. His con-

of urgency,

was a

to

tinned incarceration makes him

and

diffusing into socialso intended to enhance the prospects of peaceful resolution of conflicts. The lifting of the
arms embargo on Sierra Leone by the
UN immediately after the counter
coup against the AFRC-RUF junta
ety.

fire.

release of the RUF leader

The

The

cratic

autonomous civil

zone

eventual

An immediate and unconditional

prevent more weapons entering the

conflict

any

a.

c.

society.

ture to

ing:

63.Thes 7.The
on

rifts of

the

agreement should include the follow-

aster.

purpose of arms embargoes
countries in conflict is clearly to

on

ground.

52.While .Demobilsatn
portance to the key foreign players

realities

new

an

envi-

where democratic institutions

strong, resilent and responsive to

the needs of the

voting public. The

Centre complements existing strengths
of civic organisations by producing an
alternative intellectual

resource on

the

restoration and sustenance of democracy and good governance in the West
African sub-region. The Centre has
as its target audience government of-

ficials, academics, political party workjournalists, lawyers, community
leaders, civil society workers, military
professionals and the people interested in fostering democratic development in the region.
ers,
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the former soldier is given a
paltry pension which he exhausts paying traditional healers and medical
practitioners as he tries to control his
post traumatic stress.
army,

Film details

Matebeleland

While

ZANU-PF

stress

highlight post trauafflicting some

disorders

committed the atrocities

they were
army’s command and pay-

under the

ex-members of the infamous Fifth Bri-

roll,” he said.

gade is set to be released in southern

Development (SACOD) through
Zimbabwe’s Capricorn Video Unit, was
busy editing the film in Cape Town,

independence in 1980,
plunged in a civil war
as disgruntled members of ZAPU’s
military wing, ZIPRA, took to the bush.
Mugabe who was Prime Minister at the
time, responded by deploying the crack
Fifth Brigade to Matabeleland and the
Midlands in a counter insurgency op-

South Africa.

eration.

The $1,4 million film will be
launched under a four-nation series

cent men, women

dubbed

killed

Africa

sometime this month.

ror

Southern Africa Communication for
,

‘Regional Series on the Landof Memories.’ Other countries

scape
to feature in the series

are

Namibia,

Mozambique and South Africa.
The film, which is being edited by
Zimbabwean, Prudence Uriri,

a

was

funded

by various non-governmental
organisations in southern Africa and
Europe.
The Zimbabwe film will
a

centre on

former member of the notorious Fifth

Brigade who recently confessed to
involvement in the “butchering” of innocent

civilians in Matabeleland’s

Maphisa

area in Kezi
The former Fifth

district.
Brigade soldier,
said to be one of many living with the
burden of taking part in some of
Zimbabwe’s most blatant human rights
abuses, is still haunted by the memory
of

one

Soon after

Zimbabwe

Sources told The Zimbabwe Mirthis week that the organisation

of his victims and believes that

this victim needs to be

appeased.
“Many stories have been told about
what happened to innocent civilians
during the disturbances in Matabeleland
and the Midlands, but we have heard

In the

was

following three

years,

inno-

and children

were

maimed

Unit who asked not to be named said

being produced with no
provoke the government,
but to tell the “untold story” of the plight
of former Fifth Brigade members who
were “dumped” by the
army when they
intention

and

PF-ZAPU

ties”, in March 1997, the government
has adamantly refused to accept responsibility and apologise to the people
of Matabeleland and Midlands for the
human

was

to

needed it the most.
“I agree

this is a very sensitive issue involving the military and the Central Intelligence Organisation, but our
sole intention was to highlight the unexplored side of the Gukurahundi and
encourage debate on the issue among
the people of this country.
“This is the side of former Fifth

Brigade members who were dumped
by the army when they started to behave abnormally due to experiences
they endured during the Gukurahundi
era,” he said.
In the film, the main character,

rights abuses perpetrated by

State agents.

Only Minister without portfolio,
Zvobgo, publicly apologised
to the people of the two regions in his
personal capacity last year.
However, Zvobgo’s apology was
dismissed by political commentators
as political posturing.
Eddison

Last week, Patrick Mutume, the

chairman of the Catholic Commission
for Justice and Peace which together
with the

Legal Resources Foundation

authored the report on the atrocities,
told The Zimbabwe Mirror that the

government’s silence on the events of
the early 1980s hampered the Catholic
Church’s efforts to rehabilitate the
affected areas as recommended in the

report.
He said government

cooperation
for the CCJP and other
organisations to raise an estimated
was

necessary

US$55million from donors

to sue-

cessfully tackle the rehabilitation
exercise.
AMANI Trust, a non-governmental

organisation involved in a
find the extent of the
psychological impact on the parts of
Matabeleland, said research they carried out sometime last year revealed
programme to

that five out of ten adults in the province have stress problems as a result

of

“organised violence and torture” of

nothing from the people who are alleged to have committed the atrocities,”

who hails from Bikita District in

the Gukurahundi

Masvingo Province, narrates how, in

Said AMANI’s clinical director

said

the company of fellow soldiers, he
killed a Maphisa man and how he was

Reelier: “We

a source.

“This film will

highlight the plight

of former members of the Fifth Bri-

gade who

are now suffering from post
traumatic stress since the government

is

doing nothing about it yet when they

28

on

played by the Fifth Brigade.
Even after receiving a report of
the first thorough study on the “atroci-

in

operation
Gukurahundi as it seemed they were
being punished for nothing more than
being Ndebele.
A spokesperson for Capricorn Video
or

the film

in

December 22,1987, the government
has refused to acknowledge the role

Constantine Chimakure

matic

disturbances

formally ended with the
withdrawal of the Fifth Brigade and
the signing of the unity accord that
paved the way for a merger between

Atrocities
A film meant to

the

Matabeleland

discharged from the army on medical
grounds in the late 1990s after becoming mentally unstable.
After being discharged from the

fected

areas

are

were

Tony
rehabilitating the af-

in Matabeleland, but the

problem is that
know the

era.

exact

up to now we do not
number of people who

exposed to organised violence
counselling.”

and torture who need
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Zimbabwe loses bid
to host Nations

Cup

Sports Reporter
ZIMBABWE has lost its battle to

Sion overturned failed because the

the

country had not managed to meet the
financial requirements of hosting the

Nigeria who were
hosts in 1980 and 1992, become the

tournament.

first co-hosts of the continent’s ultimate

regain
right to host the 2000 African Cup

of Nations

soccer

finals with the

Confederation of African Football

switching the tournament to two
previous hosts - Ghana and Nigeria.
The Confederation of African Football (Caf) executive held a lengthy
eight-hour meeting in the Guinea capital, Conakry, recently where they up-

held

an

earlier decision to

move

the

tournament from Zimbabwe.

According to reports from Conakry,
Zimbabwe’s

appeal to have that deci-

Ghana, who hosted the finals in
1963 and 1978, and

Caf

secretary-general Mustapha
Fahmy told reporters after their meeting that the Nations Cup had become
too big a financial burden for one country and that was the reason there would

football showcase.

be two hosts for the 2000 finals.

the fate of the Zimbabwe national team.

As hosts, both

Nigeria and Ghana
automatically qualify for the 2000 finals.
Caf did not specify what will happen to
their respective qualifying groups and

“The African Nations

Zimbabwe Football Association

Cup relies
heavily on government backing and
many of them are struggling financially,”
said Fahmy.

chairman Leo

Caf

meeting as

Mugabe attended the
an executive member

of Caf.

South Africa cracks down on

foreign spoilspeople
cores

of Zimbabwean football players could be af

^^Éected by a crackdown on foreign sportsmen and

^^vomen in South Africa.

More than 20 Zimbabweans playing

for National
clubs in South Africa could be thrown
out of the country if their permits are not in order.
Soccer League

This follows South African Home Affairs minister

Mangosutho Buthelezi's decision to inspect the work
permits of all foreign sportspersons in the country.
Buthelezi confirmed the South African crackdown
in response

to a question in parliament last week.
David Masunda, a producer with Channel Africa in

Johannesburg, said the latest measures were undertaken to halt an abuse of entry visas used by some
foreign sports stars.
He said the South Africans were particularly concerned by sportsmen coming into the country on the
pretext they were visitors using a six-month tourist
visa to turn out for South African teams. These

players then
kept renewing their tourist permits and continned playing with NSL clubs.
But with Buthelezi's latest remarks foreign
sportspersons found flouting the SA labour regula¬
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tions risked

being thrown out of the country.
Recently former Zimbabwe and Liverpool goalkeeper,

Bruce Grobbelaar had to leave South Africa for two

weeks while he

applied for a work permit to enable
Cape Town based club Ajax Stars, formerly Seven Stars.
Zimbabwe's contingent of footballers in South Africa has steadily increased over the years to the extent
that they now form the largest chunk of foreign players in the South African
top flight league.
Apart from Grobbelaar, Ajax Stars boast four other
him to coach

Zimbabweans, Edelbert Dinha, Stewart Murisa, Kaitano
Tembo and Liberty Masunda.

Cape Town Spurs have a trio of Zimbabweans in
Edzai Kasinauyo, Ian Gorowa and Bheki Mlotshwa while
former Warriors

captain Francis Shonhayi turns out

for Spar Amazulu.
Of the others Wilfred Mugeyi is attached to Umtata
Bucks, Rabson Muchichwa and Cleopas Dlodlo to Kaiser Chiefs,
Kennedy Nagoli to Jomo cosmos and Gilbert

Mushangazhike to Manning Rangers, Tauya Murehwa
to Supersport and coach Peter Nyama to Qwa Qwa
Stars.
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Grand Illusions
Ah, those grand illusions, those convenient and familiar

Misperceptions of life we hold like a teddy bear
Of soft, cuddly fur. We clutch the illusions
Tight to our breast convincing ourselves
That we can escape the midnight loneliness
Of

our own

closed minds if

we can

but avoid

The

struggles of change and enclose ourselves
in the easy folds of velvet wombs,
fearing the birth of creative emergence.

Ah yes, so many illusions. The illusions that we
Must climb up the rungs of a ladder made

Of the

people in our way
the illusion that we
flags we wrap around our eyes
As blindfolds of silken, misguided truth
The illusion that power comes when we make
Others so weak they must depend on us.
On our whims and our self-serving desires...
The illusion that manliness is shaped
^ke a fist ...
...

Are the

\

...

The illusion that

And all other

Those

we are

things

the chessmasters of Earth

are

but

grand illusions

pawns

in

our

come easy to

Who wish to remain

hands.

those

silent audience

a

men in suits of empty gray
Build hollow sandcastles of undeserved

As

pride
by walls of metallic lies
Sitting so proud on a fragile beach.
But the ageless tide, it worships no man
And even less sandcastles of pride
Sitting so smug on a fragile beach.
Surrounded

The tide is

The

seasons

And

coming.
change

will

so must

For illusions

are

Boundaries of
Fences
Think

we

we.

needless

our

minds.

foolishly

we can

contain

The cries foe emergence
In the depths of our souls.
The cry to become
Not just be.
Ah yes, those grand illusions
We think twinkle as stars
Are but nameless graves

For what

might have been

And still could be.
From the collection So Far To Go When We Gel There,
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by Dudley Weeks
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Currency crisis in
inflexible

Zimbabwe

Overview

Abbeir Abbas

The hitherto currency crisis in Zimbabwe, the recent turmoil in South Africa
and the Southeast Asian currency
crisis

as

well

as

the earlier Mexican

collapse of the European
exchange rate mechanism in 19921993, has heightened interest in the
causes and symptoms of currency

markets transmitted

crises. Moreover, these crises have
been costly in varying degrees, both
in lost output

apparently sound fundamentals (IMF,
1998). The question we could ask why
currency crises tend to be clustered in

as

time?

crisis and

TRADE

SAOC: towards
trade

a

free

37

area

Richard Hess

exchange rate systems that
became
significantly oyer gained. Recent currency crises,'has been the extent to
which instability in foreign exchange
have allowed the currency to

and in the fiscal as well
quasi-fiscal outlays. Also, currency

An attack
over or

resources

and their

economic effect of inability

of financial
effectively. Such
crises have involved significant
international spillover effects and in
have
several
cases
required
markets to function

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

African

Exchange Rates

43

international financial assistance to limit
their
their

severity and costs, and to contain
contagious spread and multiplier

One is that crises may stem

45

Zimbabwe

Export Directory
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a

economic shifts in industrial countries
that
-

trigger crises in emerging markets

in what has been referred to

“monsoonal effects”. Paul R

-

as

Masson

and Michael Mussa, “The Role of the
IMF financing and to its interactions”.
The increase in U.S. interest rates in
the

early 1980s was an important facin the Latin American debt crisis.

Similarly, the large appreciation of the
dollar, especially vis-a-vis the Yen, be-

of currency, or forces the
to defend the currency by

several Southeast Asian countries.

imbalances.

However unsustainable

large current
bring about
sudden reversals in capital inflows and
sharp changes in exchange rates. Most
often, crises have arisen when large
external imbalances have developed in
account
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from

for instance, major

Currency crisis may be said to
when speculative attack on the
exchange value of a currency results
in a devaluation (or sharp depreciation)

macro-economic
SADC

cause,

tor

authorities
expanding
large volumes of international reserves
or by sharply raising interest rates
(IMF 1998). For instance foreign
exchange market crisis result from

SAFES Data Base

common

effects to other countries.
occur

Economic Indicators for

countries.

currency

currencies of other countries with

crises lead to misallocation and under-

utilization of

across

has spilled
spread contagiously to the
on one

deficits

can

tween

mid 1995 and 1997 contributed

the

weakening of external sector in

to

It

is

argued that external events may contribute to or precipitate a crisis, a country’s vulnerability to a crisis depend on
domestic economic conditions and

policies, such as over borrowing for
unproductive uses, a fragile financial
sector or an inflexible exchange rate
system (IMF, 1998).
A second
one

reason

is that

a

crisis in

country may affect macroeco-

nomic fundamentals in another

coun-

try, either because of trade and capital
31
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market.

Linkages (for example

fects the international

quite different macroeconomic fundamentals, and only in some cases could
the attacks be explained by weaknesses

of other

in this

valuation in

one

country

a

de-

adversely af-

competitiveness
countries) or because of interdependence in creditors portfolios
(for example, illiquidity in one market
forces financial intermediaries with

adjustment and surveillance”, [IMF,
1995] to liquidate assets in other markets).' Such “spill overs” results from
interdependency have been cited as
contributing in important ways to the
spread of the east Asian crisis.
A third reason for clustering is that
crisis in one country may lead creditors to re-evaluate the

the other
not

countries,

fundamentals of

even

objectively changed,

if these have
or any

lead

creditors to reduce the riskiness of their

portfolios and “flee to quality”. This
as contagion (or
“pure contagion).^
It maybe associated with “herding”
by investors, resulting from bandwagon effects driven by asymmetric

vestors

inflation

or

managers.

from the incentives faced

The scope

for speculative pressure
countries has been of
increased concern to policy makers

to

spread

across

since the 1992-93 ERM crises and

es-

pecially since the 1994-95 Mexican cri-

about the incentives

facing

monetary authorities to ease policy so
as to
promote economic recovery
to have

played an important role.
Spillover and contagion effects also
appear to have played a role in the 1994seem

95 Mexican crisis.

The likelihood of
in

a currency crisis
given country has been found to

a

increase with the

occurrence

of

cri-

a

sis elsewhere. Further more, it appears
are better at
explaining

that trade links

the international transmission of

cur-

rency crises than similarities in the
macroeconomic characteristics of the
economic concerned.

effect referred to

by fund

Rather, the beliefs of in-

area.

The IMF try to

interest in

show considerable

identifying configurations of

economic variables that

can serve as

early warning signals of crises. Attempts to do so, however, have met
with only limited success. While many
of the proposed early warning systems
have been able to predict particular criMarion and Flood

(1997) show that
‘currency crisis occurs when the

sis and the recent East Asian crisis

(IMF, 1998). During the ERM crises,
the French Franc, the Irish pound, and

crisis

experienced speculative pressures when the Italian lira,
the pound sterling, and the Finnish
markka
sures

were

were

floated.

Similar pres-

Krugman (1998)
rency

occurs

argues that currency
when investors flee a cur-

because they expect it to be de-

valued, and much of the pressure on
the currency comes precisely because
of investors lack of confidence.

experienced by Norway
Determination of currency crisis

European Currency Unit (ECU) was
by the Portuguese escudo when the Spanish peseta was devalued. The depreciation of the Mexican peso in December 1994 led to
speculative pressures on other emerging market currencies, especially those
of Argentina and Brazil and to a lesser
extent the Philippines. Finally the crisis in Thailand in mid-1997 quickly
spread with great force and persistence
to Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines
and, somewhat strategic to Korea and
more briefly to Hong Kong SAR, Singapore and Taiwan province of China
within the region, as well as to a
number of emerging market economies
in other regions (IMF, 1998).
Empirical evidence on the ERM crises suggests that
spill over and contagion effects did play a role. Countries
that came under speculative attack had

Currency crises are caused mainly by
fiscal problems, then variables such as

32

the differential between

the fiscal

deficit, government

con-

sumption, and credit to the public sector by the banking system tend to feature

prominently in the set of indica-

tors.

If weaknesses in the financial

sec-

perceived to lie at the root of
currency crises, then variables such as
private sector credit growth, measures
tor are

of financial liberalisation, the level of
short-term

foreign indebtedness of the
banking system, the structure of the
domestic interest rates, changes in equity prices, the quality of bank assets
measured by the extent of non performing loans, could be used as indicators.

Similarly, if external sector problems are viewed as being largely responsible for currency crises, then the

foreign and do-

mestic interest rates, changes in the
level and maturity structure of foreign

capital inflows, and other such variable, could be indicators.
variables such

the

Real sector

of growth
the unemployment rate, variables to proxy institutional and structural factors and political developas

rate

of output,

ments.

Mr. Chandima Mendis’s
sented at
ton

a

Hotel

(Paper preconference held in Shera-

on

19-21 1998 Macroeco-

nomic

Policy, Management and Performance Since independence lessons
for the 2U' century”) attempts to explain the causes of the Zimbabwe currency crisis of November 1997; which
was followed by
problem in the banking sector- including the collapse of
one bank mainly due to the
exchange
rate crisis. He explained why this might
have occurred “ an exchange rate can
only be maintained as long as it is compatible not only with macroeconomic
fundamentals but other policies as
argued that the crash of the

Zimbabwe dollar occurred under the

backdrop of

balance of payweak macroeconomic
fundamentals (high budget deficit, inflation, low exports reserves, low economic growth and market uncertainty
regarding the sustainability of currency)- leading to speculative attacks.
severe

ments pressure,

He mentioned also that it may

also well

be possible that contagion from Asia
may

when the Swedish krona’s peg to the

abandoned and

exchange rate, the current account
balance, changes in the terms of trade,

well”. He

ses.

economy jumps suddenly from one
solution to another’. On the other hand,

the Swedish Krona

real

have helped trigger the crash in

November; coming as soon after the
peak of the Asian crisis. He also did
empirical tests of the factors that might
have contributed to the
occurrence

rency

probability of

of the November 1997

cur-

crisis. Monetary and fiscal

shocks,

current account

imbalances,

foreign indebtedness, maturity and
composition of foreign debt. World interest rates could be the major determinants of currency crisis. A large loss
of international reserves might lead to
a sharp devaluation;
private sector
credit falls, leading to increased bankruptcies by both financial and non-financial firms.

The effect of the devaluation

Globally, devaluations help to underthe real value of Third world production and therefore make it easy to
continue treating Third World countries
state

as

“poor”. This also is used

as a

fur-

SAPEM .APRIl. IWV

ZrVffiABWE
ther

reason

for devaluation of those

countries’ currencies.
Devaluation under SAP discour-

local autonomous production for
self-sufficiency, while privileging the
production for commodities for export
only, because the exports earn foreign
currency. The reported food deficits
in SADC countries are caused by the
ages

(1989) study of Zimbabwe addressed

nomic factors have weakened the Zim-

the

babwe’s dollar, and therefore sown the
seed for currency crisis that culmi-

impact of governments’ policies on
price changes. Another
factor contributing to currency crisis
is Banking fragility. Banking crisis may
be used to identify a source of currency crisis. Banking crisis generally
inflation and

stem from the assets side of banks’

balance sheets, from

nated

Thursday November M"",

on

1997 when the Zimbabwean dollar
crashed. The crash was followed by
financial

instability that kept on recurring while, at the same time, re-enforcing a further drift of other economic

great deal of investment in
land, equipment, fertilisers and water

terioration in

protracted dequality (WB,
1998). Banking crisis suggests that

fundamentals.

has shifted from food

variables such

tors

fact that

a

production to

tobacco, paprika, pepper, ostriches,

a

assets

as

the share of non-per-

port to Europe given the threat of

forming loans in banks’ portfolios,
large fluctuations in real estate and
stock prices, as well as indicators of

world wide economic

business failures

crocodiles and fresh flowers for

ex-

depression

which could lead to further falls in

export earnings.
The Crisis in Zimbabwe
The

question now the major cause of
currency crisis in Zimbabwe is it from
the

macro

economic variables

political reason. Is
Zimbabwe’s military

or

any

it because of the
intervention in the

Congo?

oeconomic

signals for the impending currency
collapse can be attributed to domestic economic policies
that favor ‘indigenous ‘ investors. Also
Foreign direct investment (FDI) is
important for supplying foreign currencies to the economy and therefore

crisis.

crisis. UMB’s

sis from the

on

flow of international currencies and

investments activities. The economy

experienced poor performance as of
1990. By 1993, the economy hit its lowest point when the real GDP grew at
negative 3.2 due to the poor performance of the export sector. The
poor
performance of the export sector
means that foreign currency inflow to
the country has been declining proportionately. The failure of the export sector to generate sufficient foreign currency is a fundamental factor that led
to the current currency crisis.
The other factor contributing to this
crisis is unstable prices associated with
currency crises. The World Bank
SAPEM APRIL 1999

policies, weakness in the financial
global financial conditions,
exchange rate misalignment, and po-

Bank (UMB), and the variations of the
stock market rates have been warning

that poor performance
was the basic factor

formed relatively better with positive
growth for most of the period, partly
because of the prevailing peace and
partly because of the stabilization of

include unsustainable macroeconomic
structure,

reduces the chances of currency crisis. We can hypothesis that the high

tween 1980 and 1989 the economy per-

(1998) does provide the facof banking and currency crisis. The factors
that render the emergency

good proxies for
identifying currency crisis. In Zimbabwe, the collapse of United Merchant
are

(i) Economic Factors
Investigating the cause of currency criproduction sector, shows
of the economy
leading to currency crisis. By assessing the real GDP
growth between 1975-1995, it is apparent that, the economy has not been
doing well. For instance, between 1975
to 1979, the economy was experiencing negative real GDP growth. The
main factor associated to the negative
growth was the liberation activities.
Following independence, the period be-

IMF

the level of

FDIs, the higher the

litical factors. In

Zimbabwe, macrinstability has been an important factor underlying the currency
The

Zimbabwe

government’s

populist redistributive policy has laid a
foundation for perennial fiscal deficit,
implying high future taxes as well as
higher inflation (tax) rate, assuming the
government decides to reduce the fiscal deficit

through domestic borrowing. Unfortunately, the government of

Zimbabwe

uses

both forms of deficit

thus the lower the

financing; that is, raising actual taxes
and at the same time increasing the level

rency

of inflation tax. The Zimbabwe’s

probability of curcrisis, and vice versa. However
given that Zimbabwe’s government domestic economic policies, objectively,
have been at loggerhead with FDIs, this
scenario resulted into sub-optimal inflow of foreign direct investment to
Zimbabwe. The failure of domestic

policies to attract more foreign currency through FDI created favourable
ground for speculative attacks on the

mar-

ginal tax rates have reached a level that
they can not be raised any further without economic and political costs.
Another cause of depreciation of
the Zim dollar is importers panic. All
the importers are stocking up with raw
materials and finished goods that they
need for businesses. What the government has done is to make certain
luxury

Zimbabwe’s dollar, hence currency
crisis occurred.

goods,

According to James Morgan
(1998), the major cause of the currency crisis in Zimbabwe was due to

expensive. This has the same
as devaluating the dollar for
those who need import. While hopefully providing cheaper foreign currency for those without a local alternative, the net result should be to place

the uncertainties, inconsistencies and
unsustainable economic

policies that
pursued in Zimbabwe since
independence. The existing incoherence in pursuing domestic economic
policies has engendered the economy
to experience high fiscal deficit, high
have been

and volatile inflation rate, stagnant or

declining growth

rate, high and many
taxes, workers’ strikes, increasing external indebtedness, government's intervention in the

kets, and

foreign exchange marlack of independence of the

or at least imported goods for
which there is a good local alternative,
more

effect

the burden of devaluation

those who

Traders Association said in addition to
the import pressure, the local unit was

labouring under the mayhem in other
emerging markets. “You get the spill
off effects of the crisis in Russia

financial institutions

well

tral bank. These

rand

including the cenand many other eco-

on

placed pressure on the Zimbabwe dollar unnecessarily, while relieving this
same pressure on those who must import. The Chairman of the Financial

as

as

the fall of the South African

against the US dollar because
33
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South Africa is

our major trading partner,” he said. Mr. Nyoka said the turn-

tary expenditure in the DRC could push
the budget deficit to 9.2% of GDP from

bling of the dollar

a

also a reflection of the poor performance of the
country’s exports. He said Zimbabwe’s foreign currency receipts are
likely to be reduced due to poor prices
in agriculture and mining, two of its
major hard currency earners.
was

(ii) Political Factors causing drift
of economic fundamentals
As any

Africcm state, political factors

overwhelm

economic

factors.

Zimbabwe is not
currency crisis
with giving more

spared. The current
has been associated

weight to politics than

economics. Issues that
the

as

are

mentioned

of currency crisis
“dishing out thousands of

cause

includes

dollars to

war

vets”. President’s

foreign travels, large number of
Zimbabwe’s foreign missions; and
Zimbabwe’s upper hand in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Financial
Gazette, 24/Sept/ 1998)
It is worth nothing that, although
political factors are mentioned as contributing to the currency crisis; currently its impact is mainly related to
increasing budget deficit. Zimbabwe’s
Finance Ministry, Herbert Murerwa,
last year publicly admitted that the mili¬
Movements in

revised

will receive
It

figure of 7.6%. So its analy-

sis should be the

same as

the

reason

the

out

foreign

can

be

seen

of thought are

bail

currency to

ailing domestic

currency.

that; the two schools

based on speculation and

the extent that it

be

that contribute to fiscal deficit. There

rumours to

is

difficult to test either of the school of

no

evidence

as

factors increase

to whether
or

decrease

political
foreign

currency.
For instance, there are two com-

peting hypotheses about DRC’s intervention. The first school of thought argues that, by sending an army to Congo
it means spending the meager foreign
currency. In that case the DRC’s war
should be viewed as import of “prob-

can

thought. Suggesting that, political factors have minimal impact on the cause
of currency crisis. Yet they are important in forming speculation.
In 1974, one Zimbabwe dollar

(ZW$) could obtain two US dollars.
In

1982, the Zimbabwe dollar

par
had

was at

with the US$. By 1992, the ZW$
depreciated to the ratio of five-to
US$. In October 1998

lems” that lead to affect economic fun-

one

damentals and thus

causing currency
crisis. In contrast, the second school
of thought treats the DRC’s interven-

ing at

tion

growth and the export growth. The

purely economic and beneficial
to Zimbabwe. The argument focuses
on arms production by Zimbabwe’s ‘
armament sector’. Hence, to get quick
foreign currency from DRC, Zimbaas

was

trad-

an average of 32 to a unit of
US$. The depreciation of the ZW$ is
mirrored in variation of real GDP

figures for real-growth for 1998

are

competent

tentative, but real GDP growth is expected to be positive.
The movement of exchange rate
shows that, the currency hit its bottom-line for the first time in 1997,

soldiers to manage the arms, Zimbabwe can export its idle soldiers, instead

when the Zimbabwe currency lost
about 75% of value against a basket

of

of

bwe should sell her

arms to

Also, because DRC has

no

Kabila.

goods, to earn foreign currency.
According to the second school of
thought, sending an army to the DRC
helps reduce the severity of the currency crisis because the Reserve bank

major currencies. In September

1998, the currency hit its historic bottom-line when it was trading at 39 units
of local currency to one US dollar. The
Zimbabwe dollar seem to have lost its

exchange rates

Investigating the movement of exchange rates in Zimbabwe, since 1974 to 1998, a conclusive trend showing consisten
depreciation is observed. As indicated in the table below.
Exchange Rate
ZW$/US$)

Real GDP Growth

Export growth

Percentage

Percentage

1974

0.6

-3.6

3.0

1978

0.6

-2.2

3.0

1980

0.8

10.6

33.5

1982

1.0

2.6

-9.6

1984

1.2

-1.9

1.7

1986

1.7

0.9

18.1

1998

1.8

8.8

14.7

1990

2.4

-0.5

3.2

1992

5.1

-3.2

-9.8

1994

8.1

7.5

21.9

1996

10

-1.6

13

1998

32

2.0

Years

Source

34

:

(World Bank country profile 1998)
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value not

only to the US$ but

even to

the South Africa’s rand. Rand’s
on

the ZW$

was

impact

transmitted to other

currencies.

Indicating that there was
a possibility of contagion of South
Africa’s currency crisis on the Zimbabwe’s dollar.

According to the (IMF), one key
explanation to the currency crisis was
that policy- makers failed to address
problems in advance and did not act
forcefully enough when the crisis
erupted. This implies that, the Zimbabwe’s dramatic (75%) crash of the Zim
dollar on November 14, 1998 could
have been avoided had the monetary
authorities acted fast enough. How did
it fail to act? When speculation was

that Zimbabwe’s foreign currency reserves had been completely
wiped out, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe failed to make a timely response
on the exact position in the foreign exchange market. Although aware that
the local currency had been depreciating steadily since January 1997, the
going

on

central bank’s intervention

was too

of currency

to

RBZ. To the extent that RBZ’s governor is an appointee of the president, is

monetary policy and should avert the

sign that the central bank is not
independent. Angenor and Montiel
(1996) argue that ‘central bank’s independence is only one of several institutional devices that can be implemented to ensure price (or exchange
rate) stability and enhance the credibility of macroeconomic policy”. As
a result, lack of
independence by the
bank creates

reserve

a room

for

ru-

and

mours

nitude

speculations about the magof import cover. Hence currency

crashes.
There

was

a

suggestion

by

Nhlanhla Masuku (ZNCC), that Southern African Development Community
should set up a common
to manage,

currencies.

reform officials say

the goal is to eventually free the currency to include capi-

The

tal account transactions.

economic

Central bank
coordinate and protect their

In

You

can not

Some

suggestions
lesson

major

Gordon’s

is

from

that

while

James
macro-

stability is crucial to reducing

exchange rate in an environhigh inflation. It is argued that

the likelihood of future balance of pay-

the Zimbabwe dollar which has fallen

tain favourable domestic fundamental

by

consistent with the

manage
ment of

than 50% against the US dolhad been undermined by a
poor balance of payments position.
“That is the underlying problem, but
this has been made worse by the fact
that there is poor confidence on the
part of the private sector as a whole,
in part because of inadequate information and exaggerated rumours’’. This
has led people to take actions which,
collectively, have caused the exchange
rate to drop more than it would have
done on the basis of underlying fundamentals, resulting in it over shooting” said by David Cook. He said that
high duties were not the answer in the
long term, saying boosting economic
output, with focus on potential growth
areas such as tourism, providing inmore

lar last year

frastructure and business incentives
would

secure

currency

sustainable

growth and

problems and the need to main-

ments

exchange rate,

efforts must be made
future

to

increase

foreign

reserves and
flows. Attention must be given

capital
to other

political and social indicators that

may

affect Zimbabwe’s risk

as a

rating

destination for investment. He

argued
policy perspective, is that
“cherry picking” selected parts of the
Asian experience is no guarantee for
that from the

success,

since the whole is the

sum

Further, much of what
triggers currency and financial crisis
may not be so much due to what policy
makers are actually doing, but rather
what financial markets perceive them
to be doing. Therefore, there is need
for transparency in the conduct of
economic policy and full disclosure on
the key variables that financial markets
on the official
forward exposure, short
external debt, and other macro-

reserves,

What is the Role of

term

the Reserve Bank under

economic fundamentals. Avoidance of

this particular situation?
Lack of independence by central bank

exchange
rate
over-valuation,
maintaining of International reserves to

is

cover

an

indicator of likelihood of

SAPEM APRIL 1999

occur¬

credible,

avoid the Asian

example of resisting

interest rate increases and the
time should not slide into
threat of

much

a

an

same

easing of

larger fiscal deficit.

Can currency crisis be
It is argued that a world

jor
rate

prevented?
in which ma-

currency crises occur at average
of one every 19 months is not a

very comfortable one for economic
policymakers. Can anything be done
to prevent them, or at least to keep
them from happening so often?
One suggestion is extensive capital controls which was used early
1960s, help to prevent the massive
flows of hot money that now drive
crises. The question is how can a
country ensure that it will not give in
to speculative attack? By placing the
prestige of the government on the line;
it can sign solemn treaties; and so on.
The only absolutely sure way not to
have one’s currency speculated
against, however, is not to have an independent currency. Monetary union
is one answer to the problem of currency crisis.
The other answer is simply not to
offer speculators an easy target, by
refusing to defend any particular exchange rate in the first place. Once a
country has a floating exchange rate,
any speculative concerns about its future policies will already be reflected
in the exchange rate. Thus anyone betting against the currency will face a

real risk, rather than the one-way option in speculating against a fixed rate.
The

only option either countries float

their currencies, or join currency unions in order to survive closer secure.

of parts.

focus on; such as data

stability.

more

deficit cutting, better regulation of the
banking system. Zimbabwe should

clear

slide’(SAE 1998).
January 1999 as a part of the
country’s western-backed economic

weak to halt the

economic reforms-

crisis. As any developing country, the Reserve bank of
Zimbabwe (RBZ) is not independent.
The nature of employment and recruitment of its mangers including the governor reflect lack of independence by
rence

short term debt and commitment

Foot notes
'

llan Gold

fajn and Rodriquo O-Valdes,
“Capitalflows and the Twin Crises: The Role
of Liquidity, ” working paper 97/87 (IMF,
1997)
This arises

only if financial markets exmultiple equilibria and self-fulfilling
speculative attacks.
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SADC

SADC:
a

Towards

free trade

area

Implications for EU - SADC trade relations
Richard Hess

In 1992 SADC

came into being with
signing of the new treaty to create
“Development Community”. Until

the
a

then, the former SADCC

was a co-

ordinating body for development activities but did not attempt to integrate
the markets. This was changed in 1992
and a clear mandate was given to establish a development community.
This was not the same thing as an economic community, although the concept clearly embodies some of the
same
aspects. There is no clear definition of a development community, but
the Treaty states that the integration
of the markets, in terms both of the

supply side (production) and the demand side (markets) are envisaged.
At that time, four of the ten SADC
member States were members of a

SADC therefore started

looking at
integraling its own markets working at a faster
pace than the PTA and trying to avoid
some of the problems associated with
how best it should work

that institution.
became

a

on

When South Africa

member in 1994 and subse-

quently Mauritius the following year,
a new impetus was given to integraling the markets. It now became vitally important to find a way of integrating these new members, particularly South Africa, being such a large
economy, with the rest of the SADC
region. In 1994, the PTA gave birth
to COMESA, with the objective of establishing first a free trade area (2000)
and then

a

Customs Union (2004) in

SADC

quently became COMESA. There was
therefore already a basis for a market
integration within the region, but it was
fragmented, with progress by the PTA
being rather slow.

tegrated regional economic space. This
larger area is expected to increase competitiveness of industry within the region and facilitate increased investment
both from within the region as well

signing of the
17 August 1992. As

SADC
a

Treaty on
result of this transformation

focus

on

tion of

nity

a

a new

the

long-term aim of the crearegional economic commuagreed. In order to achieve

was
this aim the role of the member governments was to shift to facilitators of

to

establish

as

from outside.

on

Trade
an

in-

This Protocol

was

econo-

The

protocol did not itself specify
by which the FTA would
be established, but gave this job to a
Trade Negotiating Forum (TNF), comprised of experts from the member
States (including private sector representatives), which would report to the
Council of Ministers for decisions.
order for the

force

In

protocol to enter into

two-thirds

majority of signarequired to have ratified it nationally. It thus needs eight countries
to ratify it.
a

tories is

2. The

current situation

WITHIN

THE

REGION

Intra-SADC

trade

Intra-SADC trade has been

growing
In the
years between 1993 to 1995 intraSADC exports grew by 70 per cent

significantly in recent

years.

from US$2.8 billion to US$4.8 billion.
When the same facts were analysed
from the

import statistics much larger

values of intra-SADC trade

were

found, namely US$5.5 billion in 1993
rising to US$6.9 billion in 1995. Data

give the legal framework for establishing a Free Trade Area. The SADC
Protocol on Trade was signed in August 1996 by eleven member States
(Angola did not sign then and has not
subsequently signed). In broad terns
this protocol stated that a Free Trade

fleeting strong growth. South Africa
typically accounts for around half of
the intra-SADC exports whilst Bot-

Area would be established between its

swana,

members within

account

to

This

This transformation in both the aim

elimination

and the modus

riers
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Protocol

-

private sector economic activity
through increased investment (both local and foreign) and trade expansion.
operandi of the regional
grouping was to occur through the development, adoption and implementation of protocols covering various sectors of importance for the achievement
of the final goal of regional economic
community.

a

facilitate the establishment of

strength of the different

the modalities

region.
Negotiations took place within

to

of the FTA, to reflect the imbalin

mies.

Indian Ocean

trade area, the PTA, which subse-

SADC occurred with the

ance

Eastern and Southern Africa and the

Customs Union (SACU), and all except
one were members of a preferential

The transformation of SADCC into

ment

from

period of eight years
entry into force of the protocol.
would be achieved by gradual
an

a

ultimate removal of bar-

intra-regional trade - both tarRunning alongside
these developments would have to be
policy initiatives to promote trade and
to

iff and non-tariff.

facilitate investment. The

protocol acknowledged that there would be an element of asymmetry in the establish¬

for 1996 indicate intra-SADC trade
value to be around US$9 million, re-

Swaziland, Zimbabwe each
for a further 10-12 percent.

These four countries account for the

majority of intra-SADC exports.
typically account for the largest proportions of intra-SADC imports, each accounting
vast

Botswana and Namibia

for

around

21

percent,

whilst

Swaziland and Zimbabwe both account
for

further 15 percent

each.
heavily-traded agricultural
products within the SADC region ina

The most
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SADC
elude tobacco, tea, sugar, maize, cotton and timber, whilst for industrial

products they include motor vehicles,
textiles, clothing, petroleum fuels, paper and fertilisers. Intra-SADC trade
is estimated to account for just over
twenty percent of the region’s global
trade.

Multi-Lateral
BI-LATERAL

An

and

AGREEMENTS

analysis of existing bilateral and

multi-lateral trade and customs agreements

currently in operations in the

T.xriff

straints, due to artificial exchange rates

regimes

All of the SADC countries have been

engaged in significant reform of their
tariff structures in recent years. These
reforms have generally resulted in the
lowering of MFN rates and the adoption of a cascading structure in tariffs, whereby the lowest rates are applied to capital goods and raw matedals, middle rates are applied to intermediate goods and the highest rates are
applied to finished products. Average
tariffs in the SADC region range between

zambique, Malawi and Zambia having

plethora of existing arrangements
which give preferential tariff and nontariff treatment on imports from other

the lowest rates and Mauritius and Zim-

covering two
tries

are

or more SADC counthe SACU and COMESA

agreements.
Union

Southern African Cus-

five SADC members ‘. This arrangement provides for
virtual free trade between its members. COMESA covers ten to fourteen SADC members^. Free trade is
toms

covers

babwe

having the highest

An

analysis ^ of customs tariffs, import duties and charges of equivalent
effect in operation within the SADC
region shows that the non-SACU
countries are generally dependent on
customs revenues from SADC imports
for around 5% of total government rewhere the level for 1996

2%. It is

that due to

equal to

proportion

discount of between 60 and
90 percent on MFN rates are offered
currently under COMESA by most
countries, except those with
derogations. COMESA is now planning the next stage of development,
a

which is to establish a Common Extemal Tariff and Customs Union in

2004. In reality we can except the
COMESA Free Trade Area (FTA) and
Customs Union (CU) to be established

according to target dates, but only
with a core group of countries actually constituting the FTA and CU. The
other members will follow subse-

quently.
In addition to the multi-lateral

ar-

rangements there are a number of bilateral agreements giving preferential
or free trade between SADC member States. The vast majority of intra-SADC trade is therefore

already
taking place at either zero duty or
very low rates. It was estimated that
in 1995 only 15 per cent of intraSADC imports attracted duties higher
than 10 percent. The main gap,
which is not yet covered by existing
agreements providing for preferential
or free trade in
substantially all products, is the relationship between South
Africa and the non-SACU SADC
countries.

This is

where the SADC

Protocol must make
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a

real

impact.

most

since

the SADC

region.

The five most

important NTBs still
curring in the region are probably:

(
(
(
(
(

was

estimated

important to note however
adjustment programmes in

non-SACU SADC countries, this
may

1995,

as

well have

come

alternative

have been

sources

down

revenue

implemented and

tariff levels have been reduced, both
MFN and preferential rates. Customs
revenue

oc-

Communication problems
Customs procedures
Transport problems
Lack of market information
Other border procedures

Other NTBs, include:

(

Import/export licensing
requirements

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Trade finance

income, except in Tanzania,

current

be achieved between these countries by 2000. Tariff preferences
to

moved. There are however still many
other factors that inhibit trade within

average tar-

iffs.

at

largely been removed, as counexport-oriented trade and industrial policies.
Import licensing, which was often
used to allocate foreign exchange, has
generally been abolished. Similarly,
quantitative restrictions have generally
been abolished. Legal restrictions to
trade have to a large extent been retries have shifted towards

12% and 24% with SACU, Mo-

various SADC countries, reveals a

SADC countries. The main multi-lateral trade agreements in operation

have

in the non-SACU countries

from SADC

imports tends to be concentrated on a relatively small number
of products. Furthermore South Africa typically accounts for around
ninety percent of all customs revenue
earned from SADC imports. For the
SACU countries, the dependency is
negligible, although there is no direct
relationship between government revenue and imports from SADC, because
of the nature of the Customs Union.

Products

Foreign exchange availability
Levies
Other border charges
Customs charges
Institutional arrangements
Domestic content requirements
Quota restrictions

It is clear therefore that the
NTBs in the

major

region today

are related
to administrative and bureaucratic in-

efficiencies, rather than legal restrictions

results of trade

policy. If trade
region are
improve, these problems will have
be addressed. Another category of
or

volumes within the SADC
to
to

NTBs that could become

more

of

a

problem in the future

concerns product standards and technical requirements.

Most SADC countries have

imported from the SADC
region which feature prominently in

their

the non-SACU SADC countries

Whilst work has been initiated within

as

be-

ing significant contributors to customs
revenue

include motor vehicles, petro-

leum oils, food and

beverages, textile
products, tyres, furniture, paper and
paper products.

which

own

standards associations,

regulate product standards.

the

region on standardisation, more
needs to be done to ensure harmonisation of standards.
3. Proposal

for

TARIFF ELIMINATION

Non-tariff
In recent years,

barriers

the SADC region has

a significant reduction in
non-tariff barriers (NTBs). This has

experienced

No final decisions have yet been ipade
on the
implementation mechanisms for

moving towards the FTA, although
the structure was
meeting of SADC
Industry and Trade Ministers in August 1997. This structure is as fol-

been the result of trade liberalisation

broad agreement on
reached by a special

programmes that have often accompanied structural adjustment programmes. Foreign currency con-

lows:
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a)The

SADC

b)Clas ifcation

established

modalities for
Tariff reduction

The “Linear Tariff reduction”

approach
adopted in the tariff reduction process. Under this method each
country would reduce its tariffs on intra-regional trade by given percentages
over the eight-year period according
to agreed criteria on classification of
products.

a

committee to look into the

institutional issues, not much progress
has been made.

has been

c)Submison

of products

Products would be classified in three

broad

categories as follows:Category A - Immediate liberalisation
list principally covering capital goods
-

and

raw

Rules
The

Origin. There are
three possible criteria to determine
whether a product qualifies:
( Wholly produced in the country of
origin;
( Wholly produced in the Member
State though wholly or partially
from imported materials from outside SADC provided that the c.i.f.
exceed 60% of

-

<

ess

accounts

for

at

of lists of sensitive

<

<

least 35% of

The Member States

mit lists of sensitive

are

meant to sub-

digit HS level, allowing Member States
include up to 8-digit HS level where
appropriate;
( provide reasons to justify their list
of sensitive products and the percentage to their SADC imports over
the previous three years;
( indicate steps they intend to take
with regard to the reduction of tariffs on sensitive products.

to

also

agreed that SADC needed
improve the institutional process for
implementing the protocol. The current structures are inadequate, both at

to

the Secretariat level and the national

level. In order for the SADC Protocol
Trade to be

adequately imple-

mented, SADC needs to create

an

in-

stitutional structure to cope with the
massive task. There is a requirement
for

adequate professional staff, which
experience
in such matters as regional integration,
customs procedures, legal issues, inwould include those with

formation dissemination and data base

Although the Ministers
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Due to the differences in the levels

development of the various
an asymmetrical implementation process would occur.
SACU would implement a 5 year
tariff phase down programme
which would start in year 1; Mauritius, Seychelles and Zimbabwe
(Developing Countries) would implement a programme that would
member states

Non-Tariff Barriers

meeting resolved that all Member

start

in the middle of the 8 year

process, while the remainder of the
members (Least Developed Coun-

listing of all NTBs still in place,
proposals for the removal of

and their

tries) would begin their phase down

these barriers.

schedule towards the end of the

4. Current Position

process. Within this broad scheme
members were however permitted

products.

The lists should be at least at the 6-

proposed reduction schedules
for tariffs on products to be reduced
gradually and sensitive products is
also to be provided by each mem- '
ber. The tariff rate ruling on July
1998 is to be the starting rate from

of

ex-factory costs of the goods ;
There is a change in the tariff heading (i.e. at HS 4 digit level) for the
product arising from the processing carried out on the imported,
non-originating materials.

a

1996;

The

which the reductions will be made;
and

the

retariat

country’s total imports from

other SADC members in

the total costs of

production of
goods, or the value added resuiting from the production proc-

subsequent TNF meetings have so
agreed on the following:
The combined sensitive products
of the

the

The

finalised.

list should not exceed about 10%

States should submit to the SADC Sec-

PRODUCTS

management.

far

materials used in the

(

are

The

value of these materials does not

-

on

Republic of the Congo- are expected to accede to the Protocol once

the details

Origin

the Rules of

meet

materials.

into force, these goods would
immediately be duty-free.
Category B - Gradual liberalisation list
covering the majority of other goods,
apart from the sensitive products.
These goods have their tariffs reduced
gradually, starting immediately upon
entry into force of the protocol.
Category C - Sensitive products list
covering goods, which are nationally sensitive and are to be defined by
each country. These would only start
to be liberalised from year 5 after entry into force.

was

cratic

products that will qualify for duty

free trade within SADC will have to

On entry

It

of

in the process. The two newest SADC
members - Seychelles and the Demo-

speed up their
they so wished.

Subsequent to this Ministerial meeting
in 1997 there have been

a

meetings of the Trade Negotiation FoAgreement has subsequently

rum.

been reached

on

the modalities of im-

the aspects of the
Protocol.
January and June
1999 it is expected that there will be a
TNF meeting every month to ensure
that the negotiations on all aspects of
the Protocol are agreed by July 1999.
The first such meeting under this new
plementing

some of
Between

programme was

to

number of

held in Harare 25-29

January. This should enable implementation to begin in January 2000.
Five SADC Member States have

far ratified the SADC Protocol

5

Impact
Labour

of the

own process

if

SADC FTA

market and

INVESTMENT

IMPLICATIONS

Increased access for SADC products
through a FTA will have both positive
and negative effects on a country’s
population. Consumer and buyers of
intermediate products and machinery
imported from SADC could face lower
prices, and thus higher real income, so
there could be consumer gains.

so

There would however be increased

on

competition from SADC imports for
the producers of manufactures. It is
questionable whether this competition

Trade.

These are Botswana, Mauritius, Namibia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, and

Swaziland are at various points in their
ratification process. South Africa and
Zambia have decided that they will only
process once the
tariff reduction schedules have been

begin the ratification

agreed. Angola has never signed the
Protocol and is no longer participating

would be harmful.

The effect may be
negative, where there are lower costs
of SADC imports. Competition from
better SADC products could be harmful to local industries because people
may no longer be satisfied with domestic products. It will however force domestic producers to improve their
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SADC
product and their competitiveness.
Where protection is currently high,
where domestic production exists and
where SADC produces competitively,
these industries may be forced to close
down, unless they can adequately increase their
competitiveness. Where
this happens, there will clearly be impacts on the labour market through unemployment.
Fiscal

and budgetary

IMPLICATIONS OF TARIFF CHANGES

There will be reduced

revenue

levels

as a result of the FTA.
Given that
South Africa in particular can account
for up to half of some SADC country

imports, the revenue implications could
be significant. A recent study on
“Complementary Policies to Underpin
the SADC Free Trade Area”^ undertook an analysis of the fiscal implica-

the

negative

revenue

impact of trade

diversion. Estimates in a recent study
of the impact of the SADC FTA by
Evans (1997) make it possible to do
so.
Evans uses a partial equilibrium

Regional Trade Model for Southern
Africa in order to estimate the impact
of the proposed FTA on imports and
exports from SADC and the rest of the
world; domestic production of
importables; employment; and customs
revenue.
It is worth emphasising that
while these estimates provide the best
available indication of the likely rev-

impact of the FTA, they are nevno more than a
starting point
any analysis in this area. On the

enue

ertheless

for

hand, the estimates focus

one

toms revenue and thus

on cus-

neglect the poson other

eluded that the

con-

ready well advanced in

countries, and relatively insignificant in others. The degree

of dependence

enue

varies

countries,
umn

significantly

across

SADC

shown in Table 1 (Col-

as

two).

on customs rev-

Customs

revenues now

constitute less than one-tenth of govemment revenues in South Africa and
Zambia (and,

according to available
data, Angola). In Zambia, the minor
role of trade taxes is due in large part
to the comprehensive unilateral trade
liberalisation undertaken as part of its
structural adjustment in recent years.
In South Africa, the negligible role of
(less than two percent of total government revenues) is
due primarily to its broad domestic
revenue base,
although unilateral trade
customs revenues

tariff reduction
a

on

a process of
intra-CBI trade with

target of zero tariffs by October

2000.

As this process progresses, the
magnitude of the additional losses in
customs revenue due to the implemen-

tation of the SADC FTA decreases. In
this respect, the estimates presented

below, which
enue

based

1996

rev-

figures, will overestimate the

rev-

are

on

losses associated with the FTA.
Table 1 sets out the estimated im-

enue

pact of the SADC FTA
emment revenue in each

ber states, using the
Evans (1997) of the
toms revenue

other

sources.

revenue
revenue

on

total gov-

of the

mem-

estimates from

impact

on cus-

together with data from
The change in customs

is calculated from the sum of
from SADC imports and ex-

its WTO

ports from the rest of the world,

agreement in 1993 has also

played

thereby incorporating the effects of
expected trade diversion.

role in recent years. At the other end
of the scale, Lesotho, Swaziland and
to a lesser extent Mauritius exhibit
pro-

nounced
enues.

close

to

dependence

on customs rev-

Customs revenues account for
half of government revenues

in Lesotho and Swaziland, and about
one-third in Mauritius. In the first two
cases,

these

revenue

revenues

derive from the

sharing arrangements under

the South African Customs Union

(SACU). In the remaining SADC
countries, customs revenues account

for something less than
one-quarter of total government revenues, ranging from a low of 15 peron

average

cent in

Botswana to almost 30 percent

in Namibia.
In

calculating the impact, it is obviously desirable to take into account
40

result both of the low share of

cus-

of the
FTA

relatively small impact of the

customs revenue in these
countries.
While the impact of the FTA on revenue thus varies
considerably across
the region, it is evident that virtually all
on

countries will need to put into place
fiscal measures to offset the expected
revenue

losses.

Alternative

sources

will have to be found, unless government can

bring itself to cut its expendi-

sources

liberalisation consequent to

a

a

toms revenue in overall revenue and

In any

con-

some

gola and South Africa are exceptionally small. In both these cases, this is

ture.

tions of the SADC FTA.
siderable in

result of the FTA (5.7 percent). The
effects of the FTA on revenue in An-

sibly significant impact

of revenue. On the other hand,
SADC countries that are participating
in the Cross-Border Initiative are al-

They
impact would be

is expected to suffer the largest percentage decline in overall revenue as a

The calculations

assumption of
and the

proved
kets

-

rest

zero

are

based

on

the

growth in SADC

of the world and

no

im-

access to extra-regional marin that respect these findings

may be seen as a worst outcome.
The countries most significantly

af-

Phasing

and

Safeguards Issues

free trade agreement there are
always product exclusions as member
countries seek to protect sensitive sectors. It has been the common
expertence of
regional integration arrangements worldwide that the
agricultural
sector gives rise to the major
negotiating difficulties in the path of free trade.
For example, in ASEAN, as in many
parts of the world, agriculture is extremely sensitive both economically
and politically for many member countries. Thus in the original schedule for
establishing the ASEAN free trade area
(AFTA), unprocessed agricultural
products were on the permanent exelusion list while meat products were
exempt for an undefined period. It
was subsequently decided, however,
that all agricultural products would be
included in AFTA, although the timetable for inclusion has not yet been decided.
In
that

Mercosur, the list of products
temporarily excluded from

were

tariff reductions

was confined
mainly
agricultural and Industrial
products. The latter category included
rubber products and woven fabrics.
One product in which there is as yet

to

no

sensitive

free trade in Mercosur is sugar.

fected by the FTA in terms of expected
lost revenue are Malawi, Mauritius and
Zimbabwe (and to a lesser extent Zam-

This is

principally because it is subsi-

dised in

Argentina. Brazil, which is an
producer, had alternative mar-

bia).

kets

These three countries

mated to lose

of

revenue

more

based

on

are

esti-

than five percent
the share of cus-

efficient

so that the exclusion of
sugar
from free trade did not present a prob-

lem.

In its free trade agreement with

(32 percent), but this is
to some extent offset by a lower than
average reliance on customs revenue.

Mercosur, Chile negotiated for the
phasing out of tariffs on a small

Mauritius

15-18 years.
Since WTO acceptance of a free
trade area requires that “substantially

toms revenue

heavily
cent

on

the other hand relies

on customs revenue (33 perof total government revenue) and

number of sensitive

agricultural prod-

ucts over
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SADC
all trade” be

free, it follows that the list of

exclusion should be avoided, and
that it would be preferable to double the

diversity within a country.
Greater efficiency should also benefit
consumers in each country,
leading to
increased savings and investment.
Further gains from economies of scale

time allowed for the

could result from the SADC rules of ori-

excluded

products should be small.
Moreover, it is generally agreed that per-

manent

phasing-in of zero
products. But there
must be some yardstick by which to define whether or not a product is sensitive

tariffs

on

sensitive

and hence whether

or

not

it should

qualify for the exclusion list. A product
could be regarded as sensitive on one or
more of the following grounds:
i)

It might yield a substantial part of the
government’s revenue from customs
or

excise duties.

ii) It might be important for reasons of
national security. In agriculture, food
security is an obvious issue as all
Southern African countries have

re-

alised in the face of recent

drought.
iii) It might be of great political and social importance if it is labour intensive. The downscaling or closure of
the industry concerned would then
lead to a significant increase in unemployment and to social hardship.
Growth and Investme:nt Efttxts
There are also dynamic effects of the FTA

affecting economic growth, through investment changes. Dynamic effects are
those which
in the

long

create

additional

resources

and they differ among
sectors, industries or enterprises.
The anticipated increase in trade berun,

tween SADC countries

as a

gin, which permit cumulation. Thus, member countries could benefit from the joint

production of goods, using materials and
labour from more than one country. This
could be done, for example, by manufacturers establishing branch plants for disCrete processes in other SADC countries
or else sub-contracting for the
supply of
particular component inputs from the producers in other SADC countries. Joint

production in turn could lead to greater
efficiency and economies of scale. Given
the fact that the increasingly inflexible
and uncompetitive labour market in South
Africa has effectively eliminated that
country from labour-intensive industry,
such industries could be increasingly located in other parts of SADC.
The formation of the SADC FTA

should

improve the image of the region
foreign and domestic investors,
increasing their confidence and leading
to an inflow of investment in the producamong

tive sectors

as

as

in infrastructure,

particularly if privatisation were to be
strongly pursued. Foreign, non-SADC
manufacturing and service firms integrated into the global economy would be
more

attracted to invest in the SADC

Table 7; Estimated

result of the

changes in trade patterns and prices. These could have posi-

re-

impact of SADC FTA

Percentage change

FTA should lead to

tive effects

well

in customs revenue

gion. This is because investment in one
country would provide access to the
wider SADC markets. While the

region

should become

inves-

more

attractive

to

from abroad, the FTA could well act
as further stimulus to South African investment in other SADC countries to take
tors

advantage of lower labour costs there in
producing for the South African market.
South Africa has introduced advanced

labour

legislation in the face of high unemployment, which means that labourintensive industries are likely to quit the
country well in advance of full employment being achieved since the operation
of market forces is impeded and wages
pushed well above market-clearing levels. Such industries would find lowercost locations in other SADC countries.

Quite apart from the inflow of capital,
the transfer of technology

should accompany greater investment flows. This improved

modern technology
region in terms of enhancing the competitiveness of its productive sectors because improved production techniques would lower costs.
access to

would benefit the

SADC TRADE REI.ATIONS WITH EC

The EU is

for

most

a

significant trading partner

SADC countries. On the whole

the balance of trade is in favour of the
SADC countries. Exports to the EU are

generally greater than imports from the
EU. The SADC countries with the larg-

on govenment revenue

Customs revenue
as % of totaP

Percentage change
in total

revenue

on income and investment:
increased exports to the SADC region
would result in revenue gains, while im-

Angola

-1.8

4.3

-0.08

Botswana'

-3.0

15.2

-0.46

ports from SADC would be cheaper.
These gains in income could result in in-

Lesotho’

-3.0

45.0

-1.35

in new forms of production, and
lead to another round of trade creation.
Firms will lose the protection they

Malaiwi

-23.9

22.0

-5.26

Mauritius

-17.0

33.5

-5.70

currently enjoy and will face increased
competition in the larger market of the
FTA. Under the FTA they would see an
opening up of the domestic market to
other firms in SADC, and they would
therefore face even greater competition.
This increased competition should result
in greater efficiency of the productive sectors, which could have a ripple effect
throughout the economy. The more effi-

Mozambique

-5.8

22.2

-1.29

Namibial

-3.0

29.8

-0.89

South Africa’

-3.0

1.8

-0.05

Swaziland’

-3.0

49.4

-1.48

Tanzania

-5.8

27.6

-1.60

Zambia

-28.7

8.6

-2.46

Zimbabwe

-32.2

17.2

-5.55

vestment

cient firms that result from trade creation,
could be enabled to

specialise, given the

economies of scale

to

be had from sup-

plying a larger market. This could lead to
greater product rationalisation and specialisation in larger, more efficient plants,
as well as to a greater
product range and
SAPEM APRIL 1999

Source: CREFA estimates using data from Evans (1997) for column 1; Table 1.5 except Angola, where
data is from the IMF Staff Country Report, 1995, for column 2.
Note:
1. EVANS (1997) estimates the change in customs revenue for SACU and not the individual
members of the customs union. This estimate has been applied to each of the five members of
SACU. SACU countries have customs and excise figures conbined.

2.1996, except for Angola where data is from 1994.
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I

SADC
flows with the EU

est trade

are

Angola,

DR Congo,
each

Mauritius and Zimbabwe. For
country the value of annual trade

with the EU is

over

US$ 1 billion.

Regarding export commodities from
SADC to the EU in 1995 and 1996, the
clear winner in terms of importance to the

fish and

Namibia, Tanzania, Zambia, Swaziland,

flour

Mozambique, Botswana, Lesotho and
Seychelles.
The coming about of the SADC FTA

aquatic products, cereal and
preparation, furniture, organic
chemicals, inorganic chemicals, soaps
and washing preparations, cotton, other
textile articles, optical and photographic
products, animal or vegetable fats, iron

should,

as

shown above, increase the

and steel, articles of iron and steel, ceramie products, dairy produce and

competitiveness of SADC industry and
so enhance the potential to export from
the region. Given that the EU is a major

books and newspaper.
South Africa was by

to the

important, along with copper
and articles thereof and trees, plants and
cut flowers. These were followed by to-

far the largest
importer from the EU in 1996. Angola
was the second largest importer, with
imports worth US$868 million followed
by Mauritius (US$698 million), Zimbabwe (US$498 million), DR Congo
(US$441 million) and Tanzania (US$360

bacco and substitutes and meat and

million). Zambia, Mozambique and Na-

still result in

aquatic products.

mibia had

of

national economies

pearls and precious stones. This was followed by fish
and aquatic products, sugar and confectionery, clothing apparel (knitted and not
was

knitted) and cotton. Mineral fuels and
oils, tea, coffee and spices and meat products were

commodities

Other main exported

were

hides, skins and

leather, vegetable preparations, ores, slag
and ash, other base metal, wood and articles of wood, pulp of wood, dairy produce, edible fruits and nuts, sulphur and
earth, oil seeds and grains, arms and ammunition, and man made filaments.
Most

striking in the imports from EU
importance of other machinery, electrical machinery and other vehicles that
is the

account

for almost half the overall im-

ports of the SADC countries when con-

sidering the frequency of commodities
mentioned. Cereals and pharmaceutical
products followed these. Other commodities frequently mentioned as main imports
were: pearls and precious stones, meat
products, beverages, mineral fuels, oils.

imports from the EU worth

between US$ 1 (X) million and US$30 million. With

imports from the EU less than

that amount

were

Botswana, Malawi,

Seychelles, Swaziland and Lesotho.
Angola and DR Congo each imported
around half their total imports from the
EU, whilst the average for the region was
30 per cent. The low levels of EU imports by the BLNS countries do not refleet goods of EU origin imported
through South Africa.
After South Africa (US$9 765 million), Mauritius (US$1 263 million) was
the largest exporter to the EU in 1996,
followed by DR Congo (US$977 miDion),
Zimbabwe (867 million) and Angola
(US$776 million). The countries with the
lowest levels of exports to the EU were

EU

the FTA.

Depending on the levels of the
SADC countries’ external tariffs one may
also

see a

decline in

proportion of im-

ports from the EU as a result of this im-

proved competitiveness of SADC industry. However the dynamic effects could
an

actual increase in value

imports from the EU as the SADC
economies grow.
One should see increased investment
flows from the EU into the SADC

region
region becomes a more attractive
investment location. Although the FTA
should increase this potential, it is not a
sufficient condition to attract this higher
as

the

investment. Other factors will have to be

right. These include peace and macroeconomic stability, coupled with reduction in bureaucracy, greater transparency
and less corruption and a generally favourable investment framework.

Paper

prepared for the

Policy

seminar on

SARIPS/MPS

EU-SADC Trade

Relations

Table 3: Exports of the SADC
countries to the EU, 1 996 (USS'OOO)

(Table 2: Imports of the SADC
(USS'OOO)

countries from the EU 1 996

Total

destination for SADC’s exports, exports
EU should increase as a result of

% of
total

Total

EU

% of
total

Angola

4.326.115

775.453

18

Botswana

2.499.669

107.380

4

DR

1.456.357

976.804

67

Lesotho

121.194

48.628

40

23

Malaiwi

417.742

184.447

44

697.783

34

Mauritius

1.516.914

1.262.593

83

846.850

191.730

23

Mozambique

175.069

108,500

62

1.895.171

153.598

8

1.455.319

338.801

23

259.782

72.265

28

Seychelles

41.496

33.565

81

29.436.818

10.433.440

35

South Africa

28.659.318

9.764.748

34

Swaziland

1.140.000

28.602

3

Swaziland

866.364

165.347

19

Tanzania

1.227.544

359.612

29

Tanzania

580.829

248,353

43

836.282

198.612

24

Zambia

1.026.860

182.605

18

2.594.193

497.796

19

Zimbabwe

1.940.554

867.418

45

46.461.688

14.110.504

30

Total

45.083.800

15.064.642

33

Angola

1.749.832

867.992

50

Botswana

1.720.667

69.740

4

859.381

440.735

51

Lesotho

1.478.057

22.712

2

Malaiwi

337.046

75.887

2.080.064

DR

Congo

Mauritius

Mozambique
Namibia

Seychelles
South Africa

Zambia
Zimbabwe
Total

42

Congo

Namibia
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Economic Indicators

Currency Checklist
Rates

on

3 March

Africa Analysis in
Selected Countries

response

(FFr)

Parallel
$

Pounds

(FFr)

$

(10.82)

64.61

n/a

n/a

1.23m

740,000.00

2.49m

1.5m

7.45

4.65

(88.19)

527.20

(110.00)

660.00

4.00

2.50

4.8

3.00

(100.00)

597.55

(29.74)

177.72

Egypt pound

5.48

3.42

Ethiopis hirr

11.19

6.99

Gambia dalasi

17.70

11.05

3,804.76

2,375.00

Kenya shilling

102.13

63.75

Liberia dollar

1.60

1.00

Lybia dinar

0.72

0.45

5.31

3.32

(873.82)

5,220.00

Malawi kwacha

70.36

43.92

Mauritius rupee

39.%

24.94

(1-62)

9.67

19,879.20

12,409.00

142.00

86.00

8.49

5.30

n/as

n/a

Angola re-adjusted kwanza
Botswana pula

Burundi franc

Congo - Kfranc
Cote dTvoiore CFA franc

Djibouti/ranc

Ghan^ cedi

Madagascar franc

Moroco dirham

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone

Somalia

shilling

South Africa rand

150.50

»

93.70

n/a

n/a

12,800.00

8,000.00

9.92

6.19

313.99

1%.00

384.00

240.00

1,108.99

692.25

n/a

n/a

(019)

1.16

Uganda shilling

2,202.75

1,375.00

Zambia kwacha

3,484.39

2,175.00

3,534.00

2,225.00

61.36

38.30

Sudan dinar

Tanzania shilling
Tunisia dinar

Zimababwe dollar
n/a
no

supplied for
to its inquiries

as

Official
Pound

Algeria dinar

1999,

not

availiable

parallel market

French franc

rates

The

a

euro

has
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appear in brackets.
fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also

a

fixed value of CFA655.9.
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Economic Indicators

ECONOMIC INDICATORS FOR ZIMBABWE
Key Indicators

Unit

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Population

m

10,4

10.8

11.2

11.5

11.9

12.3

11.04

Gross National Product

us $ bn

6.00

5.16

5.42

5.76

GNP Per

US$

600

520

490

510

GDP at Market Prices

USDm

5,246.0

5,420.0

5,785.0

6,143.0

6,965.0

7,382.0

140,435

Real GDP Growth

%

-6.8

4.2

5.3

-3.2

7.2

3.7

1.5

Inflation

%

42.1

27.6

22.3

22.6

21.4

18.9

1,700

Capita

A
1.528

1.609

1,961

2.050

2.275

%

22.7

25.0

28.9

28.9

29.2

US$m

1.782

1.487

1.804

2.150

2.000

%

26.4

23.5

25.9

27.7

26.3

Balance of trade

Us $m

-254.5

122.1

157,6

-100.0

200.0

Current Account Balance

$m

-603.7

-115,7

-424.9

-450,0

-150

Budget deficit/ as

%

-11.4

-8.7

-14.6

-11.6

-8.7

$m

4.272

4.398

4.691

4.534

4,574

%

60.9

66,7

65.4

60.4

58.1

57.3

107.0

104.4

112.9

124.6

123.4

122.6

129.9

119.3

130.7

112,9

110.8

114.9

%

12.1

13.8

13.1

13.0

15.9

16.2

%

27.0

19.2

18.4

18.5

18.2

18.2

%

30,0

28.5

29.5

29.5

27.0

31.5

%

34.6

37.9

36.4

35.0

33.5

33.3

%

25.0

29.4

33.8

30.0

27.7

35.0

USDm

415.9

215.2

735.7

767.2

853.8

856.6

USDm

1,691.6

1,514,3

2,025.3

2,360.0

3,022.8

2,388.5

5.1

6.6

8.2

8.7

10.0

12.1

US $m

Exports
Merchandise

exports as

1998

30,0

% of GDP

Imports
Merchandise

imports as

2,000
30.2

% of GDP

-949
-7.1

% of GDP

Total External Debt
Total External Debt

as

29,1
114.4

% of GDP

Volume of

mining

production (1980=100)
Volume of

manufacturing

production (1980=100)
Gross domestic

savings as

% of GDP

Gross investment

as

% of GDP

Central bank discount rate

(end of year)
Prime

lending rate

(average for year)
Growth rate of M2
money

supply

Domestic credit
to

government

Domestic credit to

private sector
Average Exchange Rate

21.39

ZWD to USD
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SADC EXPORT
DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts
MAURITIUS & ZIMBABWE

MAURITIUS (+230)

WEST EAST LTD

RADAR HOLDINGS

ADVANCE SPACE STRUCTURES LTD

M. Leclezio

I.

N. Sadien

Group Secretary

Hyslop
Marketing Coordinator

Managing Director
St. Georges Street

Weal House

P.O. Box 2346

Riche-Terre

2 Queen Street
Port Louis

Tel:

Tel: 248 8836

Tel: 212 4194

Fax: 248 8845

Fax: 208 8584

E-mail: advance(©bow.intnet.mu
ASSOCIATED MEAT CANNERS LTD

E.Germain

Managing Director
DBM Building
Industrial Estate
Coromandel
Tel: 233 4068
Fax: 233 4072
E-mail: canmeat@intnet.mu

Bulawayo
(9) 75948/9
Fax:(9) 75942
ZIMBABWE INTERNATIONAL

ZIMBABWE (+263)

TRADE FAIR

C. Jumbe

AFFRETAIR (PVT) LTD
P. Critchlow

PR and

Marketing Manager

P.O. Famona

A/Commercial Director

Bulawayo

P.O. Box AP 13,
Harare

Tel: (9) 64911

Fax:(9) 79298

Tel: (4) 57 5000/8
Fax: (4) 57 5011

MASHONALAND HOLDINGS LTD

R.C. Hutchinson
ARTS INTERNATIONAL LTD.

BICC CAECA

R. Richard

F.Dube

P.O. Box 717

Marketing Officer

Marketing Manager

Harare

19, Poivre Street, Port Louis

P.O. Box 1661

Tel: (4) 75 1114/7

Tel: 208 2098

Harare

Fax: (4) 75 3197

Fax: 210 3744

Tel: (4) 75 4075

E-mail: arts@intnet.mu

Fax: (4) 75 4080

DECHAZALDE MEE

COMMERCIAL BANK OF ZIMBABWE

G.Mongelard
Marketing Manager

Tel: (4)

L.

Fax

Group Marketing Executive

MEIKLES HOTEL

Reservations

Vieux Conseil Street

Chitapi
Advertising Executive

.

79 5655
(4) 70 7753/4

E-mail: meikles@harare.iafrica.com

P.O. Box 3313

Port Louis

Harare

SHERATON HARARE HOTEL

Tel: 202 3000

Tel: (4) 74 8056
Fax: (4) 75 8077

Resavations

Fax: 208 0086
E-mail: dcdmmar@bow.intnet.mu
IRELAND BLYTH LTD.

P. D'Hotman De Villiers

Managing Director
10, Dr. Ferriere Street
Port Louis

Tel: 208 2811
Fax: 208 1014

Tel: (4) 77 2633
Fax: (4) 77 4648

DAIRIBORD ZIMBABWE LTD

E-mail: sheraton@harare.iafrica.com

R.

Munyavhi
Exports Manager

WANKIE COLLIERY

P.O. Box 587

Z. Rakoma

Harare

Marketing Manager

Tel (4) 72 6701/7
Fax: (4) 79 5220

P.O. Box 2879, Harare
Tel:

(4) 78 1985/7
78 1988

Fax: (4)

E-mail: info@ibl.intnet.mu
JOHNSON PUMPS
MAURILAIT PRODUCTION LTEE

ZIMBABWE (PVT) LTD

ZIMBABWE DEVELOPMENT BANK

J.J. Boulle

R.P. Craven

Mr Bvute

Managing Director

Managing Director

Deputy General Manager

Industrial Zone, Phoenix

P.O. Box 139

P.O. Box 1720

Tel: 697 2203

Harare

Harare

Fax: 679 2080

Tel: (4) 61 1681

Tel:

E-mail: maurilai@intnet.mu

Fax:(4) 61 1680

Fax: (4) 72 0723
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(4) 75 0171/8
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By the time of his sudden and untimely
a plane crash near
Lagos, Nigeria on 7 November 1996, Claude Ake
had already emerged as one of the most
brilliant, original and prolific of the postindependence generation of African
social scientists. A product of the best
Western educational institutions (he
graduated from Columbia University),
Ake was nevertheless firmly grounded
in his African terroir (the Ogonis of
southeastern Nigeria). In Social Science
as Imperialism (1979), Ake was one of
the first African scholars to openly challenge the conventional wisdom of modemization theory, which was then the
undisputed paradigm in African studies. In subsequent works, such as Revolutionary Pressures In Africa (Zed
Press, 1978) and A political Economy of
Africa (Longman, 1981), Ake proposed
an innovative, socialist-oriented,
political economy approach for a better understanding of Africa’s economic, political and social crisis. Throughout his
life, Ake exhibited the highest standards of professional integrity and a prodeath in

found moral rectitude, as well as a total
and selfless commitment to the advancement of social science in Africa.

Declining many lucrative offers from
prestigious Western academic institutions, Ake opted to work in Africa to

the

development of

a new generation
scientists, first as professor, then dean of the faculty of social sciences at the University of Port

of African social

Harcourt, and later

as

founder and head

of the Centre for Advanced Social Science in Port Harcourt.
With the un-

timely death of Ake, Africa has undoubtedly lost one of its intellectual
luminaries and a world-class scholar. A
kind of intellectual testament, his last

book. Democracy and Development in
Africa (Brookings Instimtion, 1996), written while he was a visiting scholar at
the

Brookings Institution in Washing-

ton, DC, breaks new ground in terms of
both the analysis of the African crisis

and the solution

proposed to African
peoples as a radical, yet
way out of this crisis. In what

leaders and
realistic

follows, I summarise

some

of the main

findings of Ake’s analysis of the African crisis and outline the key elements
of a new development paradigm that he
proposes for Africa. This, I argue, questions the African intellectual

commu-

nity, who must rise to the challenge.
Politics

as

the main obstacle

development in Africa
Starting with the observation that
“three decades of preoccupation with
development in Africa have yielded
to

47

Review
returns”, Ake points to the fallacy of analysing development in terms
of failure; “the problem is not so much
that development has failed as that it
was never really on the agenda in the
first place.” All the available evidence
points to one inescapable concision;
political conditions in Africa are the
greatest impediment to development”
(p. 1). Whereupon Ake sets out to demonstrate how African politics has prevented the pursuit of development and
the emergence of appropriate developmeager

ment programmes.

tures

The two main fea-

of the colonial state in Africa, ab-

solutism and arbitrariness, were carried
over into the post-colonial state, in
which

African political elite
handpicked by the former colonizers was
busily engaged in seizing and maintaining political power, and in preserving
state power from the challenge of any
socially, ethnically or regionally-based
political opposition. Indeed, “the struggle for power was so absorbing that everything else, including development,
was marginalised” (p.7). Unable and unwilling to satisfy their people’s demands
an

for economic redistribution and social

justice, the
Africa had

new
to

the nationalist
ment

leaders of independent

find something to

replace
ideology of self-govern-

and maintain

a sense

of

common

they adopted the ideology of
development. Too absorbed by the
struggle for power and survival, the Af-

of the

Month

ited

by many African leaders is due to
the fact that these acculturated Afrihave internalized the

paradigm’s
negative image of themselves as well
as the notions of the superiority of
developed societies. This also explains
the politically motivated decision of the
African elite to opt for dependent development (rather than self-reliant development), because of this elite’s poverty of ideas and lack of political will.
Essentially concerned by their politicans

cal survival, the African leaders allowed the international development

rican leaders allowed the West to sup-

Development in Sub Saharan

as a

tool of societal trans-

development.

"Because the

development paradigm
tends to have a negative view of the
people and their culture, it cannot accept them on their own terms (...) The
paradigm focuses on the possibility of
Africa's becoming what it is not and
probably can never be (...) it discourages any belief in the integrity and the
validity only in their total transformation,

that

alienation.”

is,

in

their

total

self-

(pp. 15-16)

Thus, the lack of self-confidence exhib48

On the

marginalisation of Africa

Addressing the great

about the
Ake asks

concern among
members of the

development community
marginalisation of Africa,
some probing questions:

“most of the

“What

marginalisation of Africa saying? What
exactly does the marginalisation of Africa mean? (...) Who is decrying
marginalisation? Who or what is getting marginalised? By war? In what regard?” (pp 113,116). To begin with, "the
concern is mainly (...) with economic
marginalisation, the economic regression of Africa relative to other regions
of the world and the diminishing impor-

indigenisation drives
invariably became a
legitimising veneer for the elites
to sell public assets cheaply to
themselves and to exploit those
assets in ways that hurt the
prospect of economic growth”
Africa: An

agenda for Action (1981),

between the IMF-World Bank approach to structural adjustment in Africa and the UN-ECA’s African Alternative Framework for Structural Ador

justment Programmes for Socio-Economic Recovery and Transformation
(1989). Unfortunately, the Bretton
Woods institutions

gained the
“Even

as

seem

to

have

upper hand in this conflict:
the opposition of African

governments to the IMF’s structural

more

programs spread and
alternative approach,

an

African countries continue

to

adopt and implement structural adjustment programmes” (pp40-41).
According to Ake, the state in Africa is not a public force but tends to
be privatised in the sense that it is “appropriated to the service of private interests by the dominant faction of the
elite” (p42). More interested in political survival than in development, African leaders
give precedence to political domination

over

social transforma-

tion, and thus tend to be in conflict
with the

majority of their population.
surprise therefore, that
the commitpient of these leaders to agricultural development is problematic:
“agricultural policies in Africa have
It

comes as no

tance

is

some

in Africa

adjustment

it is useless

peasants’ pro-

surplus” (p64). The same
situation prevails with regard to African countries industrialisation policies,
including indigenisation turned out to
be a strategy of incorporation: “most
of the indigenisation drives in Africa
invariably became a legitimising veneer
for the elites to sell public assets
cheaply to themselves and to exploit
those assets in ways that hurt the prospect of economic growth” (p82). In sum,
“indigenisation policies in Africa underline the inability or the reluctance of the
African elite to take charge of economic
management and development” (p81).

international

(1980) and the World Bank’s Ac-

celerated

evolved into

formation and economic

the control of the

tion

According to this scheme, the development of the backward part of the world
is implicitly a matter of becoming Western.
Thus, the development paradigm
largely ignores the historical and cultural
specificity of the African countries, and
that is essentially why, according to Ake,

as

over

duction and

the African and

the end of social evolution.

West

by the struggle of the
political class against the peasantry

community to provide the development
paradigm and agenda for Africa, translated into development plans devised
by expatriates. However, the African
elite’s desire to regain control over the
development paradigm eventually led
to a conflict of agendas, as for instance
between the OAU’s Lagos Plan of Ac-

purpose:

ply a development paradigm as a more
specific form of a boader Western model
of social transformation, namely modernization theory. Modernization theory
posits an original state of backwardness
and underdevelopment, assumes that
progress tends to be spatially diffused,
and uses an evolutionary scheme that
regards the ideal characteristics of the

been dominated

the

discourse

on

the

and relevance of Africa to the

global economy” (pi 13). In the last
analysis, “the problem of marginalisation is essentially a restatement of
the perennial problem of underdevelopment. Marginalisation is in reality the
dynamics of underdevelopment, the development of underdevelopment by the
agents of development” (pi 14). The
politics of the African elites - who, together with the international development community, are the agents of development in Africa - has led to the
marginalisation of the role of African
people in development: “Politically disenfranchised and set upon by state violence, the people are no longer available for supporting the state or its development project (...) In Africa, (...)
what currently prevails is development
against the people - not of them or for
them” (ppll7,118). However, to the extent that it can help develop an endogenous development agenda,
marginalisation might be beneficial for Africa.
Ultimately, “the problem is not (...) Africa’s marginality to the rest of the world
but the marginalisation of Africans in
the development of Africa (...) The peopie of Africa will have to empower themSAPEM APRIL 1999
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selves to repossess

their

own

develop-

a new

development paradigm for Africa
Having elucidated the causes and manifestation of the African crisis, Ake
sketches the contours of an appropri-

development paradigm for Africa.
Briefly stated, the basic assumptions for
the paradigm are as follows (pi25)
ate

1

Development is not economic
growth

1

Development is not

a

project but

a

process
1

Development is the process by
people create and recreate

which

themselves and their life circumstances to realise

higher levels of

civilisation in accordance with their
own choices and values
1

Development is something that peopie must do for themselves. If peopie are the end of development, they
are also necessarily its
agents and
its

1

means

Africa and the global environment
are to be taken as they are and not

they ought to be.
assumptions constitute the
prevailing conventional wisdom of the
development community, they have
never been taken seriously and
applied
systematically. Doing so, says Ake,
shall result in a markedly different way
of approaching development from that
prevailing today.
Ake then goes on to discuss the
kind of democracy that Africa needs.
According to him, the suitable democracy for Africa should have the following four characteristics (p. 132)

nationality groups, have special
representation of mass organisations.
Given the weakening of the African political elites and the failure of the devel-

opment project in Africa, Ake reckons
that the prospects for democratisation
from within

“(...)
to

1

1

1

1

Self-reliance. To

own

their

own

de-

velopment, people have to be selfreliant.

1

Development has to be experienced as participation in the
process of bringing it about. Selfreliance is about responsibility. To
realise development, self-reliance
has to be practiced at all levels: community and household, national, regional and federal.
Empowerment and confidence. Selfreliance requires much confidence.
Lack of confidence is a serious problem: it may well be the greatest obStacie to the development of Africa.
The humiliations of colonization in
the colonial era, and slavery before

it, virtually destroyed the confidence of Africans, especially the
1

educated urban Africans.
Self-realisation rather than alienation. If the people posses their own

development, the development procwill not turn into an exercise in
alienation. What is happening now
ess

democracy that places emphasis on concrete political, social
and economic rights, as opposed to
a liberal democracy that
emphasizes
abstract political rights;
A democracy that puts as much emphasis on collective rights as it does
on individual rights. It will have to
nationalities.
recognise;

millennium and
of the fourth decade of African inde-

subnationalities, and ethnic groups

pendence, only

them rights to cultural
expression and political economic
participation.
A democracy of incorporation. To
be as inclusive as possible, the legislative bodies should, in addition
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suitable demo-

and of a new development
paradigm that constitute a way out of
this crisis.

That in essence, is Ake’s

intellectual

legacy to the African intelligentsia. By its originality, perceptiveness

and relevance, Ake’s contribution

great African political thinkers, along-

democracy in which people have
some real decision making power.
This entails a power legislature, de-

and to grant

1

underdevelopment.

a

cratic system

pie-based and people-centred democracy movement shall markedly differ
from liberal democracy to the cultural
and historical experiences of ordinary
people” (pi 39).
The development strategy derived
from such a people driven democratisation process should, according to Ake,
be based on the following values and
principles (pp 140-142):
A popular development strategy.
The primary principle of development strategy in Africa is that the
people have to be the agents, the
means and the end of development.

A

tions.
A social

beat the crisis of

political crisis. He has also proposed
the broad outline of

to

as

centralisation of power to local
democratic formations, and emphasis on the development of institu-

a

favourable.

Indeed,
democratic revolution is needed
are

identified the causes and manifestations of Africa’s social, economic and

Africans are seeking democracy as a
matter of survival” (p. 139). Such a peo-

While these

1

Month

to

ment(...)” (ppl22-123)
Toward

of the

they ought to be but as they are and
try to find how the people can move
forward by their own efforts, in accordance with their

own

values.

Conclusion
On the

eve

of the

new

democratic revolution
and a development paradigm as proposed by Ake could adequately address
the social and economic aspirations of
the African people yearning for a second independence from their leaders.
Ake has very clearly and succinctly
a

African political though assuredly
deserves a place in the Pantheon of the
side such luminaries

Cheikh Anta

as

Amilcar Cabral,

Diop, Kwame Nkrumah

and Frantz Fanon.
It

now

behoves the African intel-

lectual

community to take up the challenge and give substance and meaning
to Ake’s development paradigm so that
is can actually be implemented in one
African country after another. The actual and systematic implementation of
The African Charter for Popular Participation in Development and Transfermation arising out of the Arusha conference of 1990 would be a first step in
that direction.

Well-established PanAfrican social science research networks and institutions, such as the African Association of Political Science

(AAPS), the Centre for Advanced StudSociety (CASAS), the
Council for the Development of Social
ies of African

Science

Research

in

Africa

(CODESRIA), the Southern African
Regional Institute for Policy Studies
(SARIPS), and Ake’s own Centre for
Advanced Social Science (CASS)
should mobilise their respective constituencies around specific, clearlyfocussed research

projects designed to

flesh out, elicit a debate on, and

operationalise the constituent elements
of Ake’s development paradigm. In addition, the African academic community
could contribute to this debate through
a

Claude Ake Chair and/or a Claude Ake

Memorial Lecture at

one or

several

ma-

jor African universities. Deserving
young African scholars could join this
debate through Claude Ake Research
Fellowships. All of these could be
sponsored and financed (singly or
jointly). In order to enable Africa to
extricate itself from the African crisis,
the African intellectual community has
a sacred
duty to rise to the challenge
posed by Ake’s development paradigm

and must work with the African

policymakers to implement it without
delay.
Guy Martin is Professor & Chair, HDI Public
Administration Forum School of Government. University of The Western
Belleville ^outh Africa)
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Peace and Security

Tanzania and the

rebels/invaders in the DRC
Mwesiga Baregu

I

recently visited Dar-es-Salaam
in

the

wake

of

Professor

Wamba-dia-Wamba’s

visit, which

the least,

was, to say

quite controversial. This
after the Mirror’s article
nia’s role in the
the rebels.

latest

was

on

supply of

also

Tanza-

arms to

The controversy sur-

rounding Wamba’s visit revolved
around a number of questions.
These questions are both of a specific nature relating to Professor
Wamba’s
own
integrity and
motivations in the rebellion and the
in the DRC.

war

These

questions

also relate to how Wamba reconciles

his present role as the leader of
armed rebellion with his past image
as a man of
peace and peace build-

ing in a conflict-ridden Africa. There
also questions of a more general nature relating to regional international relations, law and foreign
policies. Tanzania’s position and
role in the DRC conflict was brought
under critical scrutiny.
On the specific questions there
were

were

diverse views.

Some of the

people I met believed that Wamba
was motivated by a
deep conviction
about impending genocide in the
DRC and the possibility of renewed
genocide in Rwanda and possibly in
Burundi.

Wamba himself stressed

this

sistent whether the victims
Tusti

or

Some of the other

people I met
during my own talk at the University there was considerable
skepticism about this position. There
were essentially two kinds of skeptic
positions. One position argued that
Wamba was essentially driven by
personal political ambition. They
pointed to the fact that in the early
days of the Kabila regime, Wamba
had attempted to get into the government and when he was rejected by
Kabila he vowed to work towards his
removal.

This group

tends to identify Wamba as an opportunist. The
other skeptical school makes the argument that Wamba may well have
been driven by the strong feelings
against imminent genocide but that
his choice of methods to confront
Kabila leaves

a

choice of the

use

lot to be desired. The

of force to

remove

Kabila is

particularly questioned from
point of view of its necessity.
Many do not see why violent methods had to be adopted in the light of
three facts in particular:
the

by any manner of
reckoning the Kabila regime had
not had

sufficient time

the many problems
the Mobutu era.

to address

inherited from

Wamba’s

shameful silence while the
of 1994 took

massa-

place. That

cusation is for UDASA

to

ac-

address.

Suffice it to say here that such
revulsion against genocide should
not

50

be selective.

It should be

con-

In the court of this second group

of
skeptics, Wamba comes out at best
as a
misguided idealist in the service
(conscious or unconscious) of the
expansionist interests of Rwanda and
Uganda a puppet on a string. At best
he emerges as an adventurist driven
more by passion for a course but
unable to handle the difficult questions of strategy and tactics in political struggles. Either way he did not
to acquit himself well in respending to the above questions
when they were raised in Dar-es-Salaam. This was compounded by
questions raised linking the rebel
movement with the protection of
American interest in the Congo. One
participant in the Dar University meeting for example asked him if he was
taking the Americans back to Congo
or if the Americans were taking him
there. Naturally he denies being a
puppet of Rwanda, Uganda or the
seem

USA but few

laam and went to the extent of

cres

mining interests over dubious concessions obtained under Mobutu.

The fact that

The fact that the rebels under

cusing the Academic Staff Assembly (UDASA) of having stood in

repayment and with international

and

position in his remarks to the
University Community in Dar-es-Saac-

drive towards Kinshasa; with the
IMF and World Bank over debt-

Hutu,
any group for that matter!
are

born in

a

hostile international

political environment arising from
differences with the UN
massacre

of Hutu

over

the

refugees in the

convinced.

But, perhaps even more important

questions of a
political nature^One
were

related

to

more

general

such question

the nature and extent of the

rebels’ influence

leadership did not attempt and be seen tb fail in the
political methods of negotiation
and compromise.
The fact that the Kabila regime
was

were

on

Tanzania’s for-

eign policy and in particular Tanzania’s position on and attitude towards
the

war

in the DRC. Two arguments

were

rampant in the press in Tanza-

nia.

One

DRC had

was

too

that the rebels in the

much free and unham-

pered access to past President
Nyerere and through him to President Mkapa. This had caused considerable confusion

on

the official
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foreign policy establishment and induced contradictory policy responses
to developments in the region. The
other issue that was pointed out was

sovereign right allows Tanzaprerogative to review such
agreements when conditions under

Tanzania’s failure to condemn, with-

change in fundamental

out

equivocation, Uganda and

same

nia the

which agreements were entered
ways. Under the law of treaties this is the ca-

Rwanda’s invasion of the DRC. Tan-

veat known as ‘rebus sic

zania’s statements have

If,

so

far been

equivocal and it has failed to de-link
the question of the invasion of the
DRC by Rwanda and Uganda from
the question of the internal rebellion.
It has therefore fallen into the trap
of collapsing the questions of exter-

nal invasion,

insecurity of Rwanda
and Uganda and internal rebellion
under some vague and clumsy notion of pursuing a peaceful settlement. Tanzania has also failed to dis-

tinguish between state and non-state
actors in the

that

on

conflict.

This

means

this issue Tanzania in effect

has abandoned the established

as

is the

case

stantibus’.

in this situation, the

agreement to facilitate the movement
of

and ammunitions

arms

tered before

was

Uganda’s invasion of the

DRC and the outbreak of
tween the

en-

war

be-

imprudent to be silent, diffident or
equivocal on the question of the invasion of one country by another. In
the war with Uganda in 1979 after
being invaded, Tanzania invoked the
principle of self-defence, expulsion
of the enemy from ones territory
and hot pursuit to the most extreme
degree - it overthrew the Iddi Amin
regime in Uganda altogether. One can
not pretend to be impartial on such a
matter

invaders and the allied

of conventional

But Tanzania

can

principle.

also not afford

forces and

to

invasion

of its interest in the conflict. Tanza-

given the fact that that
anticipated by either of the two parties, then Tanzania could make a justified case that
the agreement is no longer binding.
It could then at least suspend the
agreement until the conditions under
which the agreement was entered are
restored without being seen to take
was not

sides in the conflict.

be

impartial from the standpoint

nia shares the

longest border with any

country with the DRC after Mozam-

bique and the Indian Ocean. As we
write refugees are streaming across
Lake Tanganyika into Kigoma and
other parts of Western Tanzania
which have become established

re-

principle of sovereignty of states and the
inviolability of their borders. Further,
the more recent statement by President Mkapa that the DRC government
must negotiate because Uganda,
Rwanda and the rebels occupy a third
of its territory undermines the principle of territorial integrity of states.
On matters of principle one is advised
to be precise and resolute.

Alternatively
Tanzania could simply say that it
stands for peace and therefore will
not facilitate the fighting by either
side in any way. The disturbing question is why has Tanzania chosen not
to exercise this right to review this
agreement when circumstances have
changed fundamentally?

Another issue that has dominated

The government
of Tanzania has declared itself

Railway system was constructed in part for this purpose.
In the circumstances described

neutral in the conflict and

could at best be described

This
is one of the most burning questions
and opinions are highly divided.
Tanzania does not deny that it has

ready to
helping hand in mediation. But
can
Tanzania’s neutrality be
convincing to all parties given the
role it is playing in facilitating the
delivery of arms to the invaders and
the rebels. Positions, if they are to

above Tanzania’s claimed

lend

facilitated the

be believed must be credible and in

the invasion of

ticularly to Uganda. It simply argues
that there is a standing agreement
between Tanzania and Uganda to fa-

this

cilitate the movement of all

facilities to the allied forces.

They might see Tanzania as betraying
their trust and stabbing them in the
back particularly in the light of its
early involvement in the Victoria Falls
meetings that authorised allied inter-

the press in the wake of Wamba’s
visit (and indeed before it) relates to
Tanzania’s facilitation of the movement

of arms and ammunitions to the

rebels and

or

their supporters.

movement

of arms par-

manner

of commodities

through Tanzania’s
ports to Uganda given that Uganda is
landlocked and that it is
the

a

member of

newly revived East African Cooperation arrangement.
In making this argument Tanzania implicitly invokes its sovereign
right to enter into agreements with
other states. What is forgotten or
conveniently overlooked is that the
SAPEM APRIL 1999

An issue related to the
concerns
war

Tanzania’s

one

position

above
on

the

in the DRC.

a

case Tanzania’s neutrality is
certainly not convincing particularly
when it has denied comparable

A further

on this issue
relationship between
neutrality and partiality. Neutrality
does not necessarily imply impartiality. In this case Tanzania can not
afford to be impartial for two main

concerns

reasons

question

the

which

are

also the critical

pillars of prudent foreign policy.
are
principle and interest. On
the matter of principle, I think it is

These

cipients of

waves of refugees
Rwanda and Burundi. More

form

posilively the long-border with the DRC
is potentially a source of booming
cross-border trade and investment
between the two countries. It should
also be remembered that Tanzania is
the traditional route of
Eastern

whole

imports into
Congo through Kigoma. The

length of the central line of the

Tanzania

At worst Tanzania is

neutrality
as

naivete.

shooting itself

in the foot. This is to say nothing of
the country’s long term relationship
with the other SADC countries that
have taken collective action
a

against

member state.

vention.

It would

seem to me

that Tanza-

nia’s

position and role in the DRC is
guided neither by national principles
nor by national interest.
What then
is guiding the country’s policy?
Could it be self-serving opportunism
fuelled by short-term gain? The ball
is in Tanzania’s court!
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PoKtical empowerment

through linking grassroots
level women to decision makers
Gertrude

E

Munyongani

mpowerment is a term that is

264 chiefs

difficult

ruling ZANU PF party’s politburo there

to

define.

Some

see

empowering as the development
to enable people to have a say
in or negotiate with development
delivery systems. Empowerment and
participation go hand in glove. I would
say empowerment goes beyond the
acquisition of basic needs. It has got
something to do with self-esteem
Political
among other things,
empowerment for the grassroots level
women is having a say in the governance of their country that is to
say
not only being seen but also being
of skills

are

only 4

are women.

In the

only 4 women and in its central comonly 30 are

mittee of 185 members
women.

If more

women were

in decision mak-

ing positions then the current status
quo of the marginalization of women
would be greatly reduced or be completely erased. Women representatives
can be more sympathetic to women’s
problems. I would say political empowerment

of

women

sensitization of

includes
to vote

for

the
caa

Gertrude Munyongani at
grassroots women's workshop

into parliamentary and
local government posts so that wornen’s voices dominate parliament. The

hardly read

the

news

re-

chosen candidates should be articulate
with various social, political and eco-

sponsibilities are too many and hardly
allow them time to read newspapers or

nomic issues.
The Linkage

listen to the

basically the majority of voters in general and local elections. However, when
councilors and MPs get into positions

babwe Women’s Resource Centre and
Network is one of the programmes with

they hardly consult the people that put
them into power when making decisions. Women’s “social”, “political”
and “economic” empowerment have
become campaigning slogans prior to
elections but for the majority of women
in Zimbabwe empowerment has become

the

heard.
Since

independence in 1980, the majority of Zimbabwean women have been
politically exploited. They have been
used

as

voter

mobilizers and have been

illusion.

an

An effective way

of politically empowering women is through gender
sensitization so that women stop feeling pity for themselves but feel proud
to

be

women

and demand their entitle-

ments as stake

holders in the social

political and economic arenas of Zimbabwe. They also need constant civic
and political education. They need to
be encouraged to hunt for information
on various issues pertaining to them
as

women

and

as

citizens and to

ac-

tively participate in politics for it is in
politics that power is embedded. In a
parliament of 150 members only 25 are
women.

hold

Out of 25 cabinet posts women

only 3. There

are

few

women

councilors in Zimbabwe, out of 1377
councilors only 38 are women. Of the

52

pable

women

women

Programme of the Zim-

objective of socially and politically
empowering women and linking them
to

their local Members of Parliament in

order that

newspapers or listen to
because women’s domestic

news.

Women’s low lit-

literacy levels militate
against their ability to read or comprehend what is in the print media, which
is usually in the English language. Information is a powerful tool for empowerment but the majority of women are
starved of this. At the workshops I
have facilitated, the majority of the
grassroots level women hardly knew
anything about the controversial Land
eracy or no

they participate in the decimaking process. My experience
as a programme officer for that programme was that grassroots level
women are very much capable of participating in the decision making process through their Members of Parliament if they are gender sensitized and
sensitized on various social political

the constitution among other things. It
is necessary that women get sensitized

and economic issues.

on

sion

Had this pro-

been negatively dented by
programme staff resignations which
hindered continuity this interesting
programme would have covered a lot
of mileage in politically empowering
women at the grassroots level in sev-

Reform Bill, the Inheritance law, the

Legal Age Of Majority Act (LAMA)
and the Traditional Leaders Bills and

gramme not

eral constituencies.
In Zimbabwe

women are a

issues that affect their lives.
In a partriachal society like Zimba-

bwe, social, political and economic de-

velopment strategies have been directed at men and yet 52 per cent of the
population of the more than 12 million
people are women. At least 80 per cent
of the

minority

women

live in the rural

of them under

areas most

developed. Because of

of the decision-makers in government
and politics and elsewhere. The major-

urban bias which makes government
and NGO institutions prefer to work

ity of

with urban

women
social

current
on
no

at any one
access

to

hardly know about the
political debates going
time because they have
information.

Women

or peri urban based women,
majority of women are very much
socially politically and economically
disempowered.

the
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African Traditional Culture
sizes the subordination of

and

empha-

women

to

hardly participate in
making process. During
village court sessions in Zimbabwe if a
man contributes a weak point he is ridiculed as talking or thinking like a
woman.
The question is, are all men
more reasonable and more intelligent
men

women

the decision

than women? Gender stereotypes have
it that men are the “think tanks” of so-

ciety.
Despite the fact that the women that
participated in the workshops I facilitated at

were

semiliterate

or not

literate

all, their level of participation was
highly impressive. They were very atat

tentive and

actively participated in
group discussions. These women are
hungry for information and once they
get it can contribute brilliantly to the
decision making process. In all the
workshops the local MPs attended
some partially and others throughout
the two day workshops.
I am sure that from the way they
were grilled, the MPs felt the need to
pull up their socks for the general elections in the year 2000. The women were
very frank with their MPs and de-

of rural

ests

This paper will
was debated on.

women.

a bit of what
While the participants

highlight

in the rural
appreciated the fact that the law
now gave a provision for women in customary marriage relationship to inherit
property at the death of their husbands,
they were not impressed by the fact that
in a polygamous marriage each wife inherited the home they occupied at the
death of their husband. Women argued
areas

that most of the houses in the urban

allocated

by the urban counbuy basis using the
older wife’s marriage certificate. Some
areas were

cils

on a rent to

houses

purchased from the sale
that the couple had
acquired before the arrival of the secof the

were

resources

unfair that this valuable house with title deeds be allocated

ond wife and it
the

whilst the older wife

to

it.
Women also

complained that the
legalised polygamy in a country, which was dominated by Christianity beliefs since it legalised inheritance
new

a provision for title deeds to rural homes and fields and that the properties be registered in the name of the

gives

husband and wife.
Women felt that the Zimbabwean
laws

law

lenient with rape cases

and
reported
rape cases every month. Harsh sentences would definitely deter the perpetrators. Women suggested that second offenders of rape should be castrated so that they would never rape
again. Women in Gutu South Constituency shouted "Mabhuru ngavachekwe” meaning the bulls must be
were

that is

why there

were so many

castrated.
From the series of

was

“opportunist” younger wife
languished with
her children in the mostly drought
prone rural areas clinging onto property with no monetary value attached
to

areas. The participants also
recommended that the new land act

velop the

workshops I fa-

cilitated at, I discovered that rural
women are such dedicated workshop

participants. They are so eager to learn
and to express their views. They are
very much aware of the social, political
and economic problems confronting
them and yearn for a change to the status quo.
A participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) in politics will greatly
empower the grassroots level women
and enable them to contribute to the

decision

making process. When I did a
needs assessment in the constituen-

suggested that second offenders of rape should
castrated so that they would never rape again.

Women

be

cies,

women

wanted information

on

welfare issues,
manded to know what is debated in
Parliament since

they now know it is
their right to get informed.
In one of the regional workshops
the member of parliament for
Mhondoro, Mavis Chidzoya surprised
the participants in Harare when she
told them that is was a big mistake to
address or to view MPs as “Chefs”
term used to address someone who is

a
a

boss. She charged that MPs were not
chefs but servants of the electorate.

She went on to charge that the false
belief which made MPs see themselves
as the bosses and not the servants of

of property

by the rest of the wives.
They argued that the law legally allowed men to marry as many wives as
they wanted, to the disadvantage of the
first wives and their children who would
share the resources left behind by the

polygamous father or husband with the
rest

demanded that the law of inheritance
be revised and repealed. I noted with

ess.

interest that whilst this issue

cerned with

debated in the rural
not

appreciated the efforts by the
land to the
majority of the people they felt that
rapid resettlement which dumped peopie in the midst of nowhere caused more
harm than good to the beneficiaries.
government to redistribute

Women from

and wider consultation

at

was

before laws were
issues like the law of in-

necessary

gazetted

on
heritance and the Land Reform Bill be-

they were critical issues to
women.
They argued that who ever
represented women on the law of inheritance did not represent the inter-

cause
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in the urban based work-

women

topics in various workshops, women
more

case

On the Land Reform issue, whilst

in

felt that

the

hotly
workshops it was
was

shops mostly because the urban based
women had no problem with the law.

the

people contributed to their lack of
accountability to the people that make
them get their allowances as MPs. I am
not sure if this remark would go down
well with the majority of the MPs who
prefer to be “deified” by their constituency’s members.
After listening to presentations on

of the wives and children. Women

politics, the constitution, human rights, education, the land
reform, income generation projects and
lobbying and advocacy among other
things. Women need to be discouraged
from adopting an apathetic attitude to
politics for change can only be brought
through their political participation and
influencing the decision making proc-

some

resettlement

areas

Mzimgwane constituency lamented
schools, shops, buses and

the lack of

clinics in their resettlement

Institutions and NGOs that

good governance should
strive to sensitize the majority of the
grassroots level people especially
because they are the ones
starved of information and

women
are

that
are

marginalised in the decision making
process at the community and national
level. There is a great potential for the
grassroots level women to be actively
participating in the decision making
process. Women’s lobbying and advocacy skills need to be developed so
that they can demand for their entitlements and demand for accountability
from the Members of Parliament. The
arena after the year 2000 could
different outlook if the majority

political

area.

Women recommended that infra-

have

a

structure

of Zimbabweans

move

tized to demand for

be set up before the people
into resettlement areas. Past ex-

were

the MPs.

tied the local

Gertrude Munyongani

com-

plained about the lack of funds to de-

Gender

and

politically sensi-

accountability from

perience has shown them that once setauthority always

are con-

Development Consultant
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Debates

and

Viewpoints

Expanding geo-poKtical
boundaries and the shrinking
epistemological frontiers:
Here

comes

^^SADC studies*^

Alexactus T. Kaure

I

the

beginning there

the various SADC protocols
Organ for Peace Defence and
Security SADC Parliamentary Forum and now “SADC
n

were

and then the SADC

,

,

Studies”.
At the forefront of this

new area study has been the SouthRegional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS).
The idea of a regional approach was forcefully advocated at
a recent SARIPS
Workshop on Environmental Security in

African

ern

Southern Africa.
Most

participants at the Workshop felt the need to move
from the “narrow” national centred approaches of the
past to a more regional approach that would visualise the
region as a single unit of analysis.
As one of the Colloquium briefing papers state: “Environmental sustainable development is becoming an important component of regional cooperation within the SADC
organs and its national socio-economic policies and governance systems. This is partly because the SADC region is
ecologically and infrastructurally inter-connected in a manner which defies policy
making at the nation-state level.
Transportation linkages, the joint use of rivers and sea ports,
collaborative wildlife regulation and enhancement of the regions’ unique and tourism potential define the regions’ environmental system. The peoples of the various countries
have long standing socio-cultural and political connections
which are reflected in common but variegated environmental values and struggles over the distribution of land and
away

natural resources.”
But what is this

Africa

ern

or

region? Does the region refer to Southspatial space occupied by

does it refer to the

the current SADC member states?

In other words is the

region to be conceptualised in geographic, cultural

or

politi-

cal terms?
This
most

of

question
our

appears on the surface to be simple that
scholars do not bother to raise or respond to. It

is like

saying “we know what we mean by the ‘region” and
regional approach so why raise the question? Some,
however, would prefer not to raise the question at all because it requires a bit of intellectual reflection in order to get
concrete

answer

to

it, if at all.

ies

It was at this point that I asked myself as to how one can
purport to study and write on the “region” without compro-

mising and glossing over so many specific local issues?
If it was easy for the participants of last year’s colloquium to define the region in its geographic dimensions, the
interconnectedness of its rivers, its mountain ranges, its
valleys and terrains, its rainfall pattern its common fauna
and flora; it is not so easy for the student of history, of
politics, of sociology to define this idea of a region.
The question of what is the region and what form this
regional approach or perspective should take is in my view
diers,

to

course,

torical
Let
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what their definition of Southern Africa was,

are

the Namibian and Zimbabwean sol-

for example, doing in the DRC?

The prothey are defending the region
against the foreign invaders. The anti-interventionists
would say what are our soldiers.doing in a foreign country?
So who defines the region and for what purpose?
Frof. Baregu says a region may be defined through:
Relations and regularised patterns of interaction between
interventionists would say

1

of the Editors of the Journal of Southern African Studas

was

try.

member states

During last year’s Harare International Book Fair I asked
one

staff member of SAFES I

previleged to attend one
meetings that was discussing the formulation of the RHDR. Now at one point during the
discussion the chairperson of the meeting commended the
SAFES team that it has done an excellent job in capturing
the regional dimension in the Report as opposed to mere
comparative study of the region.
A moment later one prominent Mozambican scholar stood
up to say that the historical narrative in the report represented Anglo-phone Southern Africa and not the region.
What he meant, of course, was that Lusophone and
Francophone Southern Africa were missing i.e. Mozambique,
Angola and DRC, Seychelles, Mauritius.
During the heated discussion that ensured one UNDP
Representative, but also a scholar in his own right, suggested that the historical aspect of the Report should be
condensed (generalised) unless, of course, the writers were
prepared to extend the analysis so as to include the concern
of everybody and this, I suspect, could only be done by
delving a bit deeper in the historical specificity of each couna

of the UNDP/ SAFES

of interest? What

thus

a

As

1

rhetorically. And I did not get an answer, my rhequestion notwithstanding.
me continue my introduction with yet another story.

Similarities

or

shared characteristics between the

mem-

bers

of
1

1

Relations of members with the outside world
Globalization and world system processes.

In what follow I would like to engage

that question

more
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Debates

and

closely and by implication engage the “regional perspective
roaders” including my own Institute - SARIPS. This regional designation must be subjected to a careful analysis
and not passed off as a matter of common sense.
It is increasingly being taken for granted that there is an
easily identifiable unit of analysis called the region. If the
region refers to SADC, and therefore a political unit, then its
boundaries are fluid, amoebic and constantly changing every time a new member joins the SADC club. This article
employs this latter conception of the region - in fact this is
the sense in which the “regional perspective roaders” use
it.

Proceeding from that assumption then the central argubeing advanced here is that as the geo-political boundaries of the region expand, those of us who purport to employ a regional perspective in our research work become too
ment

general and thus less useful.
Thus while I share this vision of Southern African schol-

trying to overcome the narrow-nationalist approach to
scholarship and to recognise the inter-connectedness of the
problems facing the “region”, I am at the same time apprehensive about an approach that might turn-out to be too
homogenising and thus risk the danger of glossing over
countries specific issues and problems. This regional perspective assumes, rightly or wrongly, that all countries
subsummed under this regional rubric can be studied as one
ars

unit and in similar way.
As Burger (1997) puts

it in another context: “I remained

unconvinced, however, that
flicts in Somalia

one can

understand the

con-

Nigeria, the genocide in Rwanda, the
remarkably peaceful transition in South Africa, or the economic and political stability of Botswana without in-depth
insight into local culture.”
We should take a cue from our bigger cousin - African
Studies. Never in its long and chequered history has it pretended to study the whole of Africa. Its invented object
was
mainly Sub-Saharan Africa. It is therefore imperative
that we as scholars try to define and concretise our unit of
analysis in order to give it shape and concrete boundaries.
This might sound like a revisionist argument given the
fact that

even

or

African

Studies, which is

than “SADC Studies”, has
not

recently

a

much broader field

come

under attack for

opening

up.
To borrow again

from Burger: “The rush to embrace a
global framework ignores the profound need for locally
grounded knowledge and understanding without which global analysis too often becomes an exercise in grafting imported theory onto incompletely understood local/regional
contexts.”
But who is

setting the agenda here? My feeling is that
blindly following the politicians. If, for example, Congo (Brazaville) was to join SADC tomorrow then
it will come under the armpit of this “regional” idea and will
be studied as such. The politicians are talking of regional
blocks, the capitalists of the global economy and the academies are now forced to come up with what C. Wright Mill
has termed the grand theory or a kind of new universalism
that promise to explain everything.
This according to some of its proponent will pave the
way for the incorporation of all areas of the world into one
single project. As Goran Hyden (1996) points out in a recent article; “Universalists theory assumed that all social
entities can be studied in a similar way. It provides the basis
for comparison by focusing on the structural aspect of social life. At the same time, it never encourages in-depth
studies and for many using universal theory, a particular
we

scholars

are
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Viewpoints
area

of the world tends

to

be treated

as

just

a

“piece of

international real estate.”
In questioning the regional

perspective one is not necessarily propounding for the study of isolated and small
scale national entities on which anthropologists used to feed
on in the 1940s and 50s. There are,
surely, certain areas of
intellectual and research endeavour that lend themselves to

regional approach and thus policy formulation,
security being one of the them.
But as Burger reminds us: “
at a time when global has
become the new buzzword in scholarship and policy, we
should continue to insist on the necessity for the
contexualised knowledge of language and culture that has
been a strength of area studies and to see local and global
knowledge as complementary.”
My suggestion is that there is need for a continuous
intellectual dialogue between local and national, between
national and regional and finally between regional and global contexts. The call for greater participation by the ordinary people in local and national affairs should go hand in
hand with the generation of locally-based and historically
specific knowledge.
So much has been expropriated from communities by the
state in the name of the nation and national development
and intellectuals risk doing the same in the name of regional/
global grand theories which at the end of the day tend to
explain less and less. Local people and communities must
be seen as subjects of history rather than objects to be
studied by the outside expert and scholar. History and
knowledge is produced in both the local and global millieu
and therefore we should guard against an approach that
tries to create hegemonic control of the research agenda.
The idea of a region and regionality is to me a convenient label to describe an otherwise chaotic conglomeration
of nations and entities that sometimes have nothing in
common.
Thus we need to make clear the defining
characterists of the region. Because the common colonial
experience cannot be the defining aspect for as we know
Portuguese colonialism was different from British or the
French version. What is it that the Seychelles or Mauritius
have in common with say Namibia or Swaziland? Isn’t
Tanzanian experience much closer to those of Kenya,
Uganda, Burundi or Rwanda both in terms of the geography,
history and culture and therefore better studied as a unit or
DRC with Congo (Brazaville)?
This brief excursion was not meant to arque for colonial,
political or cultural specificates or peculiarities as they
present themselves in the various countries of the region
but only to engage the import of this regional conceptual
perspective in our research agenda if only to sharpen its
basic assumptions.
As Patrick Molutsi points out;
“This characterisation of Southern Africa is admittedly limited to SADC and restrictive from the point of view of the
Organisation of African Unity’s (OAU) and United Nations’
(UN) usage of the sub-region. Generally, the OAU and UN,
among others, define Southern Africa to include the countries of Madagascar, the Comoros Islands and a number of
a

environment

...

islands in the Indian Ocean.

On the other hand, the coun-

tries of Democratic

Republic of Congo (DRC), Tanzania and
Seychelles may not always be found classified as part of the
Southern African region”.
What emerges from this brief analysis is that the region
to which so many of us keep on referring in our writings is
not Southern Africa but the SADC region even though some
use it interchangeably. So here it is - SADC Studies.
55
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SADC

Regional Human
Development R eport
1998: An Overview
Nyasha Masiwa

Human

development is a process of
expanding people’s choices by enabling people to enjoy long, healthy and
creative lives. It is a paradigm of development built on people’s own aspirations for security, Justice, empowerment and freedom. It has emerged as
an

alternative to the traditional perspec-

tive

on

development that focuses

merely

on economic progress.
This is the focus of the SADC Re-

gional Human Development Report
1998 launched

at

the Southern African

Development Community consultative
conference in Lusaka in February 1999.
According to the report the Southern
African region is faced with two major
interrelated challenges, namely establishing good governance with enduring systems of democracy and sustainable human development. The evidence
as noted in the report, points to the conelusion that the two

that human

indivisible

-

development cannot be

sustained without
and that

are

good

governance

good

governance cannot be
sound unless it sustains human devel-

opment. Sustainable human
ment cannot

develop-

be achieved in the absence

of the structures and processes of good
governance the report stresses. It observes that Southern Africa is just

emerging from

long period of apartheid colonial oppression and a series
of conflicts in the post-independent
period. This history has been disruptive to indigenous politics, economies
and cultures. The disruptiveness has
been much more profound than anya

report provides a balance sheet of good

transparency and corruption such as

and human development in
It assesses the areas of
strengths and weaknesses, of progress
and stagnation and it establishes symbolic links between governance and human development. Based on the
analysis of this report a set of conclusions
can be reached and a
guiding agenda
for SADC is proposed to chart the way
forward for a region of 14 countries
with a combined population of nearly
190 million people.
The report sets an agenda the principal elements of, which are political,
institutional, economic, social and gender which underpin good governance

anti-corruption commissions or bureau
institutionalising the participation of

governance
the region.

and sustainable human

development.
political dimension the report observes that progress has been
made in building democracy base on
multi-party systems, with a few excepOn the

SADC economic

growth rate has been

slow, averaging less than 2% in most
countries. There is need to take cognizance of the mutually reinforcing role
of

a
strong and effective (or
developmentalists) state and vibrant
private sector and labour movement.

There is also the need for economic

reform to address the needs of the informal sector and to

ensure

greater ex-

port competitiveness.

Programmes
which seek to homogenise investment
and trade regimes should, therefore be
worked out. The SADC must build on
its experiences in sectoral development

in

creating favourable conditions for

processes of multi-party democracy are
still fragile and require further consoli-

services. The small size of most economies and markets in the region com-

dation.

pels the countries to pursue the path
of regional integration more seriously
and systematically than in the past.
The impetus should come not only
from governments but from other ac-

Specific attention and improveimperative in having independent electoral commissions,
ments will be

forms of electoral

representation, broad

participation, particularly women,
strengthening checks and balances,
constitutional reforms and adopting
standards for electoral systems human
and constitutional rights and political
freedoms.

region. Among these are the Human
Development Index (HDI), the Index of

There is need for institutional reform
to achieve accountability and transpar-

Democratic Governance (IDG), etc. This

ency
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Looking at the economic dimension, the report indicates that the

the flows of

analyse the status of human development and governance in the SADC
to

outside the state.

tions. However, the new structures and

Institutionally the report observes
capacity to design and implement policy as well as efficiency in the
delivery of basic public sector services
remains weak. Much more thinking
needs to be done to improve the institutional capacity of individual governments and regional organisations.

where else in sub-Saharan Africa.
The report employs various indexes

actors

that the

bodies which address issues of

investment, goods and

tors as well.

Socially the report shows that some
of the consequences of institutional
and economic reforms have been painful to certain sectors of the population.
Given the historical

legacy of wide disparities in access to resources, a
botton-up strategy focusing on the following is necessary; long term investment in public education systems,
strong support for adequate public
health care systems, support to highgrowth and labour-intensive industries, ensuring spread of technologies
to the poor and marginalised and support for small and medium-scale indus57

..J

Table 1
Human

mean

Development Index and its Components in Selected Regions of the World
SADC

Sub-Saharan
Africa

South Africa

East Asia

political,

institutional, economic and gender em-

All

Developing
Countries

Life expectancy

of the four indices of

50,6

52,75

61,8

69,3

62,2

56,9

70,47

50,5

82,4

70,4

42,0

52,31

52

65

57

(Years)

powerment measure components.
Seven countries - Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe, have been rated and
ranked below (table 2) in terms of the

degree of existence of participatory
Adult

literacy, %

Combined gross
enrolment ratio, %

values and culture institutional infrastructure

regulatory monitoring insti-

tutions and basic economic indicators.

development and good govstrongly related. The
SADC countries with a good governance performance in HDI also generally tend to perform well in governance.
The six leading democracies in the region, namely Botswana, Mauritius, Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa and
Human

Real GDP per

ernance

1 407

1 806

1 724

3 359

3 068

Development Index 0,386

0,458

0,4621

0,676

0,586

capita US$ (PPP$)
Human

from the global HDI and are therefore not comparable with the SADC specific HDi values. The table does, however, show the relative level of human development in the various
regions.

Note: The HDI values in this table are taken

Source: UNOP, Human

Zimbabwe have the best HDIs in SADC.

Development Report, 1998

tries

sourcing on poor communities.
On the gender dimension the report

observes that many women
SADC region are rural based

in the
and re-

main

peripheral to human development
and governance. Continued exclusion
of women from the centre of development and decision making is not only
unjustifiable but it is a major wastage
of human resources the report points
out. It notes that in the past four decades

most

SADC countries have made

standard of

living. It is measured by
life expectancy, educational attainment
(adult literacy and combined primary,
secondary and tertiary enrolment) and
adjusted income. The purpose of the
index is to focus the attention of

policymakers on the most important
challenges of development. It provides
an important alternative to GNP as a
measure of progress.
The measuring
rod of GNP is money. The breakthrough
for the HDI, however, was to find a

significant progress in human development. This progress is now stalled and
eroded by both HIV/AIDS and current
economic problems, which have substantially reduced governments’ capabilities to spend more resources on
human development programmes. This,
the report observes, calls for more resources from diverse sources- private,
non-governmental organisations and
the international community. The report points out that the goals of good
governance and human development

0

will not be achieved under the present
economic structure of the region. It

world.

notes

are

that the debt crisis is

now

both

a

symptom and one of the major causes

measuring rod for the socio-

common

eocnoic distance travelled.
sets a

The HDI

minimum and a maximum for each

dimension and then shows where each

country stands in relation to these
scales

-

expressed as a value between

(zero) and 1 (one). So, since the minimum adult literacy rate is 0% and maximum is 100% the literacy component of
knowledge for a country where literacy
rate is 75% would be 0,75.
Table 1 compares
ment

human develop-

performance and the rest of the

The index for democratic governis calculated by the arithmetic

ance

On the other hand, the countries un-

dergoing structural political and economic problems, which include Angola, Malawi, Mozambique and Zambia,

generally tend to have low HDIs

and internal governance constraints.
Two exceptions are Lesotho and

Swaziland where
not seem to
on

political problems do
a major impact
development record.

have had

their human

On the basis of these

general observa-

tions it is therefore

appropriate to continue to address the improvement of
human development together with improvement in good governance the report points out. However, the twin
problems HIV/AIDS and military conflicts constitute major stumbling blocks
to progress in human development in
both the individual countries and the

region
recent

as a whole. For instance the
conflict in Lesotho has de-

stroyed that country’s impressive
record of human development and
good governance. By the estimates of
the report it will take Lesotho at least
10 years to get back to where it was in
terms of human development and governance.“

of the crises in the SADC states. The

Table 2:- The Index of Democratic Governance for Selected SADC Countries

and social
transformation in the region will largely
depend on how the land question is

Country

report argues that economic

resolved, whether there is

a

and the

degree to which a strong technological foundation based on more
resources

Political

Institutional

Economic

Component

Component

Component

Total
IDG

broader

industrialisation process which entails
increased benefaction of raw materials

advanced skill

IDG
Rank

and technol-

Namibia

1

0,80

0,75

0,85

0,80

Botswana

2

0,74

0,70

0,83

0,76

South Africa

3

0,60

0,70

0,76

0,69

Zimbabwe

4

0,70

0,60

0,66

0,65

ogy is adopted.
The HDI measures the overall

Zambia

5

0,80

0,68

0,41

0,63

achievements in

Lesotho

6

0,40

0,60

0,84

0,61

Malawi

7

0,53

0,42

0,67

0,54

Source; UNDP, Human Development Report,

1996

a

country in three ba-

sic dimensions of human

development
longevity, knowledge and a decent
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I

Book Review

Structural

adjustment,

reconstruction &

development in Africa
Edited by Ronald Hope Sr. and
published by Ashgate, New York, 1997
Reviewed by Prof. D.B. T. Milazi

ally

This book addresses four areas:
Parti:

The Economic Crisis and

Development Policy;

and the perpetuation of a vicious cycle
of economic stagnation and decline in

Assesses the Social Impact
of Structural Adjustment;

Part IV: Provides Alternative

Approaches to reconstruction
and development.

standards of living.
How does the Minister see the
Structural Adjustment package? He
informs the reader that it consists of
the

balance of payment problems arising from currency overvaluation;

by the Swazi Minister of Economic
Development that sets the tone for a
lively and successful Conference but
also addresses Swaziland’s

economic

problems and what Swaziland needs to
do to avoid involuntary or imposed
structural administration.
The Minister pleads with the conference to consider the main features
of structural adjustment but also their

( Elimination of fiscal deficits through
adjustments in government expenditure in the non-productive sector;
( Control of domestic inflation as part
of sound monetary policy; and, not
least,

( Trade liberalisation to encourage the
development of local industry according to a country’s comparative
advantage.

unique application to circumstance of
various African countries.

chapter by the Minister fothe Swaziland

case as one

of

significantly small amount of external

employment

According to the authors, these
factors constitute the centre-stage for
the structural adjustment programmes
that became dominant and

preferred
the sub-continent
except for Botswana and South Africa

policy

response on

which countries

following policy actions;

( Currency devaluation to alleviate

all, there is the opening state-

ment

a

informal sector
correlates.

as

Part III:

cuses on

poverishment and the rise of the subterranean

Assess the Economic Impact
of structural Adjustment

The

the longer-term economic
of
(both domestic and foreign)

investment

Part II:

First of

worsen

situation: that is, a discouragement

were

models of

builds on the previous one in that he
addresses the Structural Adjustment

policies with respect to “Lessons” to
be learned in Africa’s development
process. He highlights both the problems SAPs is meant to address

of macro-economic management.
Mensah operationalizes his theoretical systems in the Zambian and

Part I: Economic Crisis

Ugandan contexts, in terms of “Imple-

chapter by Hope and Kayira
provides an analytical perspective on

mentation and results” and observes

The first

the economic crisis in Africa

especially

the resultant

privatization of state enterprises, abolition of subsidies, staff

the economic decline and human set-

retrenchment and currency

justment is mainly confined to fiscal

backs during the 1980s - referred to in
the literature as “Africa’s Lost Decade”.
The authors locate the origins and
nature of the crisis in a multiplicity of

tion.

Consequently the counavoid any imposed strucadjustment and to institute an in-

management.
tural

ternal

adjustment programme.
(imposed) structural
adjustment programme as against the
internal adjustment programme is discussed in terms of (a) origins of SAPs
The IMF/WB

particularly macro-economic and financial imbalances leading to structural adjustment: The “leading” factors are
stated to include,
nant GDP growth,

firstly, low or stag-

secondly, rapidly in-

creasing population, thirdly, imports
growing faster than exports, payments
deficits and fourthly, weak monetary
policies characterised by rampant inflation and negative interest rates.
Whilst

short-term

some

of these factors have

political benefits they actu¬
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(exter-

unemployment, capacity
under-utilization in industry, etc.) as
well as competing theories on the types
nal inflation,

debt burden such that Structural Ad-

try is seen to

eco-

nomic success and good governance.
The second chapter by Mensah

factors, the paramount ones
an

being the

budget deficits, as
indicator of poor performance of the

economic factors

-

public sector; the debt problem as a major contributor to the crisis; but also
economic reflections in the inflation

balance of payments, and
general decline in the formal employrates, poor

ment sector.

analytical perspective of the
point to the politico-economic
forces underlying the “crisis itself; The
states Ideological Frame work which
governed development policy and post
independence development and the
concomitant deterioration of the quality of African leadership with mass im¬
The

authors

He concludes with

a

view

devaluaon

social

and human costs of restructuring: dedine in wages and salaries, as well as
in living standards, but also concludes
with some lessons; targeted at the socalled unreasonable welfarism meant to

galvanize political support, wasteful
spending on state functions and propaganda as well as on the military.
The third chapter by Chikulo looks
at

the SAP in relation to its condi-

tionalities; the imposition of western

style liberal democracy which the ausmacks of ero-centrism. Underlying this insistence on “good governance” (i.e. political pluralism, constitutionalism, human rights and the
rule of law, etc.) is the implied relationship between democracy and develop-

thor says

ment or,

put differently, the

suggested
59

Book Review
link between economic rehabilitation

and

political liberalization.

Like other Africanist scholars,
Chikulo deplores the threats of Africa’s
economic crisis on social gains made
in the 1960s and 1970.
He concludes with the view that “reform” programmes based on the free
market system have by no means reduced levels of poverty or the high levels of indebtedness.
The fourth chapter by Maipose examines in some detail structural adjust-

policies in Africa but zeroing in
on the chaos in terms of their
design
and implementation. He sees results of
ment

SAPs as “mixed”
in an environment
hitherto characterized by one party
-

politics, centralised decision-making located in the presidency, lopsided inherited economic structure where
mining
accounted for 40% of GNP with minimal backward sectoral linkages to the

of the economy (i.e. agriculture and
manufacturing).
Maipose concludes that “democrarest

tisation and liberalisation” reforms
have overloaded the inherited
Institutional system.
seem to

( Self - reliance here is taken to mean
autonomy of decision making full
mobilization of a society’s own resources

a

central

macro-

moves

planning system

to

market-oriented system.

chapter by Kaluwa is on inon the sub-continent, which he(Kaluwa) associates
dustrial

tions (of Lesotho, Malawi, Zimba-

bwe, Zambia, and Tanzania).

( Here the economic impact of SPAs
is

reportedly in terms of “progressive improvements in fiscal performance” for all countries, but varying
degrees of success in investment
performance, reductions in the size
owner-

ship of enterprises.
( The authors argue that because of
“poverty after the era of SAPs” and
“despite superior growth performin economic welfare”, there is
need for structured approach at inance

digenous policy making to complethe SAPs. This, it is suggested,
should be an approach initiated by

ment

government to engage in economic
behaviour that seeks to promote
self-reliance.

60

development

methodology.
He distinguishes essentially two
analytical periods; the period before
SAPs (characterised by serious economic mismanagement, the chit-system
getting signatures from the rich, high
placed persons in authority and
“Kabule” economic prosperity by dishonest means in short corruption) and
the period after SAPs.
The military dictatorship is said to

with structural transformation.
He distinguishes between pre-SAPs
status of

Sub-Saharan industrial strat-

(based on state intervention) and
post -SAPs industrialisation strategy
which can be competitive in the present
context of globalised competition in the
manufacturing Industry Here, the critiegy

cal role of

scarce resources

cannot

-

-

-

be

underestimated

have been able to force SAP

exchange.

through including devaluation of the
cedi, excise duty on beer, rise in energy
price, etc. Th author says the West is

including finance capital, technical skills, entreprenuership,
economic infrastructure, and foreign
Kaluwa is of the view that the criti-

strategic role of

not

for Africa’s

in

the

be overlooked

as a

policies

concerned about the form of govin power. According to him

not

government
successful

ernment

only when Ghana gets tyrannical leader,
does it receive substantial foreign aid
from the West (p.97). He then
poses
the question: “Why all the
hypocrisy

lesson

development

process, noting (of course) that the role of the state
cannot be the same at all times and in
all economic and political contexts.
The African states, Kaluwa con-

eral areas; i.e. the financial situation and

eludes:

the

ought to

the role of investments, i.e. the development of infrastructure including finance, communications, utilities, human capital and

about

democracy?”
Frimpong winds

the

Chapter is

straints of Structural

Here, the author Simukonda,
the peasant sector
case in point).

on

“con-

Adjustment’’.
zeros on

using Malawi

as a

His hypothesis is that Malawi’s
SAPs may have acted to constrain
rather that stimulate, peasant production. The facts he marshals to this effeet show also the implications for national agricultural input and output

supply. For the scenario in question,
the author distinguishes the “peasant
sector” which is over 80% of the land
and supplying much of the domestic

consumption requirements (such as
supplies and agro-industrial raw materials) as against the “estate, private”
sector that is primarily
export-oriented.
Simukonda’s concluding argument
is that SAP reforms in terms of structural adjustment Loans (SALs) for the

“peasant” sector have failed. In fact,
he says, they “did more harm than

up his article with
“myth of success” of SAPs in sev-

drop in the value of the cedi, food
insecurity and the resultant malnutri-

resume

selective interventions.

The Seventh

( SAPs in countries in non-war conditions or relatively peaceful condi-

of the civil service and state

circumstances.

own

should

reforms could have favourable im-

from

operations, the author is. of the view
the producer
incentives, market output and threatened household food security.
The “myth of SAP success” is the
theme addressed by Frimpong. In fact,
he challenges the “so-called success
story of Ghana’s SAPs. - using, not
literature, but participant observation
that this has taken away

industrialising East Asian countries

Chapter 5 speaks of the efficacy of
SAPs as a subject of “considerable
debate” (Hope and Kayira 199) particularly.
( SAPs under Civil War condition (of
Mozambique) - the view that “policy
pact on the Mozambican
economy’ as the country

initiative and

The sixth

intervention

the impact of

Structural Adjustment
Economic effects

own

direction), co-operative relations in
and among African nations, as well
as priority of basic human needs
(food, shelter, housing, education,
health care, jobs), and, not least, participation in the development process
through which to improve their

cal and
Part II: Assessing

under its

good” (p.91) in-so-far-as they have
fallen short of subsidizing pricing,
fertilisers and transport.
Given the cutbacks on ADMARC’s

tion, especially among children and
health and declining quality of
service, particularly shortages of basic
medical supplies, closure of universities, migration and the brain drain of
women,

public sector professionals.
The author regards this as a very
black picture given that the Economic
Recovery Programme did not provide
all the answers to the national problems.
Part III:

Sructural Adju.stment

-

The Social Effects

The first author in this regard is Jacques
on “Structural
Adjustment and the

-

Poverty Principle” using four country
studies to illustrate he point.
These are Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe
and Mozambique
case

The author notes the contexts and
conditions of poverty and of SAPs in
Africa: external borrowing and the debt

trap, falling export prices and rising import prices and the WB/IMF condition-

alities, including elimination of subsion food
(especially maize meal),
education, housing, health services.
dies
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fertilizers, and the worsening poverty
status

of urban and rural dwellers.

This

negative scenario leads the

author to consider the concept of “adjustment with a human face” in order to
cushion the side effects of SAPs., as

evidenced by the so-called “social dimensions of adjustment programme” a
creation of the vice-presidency of the
WB in the area of human development
and poverty reduction.
In chapter 10, Magadlela

addresses
Impact of SAPs in Zimbabwe
especially on smallholder farmers. He
speaks of loss of jobs and return of
the Social

!

farmers to their

roots

in communal

ar-

to the

townships where they are
In the circumstances,
the creation of SDF (Social Development Fund) in conjunction with DSW
(Department of Social Welfare) has eneas or
now

squatters.

tertained the applications for help for
either school fees, health care or food
to

deserving applicants.
Whilst SAPs

country’s population and to urban vietims of SAPs.

Osei-Hwedie, in chapter eleven,
looks at the social impact of SAPs in
Zambia and argues like Magadlela, that

designed to redress
stagnant economies and stimulate economic growth - registering some suewere

stories - it has had socially negative consequences for youth enrolled
in colleges and universities in so far as

cess

meals in

cafeterias, subsistence allowdeparture of excellent academ-

ics and reduced

funding of higher in-

stitutions of learning are concerned.
The author argues that it is mainly
in the employment sector that young
school leavers are
hence the social

severely affected
upliftment programmes in terms of land resettlement
schemes, and youth development
programmes.

However, the rural

proved
youth especially
areas

unattractive for the
with the settlement schemes aimed at

realizing self-sustaining communities.
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ity due to the crisis of economic restructuring need further research.
And still on the social impact of
SAPs, Lesetedi draws attention

to

migration as a consequence f SAPs,
especially in Botswana. Although
international migration cannot be
solely attributed to SAPs, such migration has intensified with the implementation of SAPs. Thus, due to favorable
economic conditions in Botswana the
-

country has never implemented SAPs
-

economic

migrants from Malawi, Zam-

bia, Zimbabwe and Tanzania have
ensured

that

no

effective

and

permanent industrial labour force is
established in these countries with
adverse effects in the economies of the

origin.

(

Attitudes towards foreign ownership, including imposition of conditionalities

Moshi concludes with the statement
that privatisation cannot be the pana-

of improving the macro and micro
efficiency in Africa, precisely because

cea

SAPs are too narrow to address the
wider socio-economic development in
Africa implying, among other things,
that SAPs tend to overlook the important role the state has played and will
continue to play in the economic devel-

opment process.
And

finally, Macdonald addresses

the “barriers to reconstruction and de-

velopment” and specifically focuses on
corruption and economic crime in the
Southern African region.
He defines corruption as abuse of
office or public mismanagement (p 172)
and distinguishes between official corruption and commercial corruption.
Official corruption involves taking

Altanative Approaches
Four contributors to the text -Bar-On,

bribes and its conditions are fertile when
“salaries are low”, opportunities great
and policies weak (p 172). Seen as a

Moshi, and Macdonald

necessary

introduced

commercial.
The author concludes with the view
that the survival of the smallholder
farms is crucial for both political and
social stability, and for offering subsistence to over 75 percent of the

ances,

beries and auto thefts. Such criminal-

countries of

were

against the background of criticism of
government’s socialist stance, and as
triumph of economic rationality over
political rhetoric, SAPs themselves
have brought about increasing
pauperisation in so far as communal
farmers were being constantly pushed
from all angles - through such bodies
as Agricultural Technical and Extension
Services (AGRITEX) and Agricultural
Finance Corporation (AFC) to go

while SAPs

The conclusive finding is that with
unemployment quite rampant, youth
transferred its energy into criminal
activities such as gang attacks, rob-

-

are

grouped

under the rubric “alternative ap-

proaches to reconstruction and development”.
The first contributor, Bar-On, is
focussed not so much on alternative

approaches, as indeed on assessment
of SAPs in Africa and about “indicators” (a) to assess social equality (b)
means

by which it is attempted. Be-

social egalitarianism is not just
matter of economic variables and their

cause
a

measurement, Bar-On calls for what he
terms “the quest for more qualitative
measures”.

Whilst he critiques SAPs
distorting development, and thus
departs from both the “New Right” and
“Liberal Left” in the ideological
spectrum (he shares a “fundamental
as

faith in the free market”).
The second contributor to the “alternative

approaches” is Moshi who
privatisation “
as a
development strategy in Africa.
He sees privatisation as synonymous with corporatisation, commercialisation or capitalisation of a public
sector.
This process hinges on the
neo-classical hypothesis that “private
ownership brings greater efficiency
and rapid growth.”
The movement from public sector
to private enterprise, is, however, hampered by structural inadequacies, such
wrote on

“the limits of

as:

(
(
(
(
(

Undeveloped capital markets
Scarcity of entreprenuership skills
Corrupt civil service

Inadequate support infrastructure
Poor institutional framework

activity for day-to-day

sur-

vival, it may be conceptualized as some
type of a personal structural adjustment
strategy.
Commercial corruption, by contract,
is

wide-ranging, involves high-ranking

officials, implicates large amounts of
money, with individuals and corporations and often centred
and tendering process.

on

contracts

Where

corruption becomes the corprivatization is when privatisation itself enables a group of
transnational companies to dominate
public service provision “resulting in
cartels, combines and corruption,” such
as that
“corruption goes hand-in-hand
with contracting out privatisation.”
It follows according to Macdonald,
that in the Southern African region,
transnational corporations frequently
try to corrupt government officials who
can facilitate contracts, capital exports,
market monopolies, and cheap, docile
relate of

labor.

This is

one

downside of this

new

entreprenuership spirit of the free market capitalist development - which is
corruption, crime syndicates, dishonesty, embezzlement and bribery.
The author concludes with the view

that

corruption “is not aberration, but
the system works in the
typical African state”.
rather the way

On balance, the book is readable and
accessible, reflective of the diversities
of African

scholarship. It is therefore
highly recommended to students of
multi-disciplinary studies, especially
development studies, development economics, and development sociology.
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Manufacturing African
Studies and Crises
written

Published

by Paul Tiyambe Zeleza
by CODESRIA, Dakar, Book Series, 1997
Reveiwed

A citizen of Malawi and

graduate of Dalhousie University
by trade - author of a
critically-acclaimed, two-volume Modern Economic
History of Africa —, currently director of African
Studies at the University of Illinois, Paul Tiyambe Zeleza
is a man of many talents, a true African Renaissance
in Canada, economic historian

man

and Honnete Homme du 2 leme siecle.

Novelist.

Essayist and literary critic, Zeleza also ventures
effortlessly into many other disciplines such as history,
anthropology, sociology, philosophy, economics and
political science, as his erudite and massive
Manufacturing African Studies and Crises - comprising
no less than 23 chapters, 531
pages of text and some, 2,
000 bibliographical entries - amply demonstrate.
Yet in spite of his impressive literary and academic
achievements and substantial publication record, Zeleza
was, until recently, a relatively unknown quantity in
Africanist circles, due to a conjunction of factors: his
versatility and multidisciplinarity (making it difficult to
“pigeon-hole” him in any particular discipline), his relative
geographical eccentricity - evolving as he was first in
African universities, then in the rarefied

atmosphere of

Canadian African studies —, and the fact that his Darkabased publisher, CODESRIA, is not widely distributed
outside of Africa. In this regard, it is noteworthy that
the November 1995, Orlando annual meeting of the U.S.
based African Studies Association was the first
attended. Inspired by the debate around

one

he

Philip
Curtin’s controversial piece about “Ghettoizing African
History” (Chronicle of Higher Education, March 1995)
and the related session on “Ghettoizing African Studies”,
Zeleza resolved to address head-on the question of representation in the study of African and concluded that
Africanist discourse
by which he means “the entire
intellectual enterprise of producing knowledge based on
a western
epistemological order in which both educated
Africans and non Africans are engaged”, p.v) - was most
definitely in crisis. It is thus around this organizing
concept that the author undertook to assemble a selection
of his writings scattered among various publications over
the last fifteen years (1982 to 1997). Manufacturing
ever

-

African Studies and Crises consists of five sections. Each
cluster of the epistemological issues that have

a

dominated African studies in the last decades

as

filtered

through the author’s personal and generational
encounters with the field, namely: academic freedom;
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African

historiography; colonial and post -colonial
development ideologies and strategies; traditional and
contemporary types and processes of democratization;
and the cultural
and political dimensions of
PanAfricanism. Methodologically, Zeleza first seeks to
“deconstruct the discursive architecture of African
Studies” in general and in the various disciplines, then
to, “reconstruct alternative narratives,”

especially with
What

respect to

development and democracy (p. iv).

follows is

an

attempt to summarise the author’s main
argument and to assess the extent to which he has
succeeded in his ambitions and worthwhile undertaking.
While the African state is largely responsible for the
lack of academic freedom in Africa, says Zeleza, the

Africanist academic community (including Westernbased Africanists and African expatriate scholars) share

responsibility “for generating many of the restrictive practices and processes that presently characterize the social production of knowledge in, and on, Africa” (p.lO).
In

intriguing allegory (chapter one), Zeleza describes
a quintessential “Academic
tourist”, a world-renown, widely published and extensively travelled.
an

the trials and tribulations of

Canadian Africanist scholar who, on the occasion of
his retirement, was publicly exposed by some of his
former African Students as a fraud and a plagiarist who
had no qualms in appropriating his student’s works as
his

(could this be

damning and thinly-disguised
own professors at
Dalhousie University? Cherchez le professeur...). In
the following chapters, the author highlights the
predicament of the African expatriate scholar working
in African and overseas universities (a category in which
himself and the present author squarely fall), forced to
migrate for reasons of personal security and intellectual
integrity, as the increasingly authoritarian African postcolonial state could no longer tolerate the critical analyses
of the pitfalls of nationalism coming out of the relatively
won

indictment of

one

a

of Zeleza’s

sheltered sanctum of academia. There is no gainsaying
the fact that the brain drain to Northern
and singularly
North American - academic institutions “has sapped
-

Africa of its intellectual

resources

and increased the

continent’s

dependence on western expatriates...” (p.20).
As Zeleza rightly observes, the relationship between
African intellectuals and the state has been complex and
contradictory, characterized by both collaboration and
SAPEM APRIL 1999
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contestation.

Indeed, “relations between the state and

the intellectuals

increasingly turned sour as the problems of nation-building and development proves far more
intractable than originally anticipated” (p.26), and as the
intellectuals became increasingly redicalized as a result
of the crisis of developmentalism. More significantly,
there emerged a foreign donor-driven “intellectual divi-

guided policies - which have their root in the colonial
period - pursued by neo-colonial elite than to natural
factors (soils, weather, population). However, as Zeleza
correctly points out, the agrarian crisis was a mere symptom

of

a

mush wider economic and social crisis

con-

fronting

many African countries In the 1970s and 1980s
which was itself an outcome of the world economic cri-

sion of labour between Africa and Africanist social sci-

sis that

entists in which the former concentrate

Zeleza, the ideology of developmentalism appears as a

on narrow em-

pirical studies of their societies and communities that
the Africanists collect and process into ‘macro’ syntheses wrapped in currently fashionable theoretical packages” (p.35). Such division of labour is clearly reflected
in two major - and competing - African historiographical
projects: the 8-volume UNESCO General History of Africa (1981 - 1993), and the 8-volume Cambridge History of Africa. While the General History - hailed by
Zeleza as “one of the greatest achievements of historical
scholarship this century”; p. 148 is rooted in the PanAfrican tradition, promotes a continental view (by treating Africa as one historical unit) and trans-Atlantic vision of Africa history, was edited and written mostly by
African historians, and is available in a abridged versions
for classroom use, the Cambridge History is a perfect
opposite of all of the above. It comes as no surprise,
therefore, that “the General History provoked furore in
some Africanist quarters because it threatened to overturn the

international division of intellectual labour

un-

der which African historian

narrowly concentrated on
their ethnic groups, and at most on their nations, while
western scholars provided regional and continental syntheses” (p. 149).
Ultimately, “the struggles for Academic freedom by
African intellectuals are part of a much large battle for
democracy currently taking place in Africa” (p. 40), a
battle which should include the gendering of African history and African studies in which the voices of African
women themselves must be heard.
In this regard, argues Zeleza, the question of language is central to understanding the nature and dynamics of the prevailing
inequality between the Western Africanist centers and
the African academic community. The privileging of
English and French - to the detriment of African Ianguages - in academic production of knowledge in Africa means that the continent’s peoples, societies and
histories are interpreted in languages and discourses
framed by concepts rooted in a Western epistemological
order (p. 52, a point to which the author eloquently returns on p. 499).
It also means that with their steadily
deteriorating research infrastructres (including libraries
and computer facilities), African academics are severely
handicapped in the manufacturing and distribution of
scholarly knowledge and information through publications.
As Zeleza rightly observes, the “ideology of
developmentalism” has its roots in the 1945 Colonial Development & Welfare Act. The Act was an attempt by
the British imperial state to address the severe economic
and political post-world war crisis in the African colonies while safeguarding the interests of metropolitan and
local capitalism, thus sowing the seeds for the development of the African national bourgeoisie. And the “agrarian crisis” that afflicted

1970s and 1980s
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was

some

African countries in the

apparently due

more to

the mis¬

erupted in the early 1970s. Ultimately, concludes

smokescreen for the unabashed

capitalist accumurestlessly pursued by the African bourgeoisie in
alliance with western imperialist interests - under the

mere

lation
cover

of the international financial institution’s struc-

tural

adjustment programmes (SAPs)—, to the detriment
of the ever-exploited and dependent African masses. It
is noteworthy in this regard that one of the main policy
prescriptions of these IMF/World Bank’s inspired SAPs
in the lifting of “labour regulation, standards and institutions (that) hamper the smooth functioning of the labour
market thereby hindering development in general and employment growth in post-independence Africa - whose
rate of wage employment declined most markedly.
In
the last analysis, concludes Zeleza, the African economic
crisis, compounded by the negative impact of the SAPs,
led to a severe deterioration in the conditions of living of
the African masses, manifested most vividly in rising
unemployment and falling real wages (p. 368).
In part four of the book entitled “Imaging
Democracy,” Zeleza examines various dimensions of the
unfolding democratic processes in Africa, namely;
traditional African democratic systems of governance;
authoritarian rule and censorship in Malawi; progress and
problems of democratic transition in various African
countries; visions of the post-colonial state and society
and of democracy emanating from various African
writers’ novels, notably those of Ama Ata Aidoo, Ayi
Kwe Armah, Buchi Emecheta, Bessie Head, Nurrudin
Farah, Ben Okri and Ngugi wa Thiong’o. What emerges
from this broad overview is

a vivid and
telling picture of
expectations, broken electoral
promises and shameful popular betrayal; political decay,
state failure and non-development; authoritarian, selfseeking and corrupt political elites; and, in spite of all
this, the hope and dreams “for a redeemed humanity in a
reformed social order, one in which there is democracy
and freedom for all” (p. 475).
In the concluding section of the book entitled “To-

unfulfilled democratic

wards Panafrican Studies”, Zeleza tackles the fundamental issues of cultural

imperialism, Eurocentricism and the
a probing and nuanced
critique of Edward Said’s Culture and Imperialism (Alfred A. Knopf, 1993), the author observes that while
Said’s critique of Eurocentricism of opposite, his argument is far from impressive, and by reaffirming the primacy of the western canon, “he returns to singing praises
for the
very
canon
he once denounced so
passionately”(p.491). In the next chapter Zeleza addresses the vexing question of the paradigmatic crisis in
the sociah sciences, and the attendant rise of post-modneed for

a

Pan-African revival. In

ernism in academia.

How has research in (and on)

Af-

rica contributed to the construction,
dissolution of western social science

consumption, and
epistemology and
knowledge? This is the question variously addressed by
R.H. Bates, V.Y. Mudimbe and Jean O’Barr’s Africa and
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the

Disciplines (University of Chicago Press, 1993) and
Appiah’s In My Father’s House (Oxford Uni-

Kwame A.

versity Press, 1992). Zeleza takes

to task the first three

authors for

failing to acknowledge or engage the work
of African economic and political behaviour and
processes” (p. 498)) to economics and political science. In
attempt to reconsider African identities in the contemporary world - and in marked contrast to the
Afrocentric school —, Appiah “celebrates the diversity,
an

complexity, richness, and contingency of African

so-

cial and cultural life’ (p. 504) and argues
passionately
for the construction of a new panAfricanism transcend-

ing inter-state relations. Returning to the latter
panAfrican identity?” (p. 513). Using two of his own
short stories (Waiting and Homecoming) to illustrate his
argument, the author emphasizes the point that “recalling and reclaiming our histories is a prerequisite to any
serious project of emancipation and liberation (...)"
(p.512) and tries to grapple with “difficult questions about
panAfricanism as a construct and a movement, in its
spatial dimensions and cultural content, political ad ideological agendas” (p. 513). In the process, he raises some
important issues such
constituencies that

as

serve

the need to mobilize domestic
the interests of African peo-

pies; the need for panAfricanism to find

an

appropriate

response to the current globalization and regionalization
of the world economy; and the need for a panAfrican
economic

agenda (pp. 516-17).

As indicated
and Crises is

a

above. Manufacturing African Studies

massive and erudite work in which Zeleza

critically addresses fundamental philosophical, epistemological, methodological and theoretical issues pertaining
to Africanist production and circulation of
knowledge in
the social sciences and humanities.

Resorting to variand straddling many disciplines, his work
might at first appear disconcerting to the typical Africanist
solidly grounded in a single discipline. Yet it is precisely
the sheer breath and variety of this work that makes it
so original and
unique. Admittedly, very few scholars
would be able to tackle a work of this range and
magnitude, as Zeleza does so effortless and competently. The
fact that the started out as a writer
he completed his
first collection of short stories at the tender
age of 19,
while as a student in Malawi
probably accounts for his
elegant sometimes even flowery) prose and perfect mastery of the English language. Zeleza’s frequent incursions into political science result in perspective and
nuanced analyses of African democracy movements and
processes, and valuable insights - such as his correct
observation that state and society in Africa “are not binary opposites (...) but intimately connected structural
and moral spaces and spheres of action and reaction (...)
(p. 393). Anyone familiar with the situation prevailing
in Africa would agree that his analysis of the authoritarous

genres

-

-

ian nature of the state and of the attendant lack of
demic freedom conforms to the observable
reality.

aca-

Finally, unlike most of his Africanist colleagues, the author demonstrates an exceptional empathy for the
plight
of the marginalized and disenfranchised African masses
(urban poor and peasantry) and of African women, who
remain largely invisible or misrepresented in Africanist
social sciences and humanities.

Admittedly,
not be without
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work of this

blemish.

To

and magnitude canbegin with, it suffers the
scope

usual flaws inherent in this genre. Being a patchwork of
various types of writings - scholarly articles, book re-

views, literary critiques, short stories and public lectures

spanning fifteen years, the book obviously lacks unity
and coherence and unavoidably leads to frequent and
tedious repetitions (as for instance in the case of the

-

question of language, dealt with in full section of chapter 4, pp. 51 - 53, but also in
chapter 22, pp. 498-9).
Furthermore, Zeleza often lapses into the code post-modernist jargon that he so rightly and consistently denounces
throughout the book, frequently resorting to such favourite words as “agency”, “deconstruct”, “reconstruct”, “discourse”, “narrative” and “metascript”. In
addition, the author’s cultural predisposition and linguistic
bias leads him to blatantly ignore the abundant, rich and
varied Francophone African literature on the various
themes tackled in the book.
founded criticism of western

At

times, Zeleza’s well-

ethnocetricity leads him

to

dubious

assertions, such as this one: “Often in Western
universities, African novels are regarded more as academic travelogues, used in social science courses as
windows into the African social and cultural worlds than

literary pieces or aesthetic creations” (p.432). But
what is wrong with such an approach - of which I have
been guilty myself -, given the fact that such novels can
as

be considered both

as “windows” and
aesthetically pleasing literary pieces (a point acknowledged by the author
himself when he highlights the explicit political
messages
contained in many African novels such as those of Ayi
Kwe Armah or Ngugi wa Thiong’o)? In addition, Zeleza’s
own

“narrative” is not immune to contradictions.

Thus,

he adheres to Kwame

Appiah’s view that “Africans are
moulded from the same clay of racial and cultural homogeneity”, approvingly quoting him when he says “we
do

not

have

a common

traditional culture, common Ian-

guages, a common religious or conceptual vocabularly
(...) we do not even belong to a common race” (p.504).

Evidently, such a position totally contradict the
panAfrican ideal enthusiastically endorsed by himself in
the next chapter (23) in which the essential cultural unity
of Africa (as documented in Cheikh Anta Diop’s writings) is emphasized. This raises a more general and fundamental issue, namely that of Zeleza’s ideological and
political stance. Evidently coming from a strong Marxist political economy tradition tempered by
just the right
measure of
Africanity, the author systematically and effectively critiques the Eurocentricity of western social
science epistemology. Yet at the end of the day one is
not sure which ideology stance he
adopts and which political strategy he favours beyond his rather vague and
perfunctory advocacy of panAfricanism in the concluding chapter.
Be that as it may, and when all is said and done, Manufactoring African Studies and Crises is without a doubt
an academic tour de force, a work of broad
scope and
vision and of impressive erudition, rich in analytical, methodological and theoretical insights, appropriately critical
of the dominant social science paradigms, yet refreshing candid and thought-provoking. As such, it most
certainly deserves pride of place in any decent
Africanist’s library.
Guy Martin
School of Government, University of the Western
Cape
Bellville, South Africa
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